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Les  Watmough 
TEP.RAeE'."•i!~; ', Tire'.i, Kitimat. 
Stikhie'regiOnM distflct ~ sur- 
render the only $ecurity ithas if 
it decides tb.exchange its debt 
debenture,: ~/ith/;the i Shames 
Mountain Ski C0rporat|on for 
shares in that' company, the 
district's Thornhill director 
warns. -, , .  . .. 
Les Watm0ugh:,was commen. 
ting on last w~k,s d~isionby 
Terrace c0uficii . t6 .  follow 
Kitimat's. lead:land support a 
corporatioh' proposM that  the 
regional district ~,ancel the debt 
in exchange for,a 28.49 per cent 
holding!in Shafiies' and a seat on 
the compemy~sboard of direc- 
tors. ....... ~...-. 
t.. t~: [.~ )'. ~,.H. A l'~ t,q'~ 
Shames owes ' more than ment was no longer worth the would do that because that's the 
$300,000 for:ski ,hlllequipment. amount of the debt, Watmough smart move for them. The bank 
it purchased: fr0n .thi: 'dBtrict said the debenture covered more wants the security and so long 
when : the ::~ dist ictDs Kit- than just the equipment, as we (the district) hold it they 
sumkalum ol~rati ,ii closed in Although he was not saying can't get it." 
1986. ." ' :~  ':,:,':. " the district would necessarily While there was a risk the 
Watmough~:s~d ~e:qu'estion want o adopt hat course of ac- district might never get its 
of seeufliy:sh0uld' ~i!a:major tion, he explained under the money back whichever oute it 
factor:in ~t~y :busii ,,:derision terms of the agreement, " I f  went, he said giving up security 
yet ~ that i~vas~:(jU~ ' What' ~ he they default on the loan we take for "shares that may or may not 
regional:disi'ric~wo~lldbegiving that whole ski hill back, that's make money" put it in a much 
up by aCcepting:thiid~a[ii:::i: the kind of security we have." weaker position. 
"The debenture,~W~'pretty Noting Shames president Pointing out he regional 
firm and gaw.!us:idlilot',more Gerry Martin had told Terrace district held referenda to open 
~erityth~'~ybe;~',~me0fthe council the shares-for.debt agd eventually close the Kit- 
cotii~cil 'member,'read'.eZra/he " swap idea had come from the sumkalum operation, he sug- 
said.: While':kldemen~::iif~b0th bank with which the company gested "now that we're doing 
com mun'itie's :~ade was negotiating a loan; Wat- something else again with tax- 
-,,~,~-~-~-'~='~"4 equip- moughsaid, "Certainly abank payers' money, maybe we 
A ,~ ,*'i I": |4 B t.. ¥ 
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all the facto~;$ ii~ot[,ed, ~ ~: , 
I I  
should have ai~other efeten- 
dfim to See what the taxpayers 
think: about it." ' : 
Watmough ~/d if Shames re- 
quired assistance' from the  
district, he still preferred to pro: 
vide it tfirough an extension of 
the repayment schedule. 
That is a~so the position of 
Electoral Area C director'Gor' 
don Robinson,"I think we 
should get out  of the ski hill 
buisness altogether. It's not a 
proper activity for the board,', 
he said, 
However, he added, "At this 
point it doesn't matter what I 
think because Kitimat and Ter* 
race have the majority." 
Senior service 
needs outlined Northwest 
TERRACE -- There should be several specific issues,sald use- " 
. more housing for seniors..better cond meeting will be: held later • 
:transportation for Seniors and a this mo0th to decide h0wt0 f i l l .  
central office for. information the gaps, '., .... ! i / , .  . 
seniors may need,: a meeting "Wha t we're looking at  .are 
decided last week, : '~!..,< services for>i~ntors; so ,<.mey 
! The m ~,i.':: ate =-~ ':: ~:- don,t have to,move awayand to:. 
:~ I  : ?~ '~ " Y"'~: '°Y~ conv lnce :O~!d~lo" : tO  move ~ 
peep e set out wnat emsts.ln tile - ' "  -~J "~th  . . . .  ' 
W yo f  seiflOr:servl~;what i s . ~;;..01,.,iin0' ~d :nu~tl6n o f  
~'~ , " : ~ ' , ,  , ,  - . . . .  r " t ,  a m a  wa l=,m~g,  ~ : ,  
, ,~ed  andwhen they ~ht  be ~J.t~,,:u~4~l.q thi~r~ll)Joln. ~ . . .~ j  , j  + ~l  t , ) ~  • , a i . i -  ~ 4;p'qetB,&4tvl5 ~ v a w v ~  * .  v ~ n v n q  
~c~.~,  sma L~ou8 ~num, one that ~e'popuiation'is ~ and 
i:;; Smith) ~ by th(city ~der  : 'S~ots ,  ithey. ~  ~n i l ,~ :  
d* .p~t1Odi :pro~ i6~!l~k at i ! :~d0~: : f0 ' !~ h 9"add~l: :'.:<!/: ! , 
Contract talks 
becoming nasty, 
TERRACE -- Contract alks 
between local teachers and the 
school district are degenerating 
into warfare, 'says Terrace 
District Teachers Association 
(TDTA) president Greig 
Houlden. 
He said the school board is 
following the same pattern that 
resulted in last year's •19-day 
teacher strike. 
"They seem determined to 
escalate these negotiations into 
a confrontational mode, and 
we're not sure why," Houlden 
said last week. "We don't 
regard public head-bashing as a 
productive way of carrying out 
coll.ective bargaining. I'm .not 
s~r6~ ithe::~ b0ard has'.~ learned 
anything from the last round of 
negotiations." 
He  'called recent board 
statements on the tone of 
bargaining "ridiculous accusa- 
tions." 
In particular' Houlden 
pointed, to the board's recent 
newsletter on the status of 
negotiations, which has been 
distributed to some parent 
groups. ' ' :  
It blames the slow pace of 
negotiations on the TDTA for 
demanding changes in virtually 
every clause and "all but aban- 
doning the current collective 
agreement." 
Houlden admitted progress 
has been quite slow in the talks, 
but called the board's version of 
events ' 'garbage.' ' 
Houlden said the board is 
deliberately delaying talks. "We 
have continually put forward 
more bargaining dates than 
they've been willing to agree 
to." 
He said the union has tried to 
keep negotiations on a positive 
Chapman Said board  
negotiators want .time to  
methodically go through the 
union's proposals, adding such 
negotiations can't be rushed. 
"That sort of steamroller 
bargaining is irresponsible," 
she said. 
She rejected Houlden's ac- 
cusations that he board is prim- 
ing the process for confronta- 
tion by making public 
statements about the negotia- 
tions. 
"That's absolutely wrong. 
We're a public body and we've 
• got a responsibility to answer to 
public groupsi" Chapman ex- 
footing and not make .any plalned. "I don't think we're 
public Co~ent  on the :tMks. ~:,esealatings mlythins. :Our 0nly 
"They're obviously upping intedtis-t~ keep out public in- 
the ante as far as taking the formed; and I think we have a 
responsibility odo that." 
She said the union presemed 
92 pages of proposals asking for 
everything they didn't get last 
year, as well as concessions won 
by unions in other districts. 
',It's like a huge grab bag. 
They're trying to put articles in 
the contract to cover every 
possible eventuality. I don't 
know if there's any paranoia 
negotiations out into the public 
realm," Houlden said. "We're 
extremely dissappointed by 
that. But if the board is intent 
on reducing negotiations to the 
level "of public warfare, we're 
going to have to make some 
hard deCisions about respon- 
ding in kind." 
School board spokesman Kris 
Hypnosis used 
in murder probe 
TERRACE - -  Investigators are He said the shock of the inci- 
using hypnosis to draw out new 
information from the survivors 
of a deadly explosion that killed 
two miners last year at a gold 
mine development north of 
Stewart. 
But Prince Rupert RCMP 
Const. Mark Jones said last 
week the tactic has so far been 
unsuccessful because of the 
trauma suffered by the miners 
as a result of the Feb. 2, 1989 
blast at Newhawk's Sulphurets 
property. 
Mine foreman Claude Weber 
and supervisor Otto Sawatsky 
were killed and three others 
were injured when 300 
kilograms of explosives 
detonated. RCMP still believe 
the blast was deliberately set, 
and are continuing to treat the 
case as a murder investigation. 
Jones said hypnosis 
treatments haven't turned up 
any new leads) but one of the 
miners is to undergo another 
session after an ~rlier one fail- 
ed. 
i 
there, or what." 
Houiden said many changes 
have been requested, but the 
board-is- ~so bargaining for 
"clawbacks" in many areas. 
The two-year contract signed 
last year expires June 30. The 
two sides next meet May 13 and 
dent has blocked the minds of 
some of the men to the hyp- 
notist's attempts to draw out 
unconscious recollections. 
"It's difficult for the hyp- 
notist o get to first base in a lot 
of the cases," Jones explained. 
"It's hard to imagine six or 
seven hundred pounds of ex- 
plosives going off around you, 
but I guess that'~ enough to 
scramble anyone's brains." 
The biggest problem for 
police is figuring out a motive 
for a deliberate killing, he said. 
"What kind of. normal per- 
son would do that, and why? 
Did he want to shut the mine 
down and didn't know people 
were down there or what7 It's a 
tough one, but we're still work- 
ing on it." 
He said RCMP suspect at 
least one of the men that was 
underground at the time is 
responsible for the blast, or at 
least knows more than they're 
tellins. "But we still don't have 
a bad guy," 
Roundup 
14. The school board has said it 
has budgeted money for a six 
per cent increase in teachers' 
salaries in the new contract. 
/ • 
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Share swap backed 
Danny Sheridan, would be  Dave Hull, however, remaine 
"disastrous" for the communi- unmoved. While shehad no ot 
in point form 
TERRACE - -  Here 's  a 
breakdown of the regional 
district.Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation proposal to 
convert the debt the latter 
owes into shares in the com- 
pany, 
• The regional district in the 
1980s bought a lift and other 
equipment and opened up a 
ski operation on Kit- 
sumkalum Mountain. 
• That meant borrowing 
money through a debenture. 
Security for the debt came 
from the lift and other equip- 
ment. The debt won't be paid 
back until the year 2000 and 
there  is still $456,000 
outstanding. , 
• The oPeration ever made 
money and was closed by 
referendum in 1986. 
• Also in that year the 
Shames Mountain Ski Cor- 
poration bought the equip- 
ment for use on Shames 
Mountain. *The purchase 
Pdee of $313,000 (it later 
rose to $322,000) was to be 
paid back in annual in- 
stallments. The debt is 
secured by a debenture on 
the equipment and on other 
assets of the ski corporation. 
• Those installments were 
meant o help pay down the 
regional district debt for the 
equipment. 
s 
• The Shames corporation, 
except for one small pay- 
ment, did not meet the an. 
nual schedule. It has been 
renegotiated three tLmes. 
• Also owed by the corpora- 
tion is $94,000 in interest. 
• The proposal by the 
Shames corporation would 
turn the debt into eqtiity by 
issuing shares to the regional 
district. This means.' the 
regional district would give 
up its security on the debt. 
The ski company also wants 
the interest forgiven. 
• Regional district directors 
from Terrace, Kit,mat, Thor- 
nhill and the rural area stret- 
ching south of Terrace must 
approve the proposal. That's 
because taxpayers in those 
areas are directly paying for 
the original district debt and 
because payments from the 
Shames corporation were to 
help pay down that debt. 
• The debt-to-shares pro- 
posal, as well as the proposal 
to forgive the interest 
payments, must first be ap- 
proved by the provincial 
government before the 
regional district can vote. 
yet another restructuring of the 
debt repayment schedule. 
pointment" with rthat recom, 
mendation, Martin accused the 
city of dragging its feet and fail- 
ing to adequately support the 
corporat ion 's  e f fo r ts  to  
establish the facility. 
debt swap was the idea of a 
bank with which the corpora, 
tion had been negotiating for 
additional financing as it would 
create additional equity in the 
ski venture. 
He warned council's failure 
to support the proposal "will 
jeopardize the speed with which 
the project takes place," 
creating the "distinct possibili- 
ty" there would be no skiing 
this winter. 
Martin also suggested some 
corporation directors were so 
frustrated at the apparent lack 
of support from the city, 
another rebuff might prompt 
them to consider abandoning 
the project. 
That, maintained alderman 
Mountain Ski Corporation ty. Proposing council support jection to individual alderme: 
president Gerry Martin, Terrace the swap deal in principle, he "dipping into their own pocket 
council has decided to support a said the idea the debenture held and buying as many shares i! 
proposal that would see the by the regional district was "an Shames as they wish,'! Hallod~ 
company pay of f  its debt o the extremely valuable commodity" said she was "adamantly oppos 
regional district with shares,: was an illusion. Thevalue of the ed"  to using taxpayers mone: 
In doing so, aldermen revers, ski' hill equipment was now 'far to do so, " 
ed an earlier committ~ of 'the less than the am0unt owed and Echoing that view,: Hull sai, 
whole recommendation 'the if the project didnot go ahead, Sh~es '  I own figures:suggeste~ 
regional district instead agreeto the debenture would prove wor- it would have nO'i difficult,. 
assist the corporation ~through thless, he said, ' : :~ meeting the extended repaymen 
. . . . . .  Pointing out the repa~ent Schedule: put forward by th, 
schedule had already been commit tee  of the whole  
Expressing Shames' "disap- renegotiated a numberof times, Describing the proposed new 
alderman Mo Takhar added, terms as "very generous", he 
"Who knows? Over the next 10 added, "It would be hard to 
years we'll probably be doing find a sweeter deal," 
the samething. If ~eget shares, The motion to support the 
then we're done~itil ~'?~:i'~hare.swap deal passed four 
Aldermen Ruth Hallock and votes to two when aldermen 
Martin said the shares fo r  , 
Directors favour doea! 
Mountain Ski Corporation son have between them. The re- 
shares-for-debt proposal with maining directors responded as 
the Kitimat-Stikine regional follows: 
district apPears certain judging Alice Maitland (Village of 
from responses of district direc- Hazelton - one vote) --  Holding 
tors. shares in Shames at least offers ment initiative, Shames is hard 
to beat." While the district 
should exercise caution in 
reaching a decision, he noted 
other argument it "could lose it 
all anyway" if it did not ap- 
prove the deal. 
,Andy Burton (Stewart. one;" 
vote) -- "~We have: no money, in~ 
it so financially it!s nothing to 
us. If the people that are paying 
A poll of electoral area direc- 
tors indicates Les Watmough 
and Gordon Robinson will find 
themselves on their own in op- 
posing the swap. It is still sub- 
ject to approval by the 
municipal affairs ministry. • 
Kit`mat and Terrace councils 
have already passed resolutions 
of support guaranteeing 12 
the possibility the communities 
which are paying off the Kit- 
sumkalum debt will get their 
money back and maybe more. 
"It seems like a good idea to 
me." 
Harry Nyce (Nass Valley - 
one vote) - -  Development of a 
ski hill would be a good thing 
for the entire area and he 
favourable votes - -  double the therefore supports the project, the bill have no problem with it, 
I certainly would have no quar- 
r k s  rel with it and I'm sure my HOW votil  WO councilwouldn'teither." Although Pete Weeber (New 
Hazelton.- one vote) and Gor- 
don Sebastian (Hazeltons 
reserves - three votes) could not 
be reached for comment last 
week, Weeber has already ex- 
pressed support for the deal. 
A tally of the above indicates 
at least 17 of the total 26 votes 
to be cast will be in favour of 
accepting the Shames proposal. 
reserves) als0 have three votes 
each while the remaining five 
directors have one each for a 
total of 26. 
The municipal  affairs 
ministry must approve the debt- 
to-shares arrangement before it 
can be voted upon by the 
regional district. 
t 
 NV'rth Nutri[$ystem., ' 
I permanently lowered my weight 126 Ibs. 
i lowered my cholesterol, too." 
The Nutrl/System • Weight Loss Program includes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
"SAFE easy and i 
permanent weight 
10ss ,, 
Professl0nal / 
supervision i; 
Our client, 
Tom Lindenrneyer, 
lost 126 /be. 
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TERRACE - -  The regional 
district will have to take two 
separate votes amongst its 
board members to approve the 
deal to change the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation debt 
into shares. 
The first of the votes, said 
district administrator Bob 
Marcellin, would be held bet- 
ween the four areas responsible 
for the debt incurred when the 
regional district bought equip- 
ment for its now-closed Kit- 
sumkalum ski hill. 
This vote is necessary because 
the equipment was subsequently 
sold to the Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation. Money from 
that sale was to go to paying 
down the original Kitsumkalum 
debt. 
Although the Kitsumkalum 
oPeration closed in 1986, the 
reg!onal district's debt for the 
equipment won't be paid off 
until the year 2000. 
Those four areas responsible 
for the original Kitsumkalum 
debt are through yearly 
payments by taxpayers are 
Kit,mat, Terrace and electoral 
areas C (south of Terrace) and 
E (Thomhill). Kitimat and Ter- 
race both have two represen- 
tatives each on the Kit- 
sumkalum debt committee and 
the electoral areas one each. 
Given Kitimat and Terrace 
councils have both indicated 
they are prepared to support the 
proposal, it appears certain the 
function's recommendation will
be to accept the swap. ~i; ~:~ 
The second vote involves the :~ ~'~~ 
entire regional district board as i'~'~i~ 
although the four areas are ~:~,~ 
directly responsible, the entire !i~i~ 
district is liable and must up- i~:,'i 
prove the deal, said Marcellin, 
He said directors will cast 
l ,  ballots based on the weighted 
vote" system which gives one 
vote for every 2,000 population 
or part thereof (1,999 people 
nutans 1 vote, 2,001 means 
two). r 
That gives each Kitlmat and 
Terrace director three votes for 
a ~ total of 12 between the two 
communities. Electoral areas C, 
E and B (Hazeltons area ~ 
• i '¸ il 
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Gerry Martin 
Darryl Laurent and Bob Cooper 
sided with Sheridan and 
Takhar. 
THESE PRICES IN EFFECT 
FRIDAY SATURDAY 
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ROUND 
STEAKS 
MESH , 
ORA-NGE 
Bulk Dept. : 
SWEET GREEN 
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100g 
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N rs i blasts ':: U e defends 
council 
TERRACE - -  Chris Parsons, 
wh0se six-year-old son Joey 
drowned March 23 when he fell 
through the ice on a man.made 
pond off Orde Road last week 
promised council he would not 
let the issue die until something 
was done to remove the hazard. 
The pond was created when 
Samson's Poultry Farm owner 
Stan Kinkead dammed Heek 
Creek which flows through his 
property and was the subject of 
a 1986 complaint from an adja- 
cent property owner about the 
backed-up water flooding his 
land. 
Pointing out council resolu- 
tion 449 (passed April 28, 1986) 
required Kinkead to fill in most 
of the pond and erect a fence 
around the remainder, Parsons 
accused aldermen of failing to 
fulfill their duties by not enforc- 
ing.that order. 
"Why did you guys wait and 
wait and not take any action?" 
he asked, adding he could not 
understand why now, even after 
the"death of his son, nothing 
was being done. "What if this 
was your child, what if this was 
your  property. . .something 
would have been done by now." 
Emphasizing he was not seek- 
~ing an apology from or the sym- 
pathy of council members, Par- 
sons called0~ the city to follow 
through on its 1986 decision 
"before someone else's child 
dies." 
While council members did 
not respond irectly to Parson's 
questions, they passed a motion 
to seek legal opinion on whether 
the city had the power to take 
action to eliminate the hazard 
and, if so, at what point it could 
invoke that power. 
While he recognizes the 
public~"just want to see the 
issue~rectified," mayor Jack 
Taistra says there is a process 
the city must follow before it 
can go any further in the Heek 
Creek pond cont.roversy.. 
Having received a letter from 
Chris Parsons' lawyer, council 
had followed normal procedure 
by i~diate ly .~refc~ng .it, to 
their~iown solicitor~:  "What 
i~ey :~t  is 'a cbmp~te asses's- ~
ment of the situat~bn before ~ 
anything is done," he said, ad- 
ding council was simply follow- 
ing that advice. 
Eggs 
away!! 
THE EVER~PDPULAR egg drop as part of area schools' science fair drew a crowd Saturday at the ~ 
.:~ Caled0hla~dt~ing lotas students found out if their careful packin~ of'twoTaw eggs, in d milkcar - '  
ton prevented them from being broken. The Terrace fire department provided the ladder and 
Jim Stainton was the flrefighter on top to do the testing honours. 
abortion talks 
TERRACE -- A local 
registered nurse charged with 
unethical conduct because she 
had conversations with hospital 
patients about abortion says she 
did so because they weren't 
given complete information 
about the after effects of the 
procedure. 
"Women were not, are not, 
given enough information 
beforehand -- the less said the 
better," said lsobel Brophy. 
Her hearing on the charges by 
the Registered Nurses Associa- 
tion of B.C. (RNABC) begins 
May 7. 
Brophy faces disciplinary ac- 
tion up to and including loss of 
her nursing licence which means 
loss of her job if the charges are 
upheld by the RNABC inquiry. 
"The initial response is relief 
but it is only down the road, a 
month or year later, that 
women come into realizing the 
',real knowledge of what they 
have done - -  about what abor- 
tion really is. The women begin 
to suffer," she said. 
The psychological effects of 
abortion are known as the post- 
abortion syndrome but the pro- 
cedure may also have physical 
effects, Brophy added. 
Brophy was charged follow- 
ing an investigation by the 
RNABC concerning several in- 
cidents during the 1989 strike by 
nurses. 
Brophy told her union and 
Mills Memorial Hospital she 
and other nurses would picket 
the facility to protest an abor- 
tion scheduled to take place 
during the strike. 
The abortion, said Brophy, 
did not fall under guidelines of 
the hospital providing only 
essential medical services. 
The abortion was cancelled as 
a result of letters ent by Brophy 
to the hospital and her union. 
When it did take place after the 
strike, the RNABC alleges the 
health of the woman was placed 
in danger because of the ad- 
vanced stage of the pregnancy. 
A RNABC investigator look- 
ing into' that 'situation' aiso 
received information that 
Brophy had conversations with 
patients five times between 1986 
and 1989. 
Isobel Brophy 
Brophy does not deny she had 
conversations with patients, but 
said she never forced herself on 
the patients. 
"They (the conversations) 
were always with women who 
were open (to talk)." she said. 
Brophy also denies the sug- 
gestion by the RNABC that the 
health risk to the woman 
scheduled to have an abortion 
during the 1989 strike was in- 
creased by her actions. 
"The union reps and the 
hospital were more concerned 
about a public backlash . . . .  if 
they believed it was in the best 
interests of the patient, they 
should have proceeded," she 
said. 
Brophy said her defence of 
the charges will rest on inform- 
ed consent for a woman who is 
considering an abortion. 
"A nurse has an ethical 
responsbility to ascertain 
whether this (informed consent) 
has been done and whether the 
patient has all this knowledge." 
"Physicians don't take the 
time, some don't have an in- 
terest ... some ~e not aware of 
or educated in the side effects of 
abortion; ,'~ she~said; . . . . . . . . . .  ,, 
Brophy added she'would'not 
be facing the disciplinary hear- 
ing if her actions had been 
about any other medical situa- 
tion. 
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r Sun-RYpe =~ r cm.nd • B r m ~ ~ Primo's '~ 
APPLE CoF-F'i=E ~ Lucerne Large I f luaPHr l  ~ r Fruit: 
JUICE ,MJB. R.~qla_rLFine or .Extra I TISSUE _ EGGS I / ''.~.'.'~" / / NAPPIES 
ROILS. Umlt ~/With Family r Favourlte I Lime Blue La I Flne.~rlna.s,oo,..g .Tl.=n, Limit Purex. 2 Pl Pkg of 12 I .~j ~lE~ 3 I~n~l~=F~°~aliy e Slodegradeable carton I I 4s4 g. Pkg. orChunkv / [~lcream or.Y_ou.. Or App e . be  . . • ' Grade A. White. ~ i ' l l l  I~'~) Frosted. Great For Berries 4 ! r .~ lmn I ImN"  d~ Wl fh t  ;l[ with Family Pu~hase. 
"='~m,'~=="~;,;~?~'~ "--'nu''~;.'" Over Limit Price 2.49 each. I . . . . . .  ~i'.2"9 e~h~ . . . . . . .  of 12. ! I Salsa, Mild or Hot. 500 mL|  / Fruit salaa. 
99 . i 1 ,38 .  1 99 .  2°1.00 
~,~~,... j ~ ~  - -STORE HOURS:- -  
L ~  ~ ;.i Sunday , lOs.m.-Sp.m. 
' ~ I I  ~ Thurs. & Frl, 0 a,m,.O p,m, 
' ~ ¢,OlGo~pOtt$ ' ~.._~, Saturday • 9a.m.-Gp.m. 
• " ~k I Sale prices effective Wed.. May 2 
t 
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MADNESS ENDS 
One of the best kept secrets of any 
public servant is that joyous time called 
March Madness. That's the final month 
of any government department's budget 
year. As March approaches, public ser- 
vants realize they haven't spent all the 
money to which they have been en- 
trusted. 
And so starts a game of use it or lose 
it. Public servants must spend every pen- 
ny in their budget. There is no reward 
for saving. And because power in a 
bureaucracy lies in how much money 
each has, it's hard to justify asking for 
increases in a new budget year when the 
previous year's budget hasn't been 
spent. 
Using it or losing it can take many dif- 
ferent forms. A careful perusal of 
government offices may turn up new 
phone systems or new office furniture in 
March. Even those public servants who 
develop creative approaches to better 
manage their budgets run into trouble. 
Last year, provincial wildlife biologists 
Please, n 
were chastized because they paid for 
helicopter time from one budget year but 
didn't use the time until the next budget 
year. 
One move toward better control and 
spending of provincial government 
money was announced two weeks ago in 
the new budget. It involves highways 
construction. Money not spent in one 
year won't necessarily be lost forever. 
Instead, it can be transferred over to the 
new budget year. This makes sense 
because construction projects are often 
subject to factors causing delays or 
cancellations that are beyond the control 
of those who manage them and their 
budgets. 
The highways construction approach 
will ultimately mean better use of public 
money and provide a more rational ap- 
proach to the way the government does 
business. It's also one of the few things 
the provincial government has done that 
isn't couched in some form of political 
rhetoric. 
ot again 
have valid points. And  although one 
should never hesitate to help somebody  
with a problem, i f  they '~o~ [f£~ck~ tff'T,, ~.. . ~ ~_~_ ~- ,~ ~ .,%~ ~, 
the sam~" problem tim~[/n~'tii~e gain, ~ 
they obviously prefer the problem over 
any solution. 
So, more creative solutions are 
necessary. We have two suggestions. 
One is to airlift board and teacher 
negotiators to a far away place -- Baffin 
Island, for instance - -  where they can 
yammer to their hearts' content. Or lock 
up the parties in one room. Nobody is 
allowed to go to the bathroom until a '  
contract has been reached. 
Barely one year after teachers and the 
school district subjected students, 
parents and taxpayers to a D-day strike, 
they are at it again in attempts to reach 
yet another contract settlement. 
It's obvious that the divisions within 
the district over the past decade haven't 
gone away. Things are as worse as they 
ever have been. The board doesn't like 
the teachers. The teachers don't like the 
board. 
And as usual, each side is intent upon 
inflicting themselves on a weary public. 
This is not to suggest each side does not 
The pond has to go 
In the six weeks since six- 
year-old Joey drowned under 
the ice of a man-made pond, ci- 
ty council has done nothing but 
shuffle the problem from one 
meeting to another, despite its 
Resolution no. 449 which 
ordered the pond filled in and 
fenced by August 31, 1987. 
While council dilly-dallies, 
the pond poses a risk to other 
neighbourhood youngsters. If 
council can't comprehend the 
danger as parents, surely they 
can grasp it as grandparents. 
Council has a duty to enforce 
its resolutions - -  unless passing 
motions is council's idea of 
creating jobs. 
Since Section 936 of the 
Municipal Act gives the city the 
authority to fill in the pond and 
fence it themselves at the pro- 
perry owner's expense, why 
hasn't council done so? Are 
they waiting for the greenhouse 
effect o evaporate the water? 
In April, 1986 council 
ordered five steps be taken to 
correct the problem. Yet three 
years later their order is still un- 
fulfilled. 
If I were mayor of Terrace, I 
would have had every ~ivallable 
truck hauling f'dl and bulldozers 
levelling that pond before doc- 
tors at Mills Memorial declared 
the child dead. Hell, if I were 
mayor, l 'd have made sure the 
AUgust 1987 deadline was com- 
plied with. To the letter, 
But I 'm not mayor. I 'm a 
mother, with a heartfelt em-  
pathy for a family that suffered 
Through 
Blfoeol, I #" 
in 1986: that this constructed 
pond on private property 
presented a tempting hazard to 
young children, particularly 
when ice-covered. 
"Hell is paved with good in- 
tentions", observed someone 
who had been studying overn- 
ment performance, no doubt. 
Why do I guess that? 
Three years before the 
Hagersville tire fire, Ontario's 
environment ministry ordered 
the tire owner to reduce the size 
of his stockpile as a safeguard 
against an inferno. But govern- 
ment never enforced their 
order. 
Recently in the Bronx, New 
York, 87 people died from 
smoke inhalation when the 
Happy Land nightclub was set 
ablaze, The city had condemned 
the bulding years earlier. But 
the city of New York never en- 
forced their order. 
,These instances remind me of 
a nelshbour one hot summer 
afternoon. Her toddler plagued W 
her by plucking bloss6ms~ from 
her walkway border  of 
petunias. With the regularity of 
a cuckoo clock, she'd exit from 
she'd retreat into the house for 
another spell. By suppertime the 
border was only stems, but the 
kid was very much alive. 
All levels of government 
frustrate us from time to time 
with their dithering. Whether its 
a school board squeamish about 
sizing up the issue of condom 
machines in schools; a regional 
district so beguiled by fantasies 
of downhill skiing it's eager to 
forgive almost $400,000 debt 
for a chance to co-sign a private 
enterprise's bank loan; or a pro- 
vincial government that widens 
highways while sending patients 
"out" for surgery. 
The pond has to go. 
the consequences o f  the very the house screaming, " l f  you do 
~k  muncil wa~W~ned about , /~at  again, I'll kill you.", Then 
. - . • ,. . ._:,.. 
.- .'.,., . ::Jeff Nagol ~ Sporte, Malcolm.Baxter - NeWs, 
• Carol Willoughby" - C~posltor Re~se Fisher.- Front office Manager 
~": : i -  ' Carolyn' Anderson . TypesetUng/D~rkroom ' i i 
Can/Rodin;- Advedisl~ Manager, Janet Vivolros- Advert sing Consultant 
Sam Colile~i Adve~sing C~suItant TenY Miller =. Curculation supervisor 
i' ' :  , ' "" , i r . : ,  
Special thanks to all 
our contdbutors and 
correspondents for 
their umi~iand 
• talents. 
t " 
• : I I  I~  
/0¢¢1m. I ¢.  .tOo ", '.3, 
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Relax, it's only .~,., 
a couple of billion 
VICTORIA --  One can only ~O 
marvel at the audacity of a 
government that tries to slip $5 F ro [ l~  th~ 
billion worth of spending past 
the legislature in  one after- O a p l t a l  I ~ ~ I  ~ '1 4 "  
noon. 
The money, said finance 
minister Mel Couvelier last 
week, was urgently needed to the hypocrisy of government Maillardville-Coquitlam), 
meet salary and welfare pay- MLAs who accuse the oppom ment obligations. Bureaucrats '" usually a soft-spoken and 
~n~"~vl~lfare?~ii)ienff~lr6~tld~: .  .~on,..of. being irresponsible, o. , for, .. ) , friendl,,=t,,,,e~,  accused the 
~ .~, , : ~; ;: .... ,, ,~ holding up the bzlbThey try.to. ~S0¢reds,,o'~,,rro~ance d 
'b~'soJucky, ~ , "~ ~"f "' = tell us the NDP wants welfare hypocrisy'~ for twing to slip 
The $4.9 billion the govern- recipients to starve. What rot. the $5 billion caper past them. 
If anyone stands to be ac- 
cused of irresponsibility it's the 
government. First it delays the 
budget by a month with the 
flimsy excuse that the federal 
budget has thrown B.C.'s 
fiscal plans out of kilter; then 
it wants to spend a third of the 
budget without accountability. 
"Not a dime without 
debate" was the Socreds' bat- 
tle cry when the NDP was in 
power. I agreed with the 
Socreds at the time and I now 
agree with the NDP. 
"We can't condone 
blowing one-third of the 
budget with almost no 
legislative control It's 
undecent. It's 
undemocratic," 
The government's attempt to 
circumvent legislative control 
of its spending has sparked 
some of the best debate I've 
heard in years. Gone is the 
sweetness and light that mark- 
ed much of last year's ession. 
Bob Williams, NDP MLA 
for Vancouver East, accused 
government MLAs of making 
"C.D. Howe look like a 
piker." His most acid som- 
ments were reserved for the 
Socred MLAs who rejoined 
their caucus after a short-lived 
rebellion. 
"You and your back-bench 
friends always vote the way the 
government tells you to, 
without any information what- 
soever - -  you and the others 
who disappeared fromthe 
caucus and crawled back on 
their bellies in the last month 
or so," Williams said. 
John Cashore (NDP 
ment wants to spend without 
debate represents about0ne- 
third of the entire 1990-91 
budget introduced a week 
earlier. The method by which 
the government sought ap- 
proval isn't new. Every year, 
the legislature, debates and 
fairly quickly approves an in- 
terim supply bill that 
authorizes the government to
spend a certain amount of 
money before the spending 
estimates are passed. 
What's new though is the 
huge amount. The $5 billion 
the government wanted in an 
afternoon's debate is enough 
to run the province for four 
months. 
The NDP made it very clear 
that they weren't about o go 
along with the scheme and 
would hold the bill up for 
weeks if necessary, and so they 
should. An opposition that 
rubber-stamps such a request 
ought to be runout of the pro- 
vince. 
The trend towards ever- 
bigger amounts to be spent 
before the budget is passed 
was evident last year when the 
legislature apporved two in- 
terim supply bills, one for 
$3.28 billion, the other for 
$1.94 billion, that was bad 
enough, but $5 billion is 
unaceptable. 
If detailed ebate of govern- 
ment spending is to mean 
anything at all, if the people 
we elect are to he more than a 
costly tradtion, we can't con- 
done blowing one-third of the 
budget with almost no 
legislative control. It's inde- 
cent. It's undemocratic. And it 
makes me bloody mad. 
What gets me even more is 
tl , P , . i 
"What colossal arrogance. 
They are afraid to deal with 
the public debate that is go!rig 
to take place in this House - -  
in this Legislature and in every: 
corner of the province --  on 
their incompetence and 
mismanagement," Cashore 
said. 
More than one NDP MLA 
wondered aloud why th~ 
government was trying to get 
its hands on that much money. 
A lot of them suspected that 
Premier Vander Zalm plans:to 
call an election and doesn't 
want any detailed scrutiny of 
the government's spending 
practices. I'll go along with 
that. 
This is perhaps the only 
chance the NDP has to talk 
about the budget before 
Vander Zalm calls an election,. 
and they should make the most 
of it. 
An election this year is 
almost a certainty. The only 
question is when- -  in spring 
or in fall? Until recently, I • 
have been leaning towards fall, 
but I 'm not so sure any more.: 
Piecing together isolated bits 
of information some of my 
contacts have given me, there 
is a good chance Vander Zalm~ 
will pull the plug very soon. 
Right now, things look pret -  
ty good for the Socreds, , 
Vander Zalm has regained 
mueh:0f his popularity,andthe 
budget news is still fresh on 
people's minds. 
The trick is to get the elec- 
• tion campaign over with before 
the public figures Out that a ,  
balanced budget isn't ' " 
necessarily balanced. But mor'e 
about that some other time. 
7~,~ ~ ~.'~ .~,~:,~.~ ~,...¸ : ...... # 
Rental crisis str k:mS 
  home fo yo ng ly 
! 
! ! r u i 
I 
: TERRACE - -  After four years 
• -.away, Kevin Marshall returned 
to Terrace six months ago br- 
in~ng with him wife Stephanie 
.and their 'baby  daughter, 
'Heaven. 
• "l-like this country," he ex- 
plalned. "This place has got 
,,some kind of magnet I think - -  
:everybody who leaves comes 
back sooner or later." 
But much as he may like it, 
Key!n, faces  the very real 
possibility his young family will 
,soon have to leave the com- 
mtmi'ty. Although recently laid 
'o f f ' f rom his supervisor's job 
• with a local janitorial contrac- 
tor, it is not the lack of employ- 
ment that may drive them out 
--  lie sees no difficulty in fin- 
ding another job. 
.,,,What he cannot find is a 
pl~ee to live. 
When they first arrived, he 
said, they stayed with his 
parents but with three of them, 
that ~ wasn't a long term solu- 
tion. "Since then it's been all 
motels." 
And while he has no com- 
plaints about he motel they are 
staying at, Kevin points out, 
" It 's not a good place to live, 
no hotel or motel is." 
i t ' s  not for want of trying 
that they're still living there. 
Having spent most of 25 years 
in Terrace, Kevin knew a lot of 
people who rented out proper- 
ties. He phoned them all, but 
without success. 
They both listen to the radio 
every chance they get and scan 
the classified ads in the 
newspapers every week. "But 
everytime I've phoned a place 
since I got back, it's been taken 
or,~they won't take pets." The 
Marshalls' pet is Bear, a big but 
friendly dog they got because 
Kevin's job meant a lot of night 
work. 
But even though he has prov- 
ed to be a fine watchdog and is 
good with the baby, the couple 
f 
• " ,7 - .  ,~  
. J 
, \  
',...,...._,.,, .--/ -: ,~]~. ,~,  . 
7 r f f  
STI LL SEARCHING. When Kevin Marshall, 25, decided to return to Terrace last year, his father warned 
him it would probably be difficult to find a place to live. Six months later he and wife Stephanie, 19, 
know that only too well. Still unable to find rental accommodation, the couple and eight-month-old 
daughter Heaven have been living in motels for most of that time. Kevin says although there is a lot of 
construction going on in the community, 'q'hey're building to sell, they're not building anything to rent 
anymore." The lack of a home may eventually force the Marshalls to leave the city. 
say they are ready to let him go 
if that's what it takes to get a 
place. With that in mind, they 
have even gone tO see 'no pets' 
places only to find they were too 
small. 
"One we looked at in Thor- 
nhill was no bigger than this," 
Kevin said, gesturing to the few 
hundred square feet that serves 
as kitchen, dining and living 
room. 
The dilemma facing the Mar- 
shalls now is while Kevin wants 
to find another job and is sure 
he can do so, the couple first 
need to know they will be stay- 
ing in Terrace. And that means 
finding a place to rent. 
Pointing out they are not the 
only ones in this situation, 
Kevin says a friend who had just 
put in a month at Northwest 
Community College ended up 
abandoning his studies and the 
city because he couldn't find a 
place to live. 
" I f  things don't get better, 
we're going to have to leave too 
and I don't want to move out of 
this country," he adds. 
The couple have another pro- 
blem to face beginning tomor- 
row. That's the day they will 
have to start paying summer 
rental rates at the motel - -  $800 
per month. 
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Billings, not I 
income the issue 
An open letter to: difference in provincial bill- 
Teresa Nicholl, M.D. ing patterns. 
Terrace, B.C. I add, it's perhaps a com- 
mentary on the state of our 
Dear Dr. Nicholh medical system, that Terrace 
Thank you for your letter residents needing emergency 
regarding news coverage of room czre might receive it 
physician billings in Terrace from a physician coming off 
and Kitimat (Apr. 25, 1990). a 32 hour shift, sometimes 
I am sorry you felt the report working under conditions of 
did not give the complete pic- extreme duress, I also agree 
ture ~¢egarding -doctors' net it's difficult to attach adollar 
incomes, but, the report was figure to the stress and 
not about doctors' net in- 
comes. The story dealt with 
billings to the Medical Ser- The story dealt with 
vices Plan and how those billings to the Medical 
charges vary between Ter- Services Plan and how 
race/Kitimat and the rest of 
the province, those charges vary bet- 
Of course, office and other ween Terrace/Kitimat 
overhead costs must be paid and the rest of the pro- 
out of the money received, vince. 
but these costs are not unique 
to the northwest, nor are 
they, I suspect, greatly dif- responsibi l i t ies of  the 
ferent from other parts of the medical practice, as it is, for 
province. However, charges all work done for society. 
to the Medical Services Plan Again the news report did 
do vary significantly between not deal with this issue; it 
Terrace/Kitimat physicians merely indicated latest 
and their provincial counter- government figures show 
parts, as does the rate of in- medical doctors in Terrace 
crease in the charges and this and Kitimat are, on average, 
is what the news report was busier than most. I should 
about, mention TK News also 
It follows if doctors here reported Prince Rupert 
have higher billings than dec- physicians bill the govern- 
tors elsewhere in the pro- ment, on average, less than 
vince, the local doctors must what doctors in other parts 
also be busier and this was of B.C. bill. 
pointed out in the report. In closing, I appreciate 
The report also revealed Dr. your interest in the story. 
Pieter Van Herk is the area's Judging from comments 
busiest doctor, although it received, others were also in- 
did not elaborate on his terested. I note, your com- 
hours of work, which you ments do not question the 
have done in your letter. I, facts of the story, but rather 
too, would not trade salaries what some might construe 
with Dr. Van Herk if I had to from it. 
put in the hours he does. But Sincerely, 
again, the report was not Blaine Gaffney 
about the justification of News Director 
Tight rental market to continue .,,,,o.n....ra,,or,ho S,..a,road.,,ers 
uoctor on Sta rn p 
t . -  ' . ' " '  • ~- .  . , ~11111~,  , __  , 
TERRACE - -  It will be the end rental housing markets in the of only a year previously, that remained the case. He 
of the month before the Curia- province. Noting the number of places therefore xpected this month's 
dian Mortgage and Housing CHMC's last survey, con-avallableforrentinthecom-figurestoshowitcontinningat draws  - p ro tes t  
Corporation brings out its latest ducted in October 1989, showed munity had remained "fairly below one per cent. 
rental vacancy statistics, but its the local vacancy rate had static" over the past six months, 
market analyst does not expect shrunk to just 0.6 per cent, the All Manouchehri said the However, while constructing 
th e new figures will show any let lowest in northern B.C. It was vacancy rate could not improve new rental units might appear to Art open letter to: Papineau volunteers who 
up'in what is one of the tightest also less than one-sixth the rate to any significant extent while be the only way to reverse the Mr. Donald H. Lander, fought for the Communists 
situation, Manouchehri era- President and Executive in the Spanish Civil War? I 
phasized "We have to very Officer, would not be at all surprised! Many people have to buy =°f°' d.,n, the pro- CanadaPost Let memakesomesugges- blem." Dear Mr. Lander: tions, Mr. Lander. Stick to 
This letter is to protest the honest, hard-working 
A good deal of the demand, your use of Communist Nor- and wholesome, or use birds, 
TERRACE - -  The local rental explained, adding many of range, Stach said, "They take he explained, was only tern- man Bethune's picture on the animals and plants, as so 
porary and generated by people 39 cent postage stamp, many countries do. Her Ma- 
accommodation situation can those enquiries came from poe- something they can get into and who only intended to be in the I recall the use of Louis jesty the Queen looks well on 
be summed up quite simply, ac- pie who only expected to be here can sell later when they find the community for a year or two. Riel's picture a few years our postage. 
cording to a local realty agent, for a limited time. home they would really like." He said this was particularly back, and wonder how deep We have even known some 
"Demand is strong, supply is However, the problem is the Mobile homes were proving true of those in the construction in the barrel you will go in worthy statesmen and ever- 
close to zero," said Hans Stach, same for those moving here particularly popular, Barbosa industry, adding the permanent order to find pictures to day heroes, such as the un- 
adding the apparent continued with longer term residence in added. Where there had been a workforce was often far less adorn our Canadian postage forgettable Terry Fox. Try to 
influx of newcomers to Terrace mind, Ferguson pointed out. number of such homes on the than the number of workers 
means rental units are almost "Normally, these people would market a year ago, n9w there needed to construct a given stamps. Would it be safe to be positive and avoid those 
assume that all of our wor- who either worked against impossible to find. rent and then look for the right were "very, very few." facility. 
house," he explained. Mobile homes, he explained, thwhile and honest people, the majority public interest 
That view was echoed by Whatever their long term in- are attractive because they are Pointing to past examples.-- past and present, will be or went to aid and abet the 
fellow realtors Joe Barbosa nd tentions, all three realtors agree relatively easy to sell. such as Kitimat - -  where shoved aside in your up- Communist akeover of our 
Verne Ferguson who said their the accommodation squeeze Even if a mobile home owner numerous rental units were built parent attempt to depict the erstwhile Chinese friends. 
agencies were fielding a steady means many newcomers are sells'for less than than his or her during a construction boom on- sordid, the revolutionary and Needless to say, I do not 
stream of enquiries for places to purchasing in the absence of an purchase price, Barbosa con- ly to fall empty once that period the eccentric on this nation's buy or use the Bethune 
rent. "They see a vacant house alternative, tinued, the amount would pro- came to an end, Manouchehri mall? stamp. 
and call to see if they can rent it Indicating most of the buying bably be less than the cost of said, "Hopefully we have learn- Is it also possible that Yours truly, 
or rent-to-purchase," Barbosa was of homes in the lower price renting over the same period, ed from that lesson." future postage stamps will Thomas Atrill 
feature the Mackenzie- New Hazelton, B.C. 
One way to boost housing Note Earth Day 
~.~ t,] ~'Q~' : " " :~;~! for such developments in the 
all year round Management Commission pro- ~ ~ r , '11 ~,~ . ,  ; community, Sheridan pointed could offer a solution to ~ t  J~] "'  :~'~ '~  ' !i~ ." ! ~ out the Muks-Kum-Ol housing 
member of that th  city'schronic rental accom-body  s ys local / ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ . ~ l l l l  "~  ~ N : ~ ¢ ~  . . . . . .  ' :  i '  ~ '  society projects over the paStnew odati n shortage, but  , i~  )/~. ~ ~ ~., ~. ~ two years had created a signifi- Dear sir: To control toxic emissions 
. ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~  cant number of rental The contribution to Earth by industry, the millions of 
i~'ili:~"~ ~ ~!~~ ',~,~ ~ "~~ .~...~y.?!:-: i' . Terrace Standard signed by fallout, the carbon-dioxide 
developers o far have shown ~ ~ . . . .  ~ ' units. Day published in the April 18 car exhausts, ulphur-dioxide 
little interest. ~ ~ i ~ '  Given the families moving in- 
The rental supply program ~ ~t  ' : to those units had been renting the teachers of the district is buildup and associated 
" ~ '~ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It commendable and it would depletion of the life-giving ....... ~ . . . . .  ~ , elsewhere until then, should Offers developers - -  either ~ ~,~<~:'~"='1'~',,,i.i ' " ,~ ' '  ' 
~ , -~,~ • ~ be difficult to contest the oxygen are a few of the ma- private or non-pro f i t -  a sub- have freed up rental accom- 
sidy to reduce mortgages toonly '~ i i~  modation throughout the corn- " : ~ value of its recommenda- jor complex problems we 
eight per cent, says Danny ~ ~ '  I the . ~,,,..,~ . ....... ~.,< tions, face. munity,- ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .  he said. However, 
Sheridan. It's offered in areas ONE KIND of housing to alleviate the rental crisis in Terrace Is a latest CMHC vacancy rate I would however consider How do we eliminate the 
where there is two per cent or 13-duplex complex off Pear being developed by Muks-Kum-OI figures indicated that had not it an omission that the sub- use of plastic and styrofoam 
below rental vacancy rate. Housing Society. Although it'll help, the society will still have 500 been the case. ject of "littering" is not 
He said program guidelines people on Its waiting list. While those statistics in- enumerated. ~ COIllt'd A6 
• 1 I 
requi/ed developers to come up dicated there was a need for run- The Terrace Standard granted in extraordinary cir- 
with' 15 per cent equity in the enter into an assistance agree- were "well above" those tal housing inTerrace, Sheridan welcomes letters to the editor cumstances. 
project and .arrange the re- ment of up to five years, he said . specified under social housing said interest by local developers on all topics, All letters must Thank you letters should 
malnder o f t  he  financing with a preference was given to pro. programs. ~ since the introduction of pro- be signed and carry an ad- be submitted to the "Card of 
Canada Mortgage and Housing posal.s, indicating.the .propert!~ . ..,,Thisisa,oood rite-ram," he vincial incentives last year has 
Corporation.approved lender  womd remain m me renuu S~ak,~o-~-~-~" :  . .~ been limited to "a  couple of en- dress and loca l  telephone Thanks' section of. the 
market once the agreement had - - ,  ~.,.,,me ttoz~ereo a stgmn- number. Addresses or phone classifieds. before submitting a proposal, can-  " -  . . . . . . . . .  qniries')' " ' 
• . t ~,nan¢~m orea~ [o me numbers be printed Letters containing libelous The proposal specifies the expired. . , I dev,)~,w ~ -, - ~- . . . .  "The problem is encouraging won't 
: • n was  also yen' t . . . .  ~., ann at me same um~ with the letter, but they are or objectionable matter will number of potentml units, who P.refere ee . gi . o co,, a _._.,.,_ . . . . . . .  , _. an investor to go into something 
, f . • mu p*ovm¢ the  type  o~ a~.- wouldrent:them and the rental projects aimed at amlli~ or ¢o - -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  like that,:,, he said, suggesting necessary for confirmation be edited or returned tothe 
.... " reiit" ' , :. mmeeauonneeeea oya saint- amount..Both the Initial rent seniors and where .er~ hi- , ,_,, . . . .  ...... . . . . . . . . . . .  the reluctan~ to become involv- of the letter's authenticity writer, All letters are run on 
. . . .  ~ :  . . b~;~etm~Ir~ ~e~foSn;::hroO~.(usOr" lle~s " iaf~ .,yuauu-eeorrourwnorenea.ov . . . . . . . . .  a u eho '/ as /ng le~dn tthath ighanm-  ed with rentai properties may be The writer's name will be a space available basis, with 
due ln~ to memories of the published, ii Requests for shorter lettei's~likely to be 
the oo~ion .  ~, $4 , . " high va~cy  rates during the names to be withheld may be published soonest. 
~:. While the Commission would pointedout ~ose~ ~ recession. Of the early~S0s. "" ,' . ' . . : . ,  ...: :' , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  was a neeu _ - "0,:~.,~-.~:, . . .,. ,,~.,..~,~,~ . . . . . .  
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Home sweet home 
JUST OCCUPIED is the airport's new combined services building. It's home to the airport's two 
fire trucks and firefighters, its mechanics and equipment operators. The structure was started in 
1988 and with equipment, cost approximately $2 million. That's firefighter Michel Grandbois 
standing beside one of the firetrucks. 
Re: Condom bis~nsers in
School Lavatories ..... , : :. 
Yes, mechanical p ro '  : 
phylactics should be used by:.: 
teenagers who chooseto be :  
sexually active but the not ion  
that the school district be in  
charge of supplying the con '  
doms seems a bit much. , 
Certainly, it is t r0e i  
teenagers can be reached 
through the schools but they  
can also be reached through 
A&W, McDonald's and the 
shopping malls. Why not in, 
stall condom dispensers in  
public washrooms and keep 
the schools out of it? 
Teenagers need to learn 
their ABC's in that environ- 
ment and not be titilated by 
condom dispensers. 
It seems to methis issue 
falls under the category of 
preventative h alth care. Is it 
fair to dump that respon- 
sibility on the school district? 
Eva Boyd, 
Terrace, B,C. 
1 ,ETTER  ! 
Better use of logs needed 
D~hSq:uestzon Is always the ~h:y ge?much Pg~er b prices tshu~icb;Yntandritct~: t ~Sotr° tg~te; sThh:ur~d bSea~e tWapYayJamPr~ 
same. Why are logs being ex- 
ported out of B.C., but the 
question should be, why is it 
economically benefecial to 
do this? 
The answer is because 
B.C. sawmills apparently 
don't know how to properly 
market their lumber pro- 
ducts. 
The companies in Japan 
,i~ pay mor,e.for the logs and 
~ cover thei.i~ost of shipping 
from:A5 
for their end product than do 
B.C. sawmills. They do a far 
superior job of marketing 
their lumber products. 
At one time Japan had the 
benefit of low wages in their 
manufacturing plants. But 
this is no longer the case as 
wages in Japan are as high, 
and in many cases, higher 
than they are in B.C. 
They only have one way to e 
. make a return on,the logs :: 
finished products. 
It is time to take a long 
hard look at lumber 
marketing in this province. If 
Japan can demand the prices 
they do for their lumber pro-  
ducts, then this same market 
must be possible for B.C. 
lumber products.  B,C. 
lumber marketing people 
must be doing something 
wrongiandit is:time to f ind  
out wh~t that s~methidg is. 
Earth Day all year round 
handed in huge quantities to and culture that some of us local paper. 
consumers every hour of do not possess. Littering is a For the few remaining 
every day? Serious and deter- deep-rooted problem of at- drink-and-drive hounds (and 
mined international p anning titude and lack of education, their passengers) that throw 
and co-operation is required For those where a certain booze cans and bottles out of 
to only start reversing the built-in personal decency is their car windows, we could 
progressing destruction of not present, where all kill two flies with one slap. 
the world we live in. reminders by parents and On a nice sunny spring 
On the other hand to quit teachers fail to click, as a last morning, to look at piles of 
throwing garbage on our resort we must promote that litter decorating the land- 
streets, school areas, forests charges by the authorities are scape, is a matter of digust. 
and everywhere lse we go laid. It's more fun to see the 
can be accomplished right Let a judge decide whether flowers when they are not 
now. Just don't litter, garbage throwers shoud be surrounded by garbage. Let's 
To throw garbage for elected to clean up the streets have Earth Day every day, 
others to enjoy involves a for a few weekends and have Walter Boser, 
• measure of lacking discipline their names published in the Terrace, B.C. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS...IF 
-Yoo /avow mE 
R/ ,TeEOeZE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
he!p you find a place in your new 
community. 
vl ess.SaT2 
Edinda 63§-6§~6 
Your 
One Stop 
arden Centre 
for logs than B.C. sawmills. 
The answer is not to stop 
the export of any logs from 
B.C. as that is only a band- 
aid cure for a much larger 
problem. The answer is to get 
sufficient return for lumber 
products so log prices in B.C. 
will he in line with world 
prices. 
No one wants to send logs 
to Japan but it is necessary in: 
certain circumstances ifi: 
order to make a logging 
operating financially viable. 
With the proper marketing 
~ of B~C. lumber products, 
this would no longer he the 
case. 
Brian (Tipper) Mould 
Meziadin Lake, B.C. 
i~i~iSpecial Gospel,Meetings 
: ' at 
~~ "Oil's Place.. 
,, i ! ,  , Lakelse Lake 
Special Speakers are: 
Doug Howard 
and . . . . .  
; i Andrew Bergsma =!~!: 
!'!':!i'ii~i  ~Meetings start at 7:30 p.m: i i/iii~!iii!!iii~! 
and 3 rd i ;.;~,.i; ':r!i!~i~il 
'' ' ':; ~r ~':' May 7thto lOth  
Come hear what God has to 
i. 
YOUI  
For more information contact Bill McCuli0ugh 
at 635-6627 ~: 
GET READY 
FOR 
SUMMER 
If you went ~"  
to look good ~ 
forever, Join usl 
• Unravelling / ! 
Massage/  / 
with I /~ 
aromatheral~Y~ 
• ,guy wr, p 
• Muscle Toning ~ ~ 
• Skin Care 
• Facercizes ~ " 
• Tanning Bed 
• Hare Care 
from cuts 
to perms 
• Focus 21 
Products" ~ ~ :~~, ' 
Total Fitness Centre 
Open 8 e.m. - 9 p.m. 
3514 Eby Street 635-6995 
Uk¢ 7abri¢ l outiqu¢ 
In Co-operation With .. " 
HUSQVARNA--WHITE i 
Announce i ': : 
And so much more of everything 
to choose froml 
A drawwill be held 
for a Model 1505 
sewing machine. 
* v v 
Hwy 16 East 63.5-57t For more details come in and see us!; 
3308 K~um S,~ot 638"1 3: 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
:~ ~ i i ,  Wlthegreataelocti~ofimportproduote.PluequalltY a~Wear  ~ ," i '~ ! : ~;:: R m.~Lg.~u 
Monday*oFriday , '  ~ Saturday ' , s.~, -0,.,,,,~=,.:=: 635-6300 ~g~ 
' 10 am tot l  pm . . . .  ' 9 a.m to 11 p.m. 11 a.m to l l  pro. (except Christmas/ ,; :, i, , In~rmi  
. ,'~" • ~"  ~ '  ,'~* T 
!~']~.,RRACE - - An impasse with cused the board of trying to budget it's dead, finished," and TDTA 
;the teachers umon has resulted negotiate with a single teacher. Hamilton said. "It's really un- Houlden. 
• ; :i : " . : : i: :: Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 2, 1900 - Page AT, 
dis pu ...... 
ring impaired plan /-" 
, - r 
• ~in the school district scrapping 
• /plans to send a local teacher to 
i~university for training as a 
iteacher of the hearing impaired. 
: )i/ The school district decided 
~ .!last year to train a local teacher 
~after being unsuccessful in hir- 
" iing a specialiSt. 
• That plan was opposed by the 
Terrace District Teachers' 
~Association (TDTA) which ac- 
It insisted the matter be includ- 
ed in contract talks now under- 
way. 
Schools Superintendent Frank 
Hamilton said last week the 
dispute wasn't resolved, and as 
a result he board had no choice 
but to scrap the plan when the 
school district's budget deadline 
came.  
"We've cut it out of our 
fortunate. The community 
needs this service, and a teacher 
lost out on an opportunity to 
upgrade." 
The board last October pro- 
posed a teacher be paid half 
salary to spend the year receiv- 
ing the requisite training to 
qualify as a teacher of the hear- 
ing impaired, according to cor- 
respondence .between Hamilton 
paper manager 
Houiden's letter t6~H~lton 
after the provisional budget was 
approved attacks the b6~d for 
blaming the dispute~i~ the 
union. ~ " 
"Your attempt to shift ~lame 
for the entire situation onto the 
TDTA is both self-serving and 
. contemptible," Houlden wrote. 
"I further suggest that it does 
nothing to facilitate resolution 
of an issue which the board and 
the association have a common 
interest in addressing at the 
bargaining table." 
Hamilton said the school 
district is continuing to adver- 
tise for the position across the fraud conviction country and abroad. The  I widespread shortage of  
specialist eachers has been at- 
the company. 
"It's impossilble to determine 
the exact amount of money 
taken, but there's considerable 
evidence that a fairly substantial 
amount of money is involved," 
he said. "There appears to be 
no other motive than greed." 
Defence lawyer Jeff Arndt 
said the pair was under severe 
financial pressure to pay their 
bills and meet loan payments. 
"The pressure was put upon 
them and regrettably they suc- 
cumbed to the temptation to 
take advantage of the oppor- 
tunit ies that presented 
themselves." 
He said they have been finan- 
cially ruined, adding several 
cars, their boat and house have 
been repossessed by creditors. 
The pair was fired in 
November 1988, and moved to 
Ontario. 
Fred Thibeanlt, 43, now owns 
a business in Ontario. Colleen, 
44, works as an advertising sales 
representative for a newspaper 
chain there. 
A Northern Sentinel 
spokesman said the company 
got back none of the:~houey, ex- 
• ,~ c~pt an undisclosed amount 
paid by an insurance agency 
because Colleen Thibeault was 
bonded.  The:* company 
TERRACE - -  Two former 
employees of Northern Sentinel 
Press Ltd. were convicted last 
week of stealing thousands of 
dollars from the company while 
they worked there. 
Former office manager Col- 
leen Thibeault and her husband 
Fred Thibeanit were found guil- 
ty by the jury on one count each 
Of theft over $1,000. 
The amount the pair defraud- 
ed the company of isn't certain, 
but lawyers' estimates range 
Lfrom $10,000 to more than 
-$50,000. 
Judge R.T. Errico sentenced 
Colleen Thibeault to 15 months 
~in prison, and sentenced Fred 
Thibeanlt to 90 days to be serv- 
/ed on weekends. 
The money was paid to Fred 
:/Thibeault, or to his business, 
through cheques approved by 
~' his wife, court was told. 
: •'It was the position of trust 
she held within the company 
~which enabled her to carry out 
this offence," Errico ruled, call- 
ing her the principal offender. 
~ an:~h Fred Thibeault received more 
$60,000 over the more than 
::two-year period, .Crown pro- 
~utorDoug las  Half~,ard said, 
~b~t:'a-certain portibn o f  the 
,.,money Thibeault  earned 
Aegitimately in doing work for 
'::Money request 
pleases the NDP 
in Skeena riding 
tributed to the recent trend 
publishes the Northern Sentinel towards de-institutionalizing 
and News-Advert iser special needs children and in- 
newspapers in Kitimat and Ter- tegrating them into regular 
race. classrooms. 
 al arian  e taurant 
The fr iendl iest " Inn"  townl _ ~ , . ~  _ 
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an 
even ing  o f  In t imate  d In ing and reasonab le  pr ices!  
Look 
What's 
Cook in '  . . .  
in the month of May 
at the  Bavarian Inn 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
flown in weekly for your pleasure. 
SPECIALS 
WHOLE ATLANTIC LOBSTER • , 
with drawn butter $19  95  
& baked potato 
LOBSTER CREPES "NEWBURB" 
• ,,:  ~'~ with salfron*d0e-' ;~,, ' ~:~ :$' I I  A =a i r  ,11 ~=It. ~ 
, ,~,~lr, eshvege~ ables., .. ~-,.~:, . . . . . .  . . . . .  
Reserve now for Mother's Day 
complimentary rose for every Moral 
For more Information and reservations call: 
Men.- Sun. LUNCH: Men. - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.rn. to 2 p.m. Terrace B.C. 635-9161 
See our VIP Silver Anniversary 
flyer for outstanding savings on 
quality home furnishings and 
appliances! 
MULTI-CYCLE LAUNDRY DUO 
Heavy-duly and quality care from this 
hund~set $1,0~B/p~r 
W~,her [ealures...4 programs, 2 pre- 
set waler temperalures and 3 ~osilion 
water level selector. Su table Ior all 
bbrics. $§2g  
Dryer [ealures..,4 programs including 
delicate, 3 heal seleclions and limed 
dry cycle for perfect fabric care. $399 
" ING GRENT 
' re, = | ' . . !=- -  
Z |,,,,l'',,,'l I,a=g -im,=,P ": ,~ : l |  1: :I 
TERRACE - -  Executive 
members of the Skeena provin- 
~.cial NDP constituency associa- 
tion say they are happy with the 
amount of money collected in a 
recent special effort, 
The money resulted from one 
~of several "windows" each year 
i'in which constituency associa' 
tions get to keep more of what 
they collect than normal, says 
:constituency treasurer Gaff 
Murray. 
; Normal ly,  constituency 
associations keep 15 per cent of 
iwhat  they collect for local use 
but  the amount rises to 30 per 
cent during the "windows", she 
said. Remaining monies go 
toward overall expenses of the 
party.. 
Murray declined to release 
dollar amount of what was col- 
lected. 
The 10-day "windows" hap- 
pen two or three times during 
the year and are timed to an 
event of interest to NDP 
members, Murray added. 
"This one was tied to the 
nomination (held March 31) 
and there's an automatic one 
when the (election) writ is drop- 
peal," she said. 
, i * :'!" ; .  : .  : • " 
O.TeF 'T 'S  & G .A 'L .L .E 'R 'Y  
• i • 
, : ~i~i,~:,~i:~!i~i~!~ i,!i~,~, 
ChoOSe f rom 
. . . .  ~ !~.ir ~ . . . . . . . .  '~ : i~  , . . . . . . .  /~:![ .e:; i: : 
roOms!'/', : ,,, : 
!;ii~ii i~' i,lOili : "  ift ....... ' ..... 
~at~ringth,:' Unique~ g' ~ store ~,~ [,,~ ~; h~ndreds i0f  ii 
,,,~,~ ~. , ,~,~,~,~  eme. ~: ....... ~ ~. ~:~ '~,.: ::~:~ '  YOU'LL~,~ ,  .... FIND YOUR ~, i ~ . . . . . . . .  
,~,ii~/!~!:,:~i~;~:~ ',;!la i$ i  ! GIFTHERE'  'SDAY ~:'~ • • ' " " ' 'AL  MOTHER ~ .... gi't ideas~ .... 
• i~ ~ . . . . . . . .  ? :i; 
~"~>~'~'~'•~~' =hen acoesorles and ~:~:  ..... ~ • • 
' THE BRIGHT " YELLOW' '~' ~* '*~ HOUSE ON HWY:"!18 • ~ : ~ - i * .  638"1 808 
r. 18 .... ............... ,:: . . . .  
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Making 
Lazelle 
better 
TERRACE - -  More than 
$440,000 work of work in- 
volving paving and sewers 
has started on the stretch of 
Lazelle Ave. between Eby 
and Emerson. 
When finished later this 
year there'll be new and 
wider pavement and a storm 
sewer to eliminate those 
small akes that build up dur- 
ing wet periods, says city 
public works superintendent 
Stew Christensen. 
Included in that amount is 
$35,000 for a new sanitary 
sewer system between Ot- 
tawa and Emerson but the 
old one will be examined first 
by means of a TV camera to 
see if it needs replacing, he 
said. 
The work going on now is 
to install the storm sewer 
system, Christensen added. 
That cost is $110,000. 
Approximately $300,000 
will be spent on the paving. 
A large portion of that cost is 
divided between the city and 
property owners along that 
stretch of Lazelle. 
WORK HAS started on improvements to Lazelle Ave. Under- 
way now is a storm sewer to be followed by new pavement. A 
new sanitary sewer system will also be installed if an investiga. 
tion of the old one finds major problems. 
A separate proposal for replacement for the sidewalk 
share costs to put in plan. 
sidewalks on Lazelle where He expected paving to 
there aren't any now was start in June or July after 
voted down by property another cost-shared paving 
owners, project on Halliwell is corn- 
"Perhaps we'll put in grass plete. 
instead. That's worked suc- Some paved portions of 
cessfuly on Lakelse," said that stretch Of Lazelle Ave. 
Christensen of a possible are now only 22 feet wide. 
Air 
:+ 
TE~c~ - The "Ureter of, 
passengers using the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport i s  up fo r  the 
first three months of  this year 
compared to the same period 
last year, says manager Darryl 
Laurent. 
He said passenger t affic in- 
creased by approximately l 6.5 
per cent and fits in with a 
forecast to have 109,000 people 
pass through the airport by the 
end of the year. 
"The airport reflects the 
economy of the area. If the 
economy is doing well, the air- 
port shows that. If the economy 
}es~'t, it shows that also," he 
~d. 
In January, 7,669 people 
passed through compared to 
7,076 for January of 1989 and 
7,266 passed through in 
February compared to 6,742 in 
February 1989 while 9,161 used 
the airport in March compared 
to 8,634 for March of 1989. 
~r .k ~r ~r "k'k 
INTRODUCE8. . .  
JAN:DOZz: I : .  : : : : :  ,m . : :  , 
We Invite You 
To come In And l 
Experience 
Aesthetics 
JAN DOZZl  :'::: : ...... " 
• Manicures * Waxing 
• Pedicures = Brow Shaping 
• Facials * Back Treatment 
• Eyelash Tinting = Make-Up 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT CALL 635-5727 
CASH & CARRY SALE! 
ONSTRUCTION SUPPLY 
LIMITED SUPPLIES 
Lyme 
disease 
research 
needed 
TERRACE - -  Although there 
are 20 to 30 possible cases of 
Lyme disease in the Terrace 
area, the Skeena Health Unit's 
medical health officer says it's 
too  early to get alarmed. 
Dr. David Bowering said 
public concern about he disease - -  
- -  carried by ticks and linked to 
arthritis, neurological and car- 
::dia~ diso'fderf-=has~i~rBmpted ~' ' 
patient-advocacy groups to spr- 
ing up around the province, 
demanding faster action on the 
disease. 
But he said more research 
needs to be done before a 
serious alarm is raised. 
"We're still trying to find out 
how much of a risk it really is in 
this province," he said. "And 
we still don't know if we have it 
in our local group or not." 
Only a handful of B.C. 
specimens sent to an American 
lab tested positive for the 
disease, he said, and all but one 
are believed to have been expos- 
ed out-of-province. 
And the positive tests in B.C. 
have been based on the detec- 
tion of antibodies to the disease 
in the body, he said. "The 
organism has not been found 
directly in any tick or human 
being in B.C . "  
He said one of the testing 
problems for the Provincial 
Laboratory is that another 
disease called relapsing fever 
• transmitted through ticks in the 
Okanagan and Kootenay 
regions is a lmost  in- 
distinguishable in tests from 
Lyme disease. Because the B.C. 
testing has been based on the 
detection of antibodies to the 
disease in the body, the positive 
tests aren't proof that anyone 
actually has the disease. 
"The organism has not been 
found directly in any tick or 
human being in B.C.," he said. 
But he urged northwest 
residents to be wary of ticks, 
and avoid tick bites, as they can 
carry other diseases as well. 
"The right ticks are in B.C. 
to carry Lyme disease," he 
noted. "Once they get infected 
we could go from a borderline 
situation to a real problem." 
The disease can be treated ef- 
fectively if caught early, Bower- 
ing added. One of the first 
symptoms is a large target- 
shaped rash that moves around 
the body and changes size. 
Later inflamed limbs and other 
arthritic symptoms develop, 
which eventually become 
chronic. 
sp.ir!tof 1 
gwmg n 
BOMBEN AUTO REPAIR 
Certified Auto Technicians 
• Automotive r pair on all North American oars. 
• Specializing In fuel Injection, transmission, electdoal, brakes, suspension 
and engines. 
Open Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - S p.m. 
,Saturday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4524 Groin Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 635-3915 
PAUL TSANG D.M.D. 
: '  ' , ; : :  i~.~WISHES':TO,ANNOUN~'.':~!~ .:, 
THE OPENING OF HIS OFFICE 
FOR THE PRACTICE OF GENERAL DENTISTRY 
AT 
4619 LAZELLE AVE. SUITE 101 
+ 
TERRACE, B.C. 
OFFICE HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 635-6016 
NoEoWoS 
BY ROBERT O. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
BUFFET LUNCH 
For a great quick lunch try our special buffet in the Lounge. It's only 
$6.25 and Includes oup, salads and a hot entree. 
Served daily Monday to Friday from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm. By the 
way, on Fridays it's "Baron of, Beef" Buffet day. 
THE TERRACE STEAK SANDWICH 
Augle's Lounge has always been famous for its Steak Sandwich for 
lunch. 
It's only $5.95. A real winner. 
For great food join us in the Lounge at the Terrace Inn. 
=1.99 BREAKFAST 
Get a good start on the day with our special $1.99 Breakfast in the 
Dining Room.. 
Two pieces of bacon, two eggs, hash browns and a slice of toast. It's 
from 6:30 am to 8:30 am Monday to Friday, 
You II enjoy breakfast in our newly renovated Kermodei Dining, 
Room. 
60 PLUS 
Join our SIXTY PLUS CLUB. it's for Seniors 60 years plus. The Tar. 
race Inn wants you to enjoy all of our fine facilities at special senior's 
discount rates. 
The Terrace Inn's 60 Plus Club has no membership fees. Just stop 
by our Front Desk and pick up your FREE card, and then enjoy all the 
• club benefits. 
1. $pechd Dbcount Room Rate: 15% Off regular oom rates, 
2. Food Discount: 20% Off food in our Dining Room or Lounge. 
3. Hdlel Packages: 10% Off all Golf, Fishing & Weekend packages. 
60 PLUS - JOIN TODAYI 
i ~  4651 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
0 For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or 
[TOll Free 1-800-663.8156 l ,:: 
Fax (604) 636-2788 ". 
PAVING STONES 
 oco+ 12.? 
• Red 
Seconds 
Grey 
SCREEN BLOCKS 
0 
Second Grade 
CONCRETE BLOCK I] CHIMNEY BLOCK 
89.  *1.25.. 
10 x8 x16'  Second Grade 16"x16"x5" Second Grade 
• 2x4 lumber ECONO 15, ft. 
• Concrete mix 55 lb. bag $5.49  ca. 
~o Mortar M ix55  lb. bag $5.99 ea.  
!qo Golden Blend FaceBr lck  35* ea .  
+ 
• Real Glass Block 
8"x8"x3  ½" $6.99 ca .  
Sons Tube Forms In stock 
6"  • 8"  • 10"o  12"  • 16"  • 24"  
 ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK Dlv. of G.E. Masonary & Chlmney Systems Inc. Steel-Masonary - -  Construction Supply 
4430 Kenh Ave., Terrace, B.C. (Formerly Glacier Concrete) 635"9191 
Hen. Stanely B. Hagen (L) with Peter Monteith, Tourism and Economic Development Office (R) 
Terrace Is a Strong Communi ty!  
Terrace is one of 9 British Columbia communities selected to partidpate in the Strong 
Communities in the 9Os program - congratulations! Many communities applied for the 
program, but we were selected based on our commitment toeconomic development and 
community involvement and our willingness to share our formula for success with other 
communities. We've built a strong community, and together we'll build a strong, 
economy! 
A Community facilitators have already rolled up their sleeves, and are . 
WorkiIl~ work!ng with the Ministry of Regional and Economic Development, their ii,~:'i 
ML,~s and a core team of professionals tohelp us put our economic strate-':'~i 
Partflersl~p gies in place. Our local facilitator, Doug Smith, is committed to ensure our + 
community makes the best use of the program's resources. ~',~;: 
Stan Hagen, Minister of Regional and Economic Development says, "The Strong Corn-. 
munities initiative links the resources of the provincial government with the energy and 
're commRted to working with you to help dwermfy enthusiasm of the communities. We ' " ' " ' ~:: 
and expand your local economy." 
The success'of this initiative depends on the active participation ofpeople in our commu, 
nity. The City of Terrace has chosen four Strong Communities in the 90s projects and 
invites you to get involved and watch our community grow. Whether you 
are interested in a community/conference centre, senior citizens upport 
It's systems, trails and wildlife viewing areas or the establishment of a forest- ' 
~Sl  O faculty in Terrace, let our facilitator know. We'll keep you posted on our ry  
progress. 
Doug Smith, Economic Development Office, +- 
City of Terrace, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 Tel: 635-6311 
The Strong Communities in the 90s program is sponsored by the Ministry of Regional 
and Economic Development. A second round of Strong Communitieswill be announced 
in the'near future and communities will be invitedto send in applications. ~, 
O ~  ~ O.  , 
a Strong t :ommumty m the 9ca ++: 
Mlniotry o! Regional and Economic Development , i~i: 
Honourable $1anloy S. Hagen, Minister : : i ;  : ' :~ ~ . : / . '  ~ - + .~. ~ 
• , , i t ' ,  ~,"  " i l  ' t 
"p+'i+:~:'r'~(+'+'i~r~++~+"P°~k"## ~P,+'+',"r'+,,"'# r ' r  ~ ~ '~ '~ ~+'~+P"P~+"+~i+' :+" '+"  ' " " '+  ' : " " ' "+ '~""~'  +""  ~' " "  '++ ' " "+ '° + * " " " " 
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 One more  +. r 
Cleaning up 
LOCAL BEAVERS got into the Earth Day act last week. The 
youngsters did their part by cleaning up garbage around 
Parkside school, where they meet each week. 
Nass dog death 
,probed by RCMP 
TERRACE New Aiyansh small child suffered superficial 
RCMP are investigating cir- wounds by being bitten, RCMP 
cumstances urrounding the Corporal Mike Morris said last 
killing of two large dogs by a week. 
~¢rson using the blunt end of an 
ix. He said the investigation is, 
The killings took,:place in:.~ looking into the possibility of 
cruelty to animals~ , : :  i;Nass +.+Camp .April 1¢: after a ,, . . , , .  
3RERI~CE Although coun- 
cil has now agreed to ~ssk the 
Solicitor General for an addi- 
t ional mun ic ipa l  RCMP 
member effective Jan. 1, 1991, 
that falls short of the original 
request from the local detach- 
ment head. 
In a November, !.989 memo 
to council Inspector Larry 
Yeske argued the increased 
caseload facedby the detach- 
ment required 'thc addition of 
four more o f f i cers"  one for 
traf f ic .• du'ties, lone  
plainclothes/drug investigator 
and two for general dut ies.  
In reaching its decision to 
partially meet Yeske's request, 
council indicated that is as far 
as it will go without a commit- 
ment from Victoria that it will 
provide at least one more pro- 
vincial member. 
There axe now 22 officers 
partially paid by  the city to 
work within its boundaries and 
eight under provincial contract 
to work the rural areas. ., 
Aldermen have also agreed to 
supply an additional clerk effec- 
tive Jan. 1, 1991; While the 
federal government meets ap- 
proximately 30 per cent of the 
cost of each officer, this clerical 
position is filled by a municipai 
employee and comes under the 
i 
I i' 
perty which confirmed 71per  : ,  
cent and 61 per' cent support 
respectively. 
However, the city will have to 
try again on a third local im- 
provement project - -  installing 
sidewalks on sections of Lazelle 
Ave. between Eby and Ottawa 
Sts. -- after 54 per cent of pro- 
petty owners there voted against 
the proposal. 
Suggesting there had been 
"some confusion" over the pro- 
ject, administrator Bob Hallsor 
told aldermen the department 
would redraft he proposal and 
then go back to the owners. 
**** 'k  
Council last week approved a 
request from the local Roadrun- 
ners Motorcycle club to pro- 
claim May as Motor Cycle Safe- 
ty Month. Aldermen : also ~1 ~' " |  '~"~ R=; (~"  ii 
agreed to allow the group to fly 
the Ride for Sight flag at city i"RonLuo :,: 
+hall the week of June 4-11. 
Event chairman Susan ~"  
Kaulbeck said up to 100 bikers 
from across the northwest were 
, expected to converge on Terrace Now Featuring: 
., June 9 and 10 as part of the 1 lth • Expended Work-out Space 
annual. Ride for i Sight. Par- • More Equipment 
'ticipants collect pledges from .Blgger&BetterJulce&SneckBer 
• Improved Changeroome the public with all money raised • Tanning Bed 
'going to the Retinitis Pigmen- • Fiiness-weatBoutique 
tosa (RP) Research Foundation. • Same Friendly, Family atmosphere 
city budget. Fire chief Cliff Best has been 
" J r **  * ~ given the go-ah'cad to attend 
On the recommendation f this year,s Fire Chief's con- NEW MEMBER SPECIAL  
the public works department, ference to be held in Prince 
council has decided to purchase George June 3-7. Estimated cost Now is the time to got in ~ ~B A 
a new Patchmaster machine for the trip is $810. shape with this special / rather than the second hand * ,kW*,k"  offer, available to new 
equipment originally suggested. Provided all liquor control members only. Save $20. Ira mlu~ 
Operations director John branch and RCMP re- _ 
Colongard explained the 
"significant reduction" in the 
cost of a new machine to 
$86,250 plus tax and transporta- 
tion made it a more attractive 
proposition than the $75,000 
being asked for the used one. 
The public works department 
has received approval to pro- 
ceed with paving Braun St. 
from Haugland Ave. to the 
Braun's Island bridge and 
Keefer St. from Haugland to 
Feeney. 
• ' Aldermen gavethe go-ahead 
,following a+poU of affected p~- 
GIGANTIC 
CLEAROUT SALE 
qnirements are met. council has 
agreed to permit beer gardens to 
be held in conjunction with two 
local bail tournaments - -  a 
fastball competition scheduled 
for the Canada Day weekend 
and a slow-pitch tourney to take 
place the Labour Day weekend. 
Two Age 
Categories! 
6-9 months & 9-12 months 
2 Grand Prizes 
Rock ing  Horses .  
Plus many more trophies 
to be wonl 
T-Shirts to Every 
Participant 
25% OFF 
ALL TIRES IN 
. . . .  STOCK!  
Sale ends May 12, 1990 
and. upto 30% OFF 
ON SOME BRANDS 
!!PRICED AS LOW AS $41.95!! 
Featuring... 
Michelin 
Dunlop 
Dayton : i+ 
IZ i r~fnn~ , ~: 
All sizes fr0r 
12" to 15" 
Derby limited to 
50 Entries 
IROnUlORHS 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
4545 Lazelle Ave. (formerly Jezebels) 635-4130 
OVER 60 IN STOC 
TO CHOOSE FROg/ 
 THORNHILL, MOTORS LTD. 
Skeena Mall's 
MOTHER'S  DA v 
DERBY 
And they're offf Will your 
baby be a winner? 
SATURDAY 
M,Aoo m! 2
Sponsored by: 
Skeena Mall Merchants Ass 
, +  + Overwa tea 
Kimbedy.Clark (makers of Huggms) 
,% 
i 
+ 
':, ~ 3040 HWy. 16 East, Terrace; B ~ C . .  
,: i L!  
i;'I: !I ( 
i:! !i 
Z' 
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March 9 
Kenneth Gilbert Hewer was 
convicted of impaired driving 
and refusing to provide a 
breathalyzer sample. Hewer was 
sentenced totwo months in jail, 
and is prohibited from driving 
for one year. 
Danny Fagan pleaded guilty 
to assault and failing to comply 
with a condition of a release. 
Fagan was sentenced to 28 days 
in jail, and two years on proba- 
tion. 
March 12 
Reuben Matthew Bright 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit. Bright was fined 
$400 and given an automatic 
licence suspension. 
Ronald Nell Gowe was con- 
victed of assault. Gowe was 
given a suspended sentence and 
six months on probation. 
Donald Jeffery Spalding 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood.alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08. Spalding was 
fined $500 and given an 
automatic driver's licence 
suspension. 
March 14 
Wilfred Peter Bennett plead- 
ed guilty to assault and was fin- 
ed $150. 
Lee Anthony Mandzuk 
pleaded guilty to breaking-and- 
entering to commit an indic- 
table offence. Mandzuk was 
Break-ins 
TERRACE - -  Police are in- 
vestigating several break-ins 
that occurred downtown last 
Thursday night. 
Terrace RCMP said thieves 
broke into one home and a 
business, and stole some items. 
Two other businesses were van- 
dalized, but the perpetrators 
didn't get inside. 
Police didin't release names 
of the businesses or the amount 
of damage done or goods 
stolen. A detachment 
spokesman said most of the 
businesses were located near the 
railway tracks on Hwyl6. 
.Four 
injured 
Four people were sent to 
hospital last week after the car 
they were in crashed 65kin east 
of Terrace. 
Police said the car was trying 
to pass another vehicle on a 
double-solid line, "When a 
third vehicle came into view in 
the opposite lane, the passing 
vehicle - -  in an attempt to 
return to his lane --  lost control 
and hit the ditch." 
RCMP said damage to the car 
was roughly $15,000, and said 
the four in the car were taken to 
Mills Memorial Hospital with 
undetermined injuries. The ac- 
cident happened just after mid- 
night April 25. 
Police said the investigation is 
continuing, and released no 
names or other information. 
sentenced tothree months in jail 
and two years on probation. 
March 16 
Maureen Febril pleaded gull. 
ty to possession o f  stolen pro- 
perty and was given: a condi- 
tional discharge. 
Anthony Grant pleadedgui!, 
ty to disqualified riving. Grant 
was fined $300. 
David George Mahood plead- 
ed guilty to breach of probation 
and was given a suspended 
sentence and probation. 
Eric Kurt McCarron pleaded 
guilty to pointing a firearm. He 
was given a suspended sentence 
and nine months probation. 
Miriam Beverly Wilson 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
obtaining goods under false 
pretences. Wilson was given a 
suspended sentence and nine 
months probation. 
Frederick Lawrence Newman 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. Newman was 
sentenced to four months in 
prison, and is prohibited from 
.driving for 18 months. 
March 27 
Dennis James Nadeau was 
convicted of assault and was 
given a suspended sentence and 
one year probation. 
March 28 
Shawn David Phiilip Harris 
pleaded guilty to disqualified 
driving, impaired driving and 
two motor vehicle offences. 
Harris was sentenced to one and 
a half months in jail, was fined 
$600 and prohibited from driv- 
ing for one year. 
Darrell Frederick Grace was 
given three months probation 
for threatening. 
March 29 
Richard James Tolhurst was 
convicted of assault, and was 
fined $750. 
Ivan Nelson Quock pleaded 
guilty to two counts of failing to 
appear in court, and was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail. 
March 30 
Gaston Gagn0n pleaded guil- 
ty to disqualified riving and 
was fined $200. 
Thomas Robert Green plead- 
ed guilty to theft under $1,000. 
Green was given a suspended 
sentence ~and nine months pro- 
bation. 
Norman Craig Gun0 pl~ded 
guilty to threatening. Guno Was 
given six months probation. 
Linda Rose Porter pleaded 
guilty to public mischief and 
was sentenced to seveadays in
jail. 
Miles Dennis Sparks was con' 
victed of impaired riving. He 
was fined $500 and prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Jack Herbert Wesley'pleaded 
guilty to three cOunts of breach 
of probation, and was sentenc. 
ed to three months in jail. 
Gordon Oscar Tuckerman 
pleaded guilty to possession of 
stolen property valued at less 
than $1,000. • Tuckerman was 
fined $350. 
Johannes Lohnenbach plead. 
ed guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08. He was fined 
$450 and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
Norman Keith Larson plead- 
ed guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit. Larson was fined 
$600 and given a one.year. April 6 
licence suspension, ' : Alexander Cion pleaded guil- 
Angel Rita Morgan pleaded ty to theft under $1,000. Cion 
guilty to assault and theft under wasflned$150. 
$1,000. Morgan was given a SandyErwin Gibson was con- 
suspended sentence and one victed Of  possmsion of a rnar- 
cotic. Gibson was fined $125. attached.year prob tion, with conditions Dale Peter Solowoniuk plead- 
Harry Marshall Stevens ed guilty to possession of a nar- 
pleaded guilty to possession of a cotic. Sol0wouink was fined 
narcotic and obstructing an of- $1,000 and put on probation for 
ricer. Stevens was fined $150. 90 days. 
April 2 Darlene Gag Wright pleaded. 
Gerald Wayne Bellamy plead- guilty to theft under $1,000. She 
ed guilty to assault. He was was given a suspended sentence 
given a suspended sentence and and six months probation. 
• 12 months probation. Peter Valentine Abou plead- 
Charles Cecil Robinson ed guilty to five counts of theft 
pleaded guilty to driving with a under $1,000. Judge P.R. 
blood-alcohol evel over the Lawrence sentenced Abou to 
legal limit. Robinson was fined five months in prison. 
$550 and given a driver's licence 
suspension. 
April 3 
Paul George Fernandes 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol evel over the 
legal limit. Judge H.M. Ellis 
fined Fernandes $800 and pro- 
hibited him from driving for season a success: 
one year. 
I "n'ma"' 3 1 6  8-8141 i . . . .  "~ ~ . ~ : . : ; . . . . . .  : .~ : ,~,  : 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distdbution area. 
When you deliver the 
- TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is nO collecting just 
straight dellveryl 
If you are interested in joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
I'D LIKE TO BE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: 
• '~ i~i . 
. AGE: 
PLEASE" DROP OFF OR"SEND TO:: ' 
TERRACEsTANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER:, 
4647 LAZELLEAVE., TERRACE, B.C. V6G lU  
. _ J  - - : . -  
 TERRACE STANDARI'3 
• " I I I "' II I 
West Coast Amusements 
would like to 
APOLOGIZE 
for the Spring Swing Special 
(P.O.P), which should have 
read "Good on Thursday 
0nly" in April 18, 1990 
Terrace Standard. 
i 
Terrace RingetteAssoclation 
would like to 
THANK 
the following organizations who helped make their first 
B.C. Hydro Norlh Coast Road Maintenance 
Overwaitea Shopper= Drug Mart ~ ~ 
Skeena Cellulose Skeena Sawmills 
Terrace IOnsmen Terrace Minor Hockey 
i :  .:: :i ¸ i
|T 
PAYMENTS 
NO 
DOWN PAYMENTS 
t 
A.C. 11 lentOj , gg I 
On All Furniture in the Store 
Palliser coffee & 2 end tables ................ *299.00 
Queen size boxsprlng & mattress ........... =349.00 
$ 
Palliser corner sectional ........................ 990,00  
Ufetlme guarantee on springs & frame 
Advertised items In limited stock. 
AND MUCH MORE 
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+ +;} +:+ +TERRACE • •~ CIVIC ARENA 
F~ JR 
N . . . . . .  . ) 
i ¸, ¸ !l ¸  
I 
. . . .  :u : , '  ' : i ; 
-~ z'oo ~ m to 11-oo ~ r,,, 
11"00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.: ,,~,;; ::, 
- 11:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m, ::. ~: : /'Sunday, May6th 
: ; ' 
1r~ng POUlW ano meat. to preserve precious mlnerats. 
Regal Distributors would like to invite you to view their line of Lustre Craft waterless cookware on display 
at the 
Trades Fob Friday, May 4 to Sunday, May 6 
See You Therel 
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. . . . .  Inteliigent 
%. 
Cho ice  + 
i i ; (  i :¢  
| ~i! 
Purchase a Gas Range 
for as low as 
+°°°"  °°"""* ! i i  PREFER COOKING : g - .  YOUR ELECTRIC ON GASll 
$38 s4 
per month 
DO YOU HAVE 
REGAL DISTRIBUTORS LTD. ,:•+ 
~ ...... .+~;~egal Treatsyou Royally". : 
ELECTRIC HEAT? 
WE MAY BE ABLE TO 
HELP YOUI 
The average Gas Heat Bill 
s49,s 
per month 
HOT WATER 
TO GAS! i+ 
save ~-~;)/month 
~ "  on your Hydro bill i{i 
! 
".~ ~, , , ! 
1 
• 1 
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED A 
GAS SPACE HEATER OR GAS 
FIREPLACE FOR YOUR 
RECREATION ROOM? 
As low as ~ ~  
$35o4 
per month ..~,~,~,~r~,~,,~...,~, 
I 
, 
I 
STILL on OIL? 
YOU SHOULDN'T BEI 
OIL HEATING COST IS AT 
LEAST TWO TIMES THE COST OF 
• NATURAL GASll 
Have a new Gas Furnace 
Installed for as low as 
s56o~ 
per month 
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
with up to $3,500 financing 
available at 1% above prime 
for the purchase and installation of any 
Natural Gas appliancel 
Pac i f i c  
,' ~ .  I ~Nor ther  
r " - "  - ~ "GasLtd .  
See you at the Trades Fair! 
%,. 
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OLSEC 
phanumeric Paging 
'+ ;  +"++~ COMPLETE ~+"~.,~'~-'+ MESSAGES 
i{~;!~/:'{TOLSEC Alphanumeric Paging Service offers 
;i~you~}ioomplete infonTlaUorl ,-, mote than.Just beeps 
:;:/~diPhone numbers. 
{} :There's no need to call back to find out if so- 
meone !e trying to reach you/The callem message 
/!s right there - -  clearly, wltten out for you on the 
SEE 
FLEXIBILITY 
:;~< 
?!?. 
Delivery and courier services use our message 
receivers to keep their people up to date. Medical 
personnel use them to stay Informed with their 
hospitals and staff. Sales people find them in- 
dispensable for receiving detailed information in 
writing when in the field. 
Whatever your use --  Tolsec has the system for 
you. Call Us Todayl 
THE TRADES FA IR!  
i 
? 
+:Y,,/{I~: :u , 
) ,', , 
FERRAC~ 
Al=' -T , r ' 'S 'an 'ar 'W--"a '2 ' 'O 
R U SINES S REVIE 
I 
 RETRACTION i 
(:, 'Please be advised th'at!ihe;:::6 cUiff;imlcrowave featured on,, I 
page 14 in our Motfierls'Day fl~'er I s not . aqallabl0,. We :! 
H o u s e  b u i l d i n g  b o o m s  
TERRACE - -  The number of 
homes being built in the city this 
year will pass the number built 
• in 1989 by this month, indicate 
figures from city hall. 
Building inspector Paul 
Gipps said last week 26 building 
permits were approved leading 
to the end of April and five or 
six were waiting to be process- 
ed. 
That makes more than 30 
when March,s figures are taken 
into account and stands in com- 
parison to the 32 home building 
permits granted in all of 1989. 
"It 's a good year. They (the 
permits) just keep coming 
across my desk," said Gipps. 
He attributed the increase to 
a lack of single residential 
dwellings in the city and to peo- 
ple wanting new homes before 
the proposed Goods and Ser- 
vices Tax takes hold next year. 
A good number of the new 
homes are going up on Moun- 
tain Vista and McConnell on 
the bench while others are going 
up on vacant lots on Medeek, 
Haugland and Agar, said 
Gipps. 
He estimated the average 
value of the permits at $90,000 
while a couple are in the 
$220,000 range. Only one home 
is in the $70,000-$75,000 
category. 
When combined with the 
start of Phase II of the Twin 
River Estate senior housing pro- 
ject and the Muks-Kom-Ol 
Housing Society's townhouse 
project, there are now more 
than 100 housing units under 
construction, said Gipps. 
"We're certainly one of the 
THERE'S LOTS of new house construction going on in Terrace with building permits this year already 
over the amount issued for all of 1989, Part of the demand comes from people wanting new homes 
before the federal Goods and Services Tax takes hold next year. Shown here is Bob Shauer working on 
a house on Mountain Vista Drive on the bench. 
more active cities in the nor- 
thwest. Smithers is also going 
strong," he said. 
One of the more active com- 
panies involved in the local 
housing market is Nelson Great 
Western manufactured homes 
and it is having a good year, 
says salesman Russ Shauer. 
"There 's  really nothing 
available existing. I 'm getting 
phone calls every day by in- 
terested people. Homes that are 
10-15 years old are going for 
$100,000 and people know they 
can get a new one for that 
amount," he said. -- 
At the same time, Shauer said 
high interest rates could have an 
effect on home construction as 
the year progresses. 
As with Gipps, Shauer said 
some of the construction is due 
topeople wanting homes built 
before the Goods and Services 
Tax comes, in. 
But while there haven't been 
Kermodei to shut down 
a lot of homes on the market in 
the past while, realtor Stan 
'Parker and public relations 
Chairmanof the Northwest Real 
Estate Board said the amount is 
going up now that spring is 
here. 
"The market is quite bouyant 
out there..It's more active than 
last spring," said Parker. 
He added that the average 
home falls within the 
$80,000-$100,000 price range 
and that the price of homes is 
gradually going up. 
Gipps also reported a strong 
increase in commercial con- 
TERRACE - -  Bruce Toms of 
Kermodei Construction is shut- 
ting the company down because 
he  says he can't make any 
money. 
"The (construction) market 
doesn't' justify the risk in this 
area. The return on investment 
isn't good enough for the risk," 
said Toms last week. 
"I can make more selling 
shoes than I can building a 
building," he added. 
Kermodei Construction was 
formed in 1988 and has under- 
taken three large contracts 
amounting to approximately $3 
million in the area. The first was 
the extended care addition at 
Terraceview Lodge, the second 
was the newly-completed com- 
bined services building at the 
Terrace airport and the third 
was the renovations at the Ter- 
race Co-op. Kermodei also did 
an expansion at the Smithers 
airport. 
Kermodei drew opposition 
from building trades unions 
because its workers were 
Shopping 
Centre 
put off 
TERRACE - -  Okanagan- 
Skeena Group has again put 
back plans to build a shopping 
complex on its property bound- 
ed by Lakelse Ave. and Ottawa 
St. 
"We want to wait a couple of 
years," said company official 
Bryan Edwards last week. He 
declined to outline reasons for 
the decision. 
The company already owns 
the building housing the Bank 
of Commerce and the liquor 
store and the adjacent building 
containing retail outlets. 
Okanagan-Skeena will in- 
stead, said Edwards, repair a 
portion of a roof and paint the 
exterior of the buildings. 
Such work won't conflict 
with the company's building 
plans, when it doe~ go ahead 
with the development, he said, 
Okanagan-Skeena first an- 
nounced it wanted to build on 
the property in 1988 but set 
back that date last June until 
• sometime this year. In January, 
it said it was reconsidering the 
kind o f  development it wanted 
ted0. 
..'.The estimated cost or' the 
represented by the General 
Workers Union of B.C., a 
un ion  the others said 
represented employers more 
thanit did employees. 
Affected by the closure are 14 
people, said Toms. 
A shutdown date hasn't been 
set because Kermodei has a 
small amount of work to com- 
plete at the Co-op and at the air- 
port. 
Toms said Kermodei's best 
project was the Co-op renova- 
tion and the most frustrating 
ones were working for the 
federal government's Public 
Works Canada, the agency 
which handles construction con- 
tracts. 
"They're a poor client to 
work for. It takes far to long to 
get paid - -  three to four mon- 
ths. You never know when the 
money's going to arrive or how struction and lots of speculation 
much," he said. of further development. 
Toms said he'll be moving to Those include a new Copper- 
southern Vancouver Island to side, a new three-storey office 
find wprk ~ 0nee, Kerm0dCf~is building on Kaium and a new 
• • .... ~ . '  ,: :: . : *:~' : furniture store. fimshed wtth zts projects. 
I ~C0,~a~,0oo~n,~. ~ 1  
I ~ ~ ~  I I mem°rabl!la' e tc '  " " ~ ~  I 
i T .AC  BRONZING SERVICE Mot~raw I 
1638-1891 A,.,,. . .  ou,,,.,c",,,,,,,,., 
FEVER SALE 
Mini Blinds Vertical Blinds 
starting at at 
4 = i =1.99 
per square Inch per Inch 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
SPRING CLEAN-UP WEEK 
MAY 7 TO 11, 1990 
The City of Terrace's Public Works Department will pick up 
extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, on the above 
dates. 
Thls service does NOT Include car. bodies, stumps or In- 
dustrial waste. Klndty arrange to have this extra garbage and 
waste mater al set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste materlafln plasti0 bags or cartons to 
assist In the pick up. ' " 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day CalGndars, 
as garbage pick Up days: change i:fGilGwing ell Statutory 
Holidays. 
... ~ ":: ... ~ The CitY of Terrace.' 
• , 7 apologize for any Inconvenience thls may-have Caused. ii( I 
I .... " A iRBUSTERS I 
? : Is proud to welcome Brenda Ivanoff 
(, 
/ 
/ 
l i t  " ' " I 
to our team! 
BRENDA IVANOFF-  
Brenda welcomes all her clientele. Feel free to 
drop in and see her anytime. 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
See our VlPSllver Anniversary 
flyer foroutstanding savings on 
quality home furnishings and 
appl iances! 
DISTINCTIVE DINING : . ! 
Seven-piece dining room of Nostalgia % " 
Cherry_finish.48" roundtable'wilh : " ' 
two 12" leaves, claw-fool solid 
).back r, ide ' .pedestal, nd four hoop.~ac
chairs. Elegant matching bullet and . 
hutch witfi mirror inclu~Jecl. (Extra ' 
side and arm chairs available,) 
O.lV2-~aL 
Anniversary L 
Sale I ' " 
Price == 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. I 
Since 1963 
4501 Lakelse A--~e. 638-1158 
~/~osnl c,~avlon 
an.ouR, o e,,i.g of 
,bei. exCuii,e Re. 
&o., .  ghe e=i,i.  new 
..,e... .oil/ da=/e vo., °.d 
de elega.~ a~mo.lshe,'. ,,ill 
°harm a.d relax 
O he. ,hid clone 
girl.,  hid CVTIio.. 
~esorL 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
~ MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS ~[~ 
RESORT LTD.~ 
[ vzge 11 .,. -2214 
.... • 
7 
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MAY 1 - 24, 1990 --  Thornhill 
7th Terrace Cubs & Beavers i
having abottle drive. You call 
us and we will pick up in the 
Thornhill, Copper Mountain, 
Copperslde, Oossen and glean. 
za areas. Call Randy at 
635-6685 or Coco at 635-5176. 
MAY 2, 1990 - -  Parenting 
Workshop for single parents of 
elementary school aged 
children, "Improving Parent- 
Child Relationships" will in- 
dude training in discipline 
methods. Facilitator: Marilyn 
Bailey, University of Victoria 
Social Work Student, mother 
of three grown children, 
previous ingle parenL Two 
sessions, Apr. 25, May 2, 9:30 
a.m. - 1:30 p.m. Call 638-0077 
to register by April 20, or for 
further info. 
MAY 2-6, 1990 -- The Kitimat 
Centennial Museum has a 
display of art by junior and 
senior high school students. 
Kitimat Youth Art runs until 
May 6. Tuesday. Sunday Noon 
-5 p.m. 
* t t * t  
MAY 3, 1990 - -  United Native 
Nations meeting 7.8:30 p.m. at 
the meeting room public 
library. Agenda: fundraising 
report, proposed meeting for 
various programs. 
• ,'k "k "k "k 
MAY 4, 1990 - -  The Canadian 
Paraplegic Association will be 
having an open house between 
12 - 6 p.m. Marie Hildebrandt. 
who is the Regional Rehabilita- 
tion Officer wishes to invite all 
members and the public to 
drop by. the office is located at 
200A 4630 Lazelle Ave.. Ter- 
race. 
MAY $, 6, 1990 - -  Women's 
Aglow Northwestern B.C, area 
spring retreat will be •held in 
Smithers at the Aspen Motor 
Inn. Guest speaker will be Else 
Pedersen from Vancouver, 
B.C. All ladies welcomel For 
more lnfo. phone Jourrn 
635-9244, Irene 635-5413 or 
Janet 635-5061. In Kitimat 
phone Elizabeth at 632.3661. 
• " 'k "t" ~ "k . 
MAY 6,1990 ~ EX~cuIIwand 
board meeting, at Huatl~ton 
Apt. 204, 4934 Davis Ave. 
Representatives from United 
Native Nations will be sharing 
information on environmental 
youth corp and rural housing 
programs. 
MAY 8, 1990 - -  Northwest 
Community college will be 
hosting "Women Do Math" A 
conference on Scientific 
Careers for Young Women in 
Grades 8, 9 & lO. The objec- 
fives of the conference are: To 
encourage young women in 
Grades 8, 9 and 10 in Math and 
Sciences. To educate young 
women in Grades 8, 9 and 10 
about careers in Sciences and 
Technology. To introduce 
young women in Grades 8, 9 
and 10 to creative ideas in Math 
and Sciences. 
MAY 8 - 27, 1990 -- The 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
features B.C. Young Artists 
1989. The biennial juried show 
is organized by the Emily Carr 
College of Art and Design, The 
exhibition hours Tuesday - 
Sunday Noon-5 p.m. 
MAY 8, 1990 - -  Breakfast 
meeting at 8 - 9 a.m, for all 
agencies and businesses in- 
terested in participating i  Tar- 
race's Second Canada Fitweek 
Corporate Cup, to be held May 
25 to June 3. All worksites, 
large or small, are welcome to 
send a representative to this 
meeting and to participate in
this event. Call Sonya at 
638.3468 and come to the 
Skeena Health U~t~ 
Auditorium. 
MAY 1O, 1990-  General 
meeting of British Columbia 
Old Age Pensioners Organiza- 
tion at 2 p.m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
__,Cont'd B12.._ 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and those eom. 
munlty organizations in 
the area. 
Items for thh section 
are for non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
those events in which 
there Is no cost to gain 
admission. 
To meet our produc- 
tion deadlines, we ask 
that all Items be submit- 
ted  by noon on the 
i FRIDAY preceding the '  
• following, ' Week's I~ne.  ~ 
Wealso ask that I tem be 
typewritten or be printed 
nearly,! ~ , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  II 
Special visitors are write on 
MAKING OURSELVES BEI-I'ER was the topic for Joan Weir when 
she visited Uplands Elementary school last Thursday as part of 
Young Authors' Week, Among the tips she passed on to attentive 
students was the fact a single line of dialogue could often help 
characterization just as well as numerous lines of narrative. 
Life is hard 
Losing a close friend or fami- 
ly member can be hard on a per- 
son. It was three o'clock in the 
morning and I had fallen asleep 
in the living room. I heard my 
morn talkingon the phone, and 
I was wondering who it Was she 
was talking to. All of a sudden I 
heard my morn start to cry, and 
so naturally I asked her what 
happened. She said someone 
had died, and when I asked 
who, she said that my cousin 
Jassy was in a car accident on 
the Prince Rupert highway. She 
slowly rose out of the chair, and 
walked to her room. Jassy's dad 
is my dad's uncle, and if anyone 
could talk to him it would be my 
dad. I saw my dad mn out of 
the hallway, and out to the car. 
I just lay there waiting, I don't 
know what I was waiting for. 
My body went numb and I had 
no sense of time. It went from 
three o'clock to six o'clock like 
a snap of the fingers. 
The next day the house was 
quiet, because everybody was 
over at.my-uncle's! I wasscared, 
because I had never been to a 
funeral before. 1 hated the 
thought'of 0n~/i'd6/~'t even say 
goodbye to people that much, 
because it scares me that I'll 
never see them again. The day 
of  the funeral was the worst. I 
didn't want to go, but I had to. 
I woke up later than usual, and 
got ready with my brother's 
friend, my brother, and my 
oldest cousin. We all left the 
house at the same time. 
When we got to the funeral I
was the last one to get out of the 
car. All four of use walked in, 
and I saw Jassy's best friend 
stand!ng by the door with tears 
in his eyes. I went over to him, 
and said some reassuring words 
to him so he would feel a little 
better. All I could hear were 
m 
By RANDY BAINS 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
Randy Bains 
people crying. It nearly drove 
me over the edge. The closest 
family and friends to him stood 
in a little room from where you 
could see the coffin. We stood 
there for about forty-five 
minutes, thinking. 
When it was time for me to go 
in with the others I felt sick. As 
I looked at my cousin, who had 
just turned nineteen, I still tried 
to lead myself into believing 
that he wasn't dead. I followed 
a line of people into a side room 
where the cremation was going 
to take place. All four of us 
were just waiting. When they 
brought the coffin in I broke 
down, I couldn't help it. Jassy's 
two older brothers, and my 
brother with my cousin went to 
wheel in the coffin. ! could're 
gone also, but I was too scared 
that I 'd do something wrong. 
When the funeral was over my 
brother's friend and I walked 
up to the top of the arena hill. 
We looked over the hill and saw 
my brother speeding away in the 
car. It was over. Losing my 
cousin, Jassy, really hurt a.lot. 
Mike's spy kit 
By RAVINDER BAL Then Mike got a lose tooth. 
and ROBBIE DENNIS When he itte a perodoctei for 
Kill K'Shan Primary 
Once" there was a dinosaur 
that liked a cereal called D INe  
BITS. He liked them because if
you get 135 coupons you can get 
spy kit with real money and 
more things. ~ ~:-,. , 
Onhis birthdaybefore any. of 
his friends came he prayed for 
the 135 coupons, But when' it 
was time to open the I . . . .  
he got a dino walkn 
stone age m0ney,~ . ~, .,: 
supper his tooth fell outl He 
remembered to put his tooth 
under his leaf pillow. In the 
morning he found 100 coupons 
under his leaf piilowl He was so 
happy: because he only had 35 
more coupons to go! sa 
~i!i~The nextday  he was d 
b~auSehe had 35 coupons to 
~oiButhedidn' t  know where to 
get;them? Buth is  father Mr. 
ave him 
hat day he 
kitl 
Friendly 
assistance 
By CORRINA ADAMS 
Caledonia St. Secondary 
Nobody said life was a pleasure 
cruise. 
Sometimes you win, sometimes 
you lose. 
The water gets rough, bobbing 
up and down, 
Ride it out with a friend and 
you won't drown. 
When the road stretches out far 
ahead 
And there's nothing more that 
can be done or said, 
Keep on truckin' down that 
road, 
And share with another, your 
heavy load, 
When your train has somehow 
become derailed, 
Never feel that it's you who has 
failed. 
Ask for a helping hand to put it 
back 
And soon your life will be right 
on track. 
When things are good ,and 
you're soaring high, i • 
If sudd©n!y so~iething goes 
awry, 
Don't/!at , it drag ~you to/ the 
ground:!: ~' " " i 
Corrina Adams 
Call for assistance to turn it 
around. 
On this mystical journey called 
Life 
You'll meets.with many pro- 
blems and strife 
But there's always one thing, 
you can do: 
Solveig Adair 
Scarlet 
roses 
By SOLVEIG ADAIR 
Uplands Elementary 
Scarlet roses daintily gown- 
ed, 
Sipping dewdrops from a 
leafy mound, 
While nearby poplars with 
gray evening dresses, 
Smile at the climbing ivy 
tresses, 
A baby robin hears mother's 
tale, 
Of field and forest dale. 
A passing skylark stops to 
el-y, 
Its welcome to the well lit 
sky. 
A sp ider ' s  web with 
dewdrops gowned, 
Listens to a silent, secret 
sound. 
While a child of innocent 
belief, 
Crowns Itself with a flower 
wreath. 
In winter when the cold 
winds blow, 
Often secrets lie beneath the 
snow.  
Waiting sleepily for spring, 
When once again the birds 
sing. 
. . . , - . , • 
The students 
workshops held : as "part;~ Of 
Young Authors '  Week ~may 
have enjoyed the experieiice, 
but they weren't he only ones; 
"They've been the best group 
of students I have ever worked 
with," was the verdict of Irene 
Watts as the week drew to  a 
close. 
Watts and fellow authors 
Joan Weir and Betty Waterton 
spent three days in Terrace and 
Thornhill schools conducting 
workshops on a variety of 
topics including characteriza- 
tion) plot development and 
playwriting. 
Pointing out the enthusiasm 
of participants had been a ma- 
jor factor in her enjoyment of 
the visit, Watts noted Thornhill 
Jr. Secondary participants only 
complaint at the end of  a two-  
hour Friday session was she 
couldn't stay for the rest of the 
day. "And that on a F r iday l "  
she added. 
t . .k ~- .k ,k 
Young Authors' Week was 
also marked by the publication 
of Write On, a collection of 
works by school  d istr ict  
students. The~ pieces below - -  
one from each school level - -  
are indicative of  the quality of 
work found within its pages. 
i:ii~ •
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Local residents have an opportunity ohelp not  ty, I :~ ! ; :i!:': ~~ 
one, but two worthy causes this weekend when! ~ oni:~Saturdayi the: Terrace :]!i ~ of~'~ihe 
local organizations stage tag days as part of their ~i Friend~i of  Schizophrenics will' a i ~ ;~king 
major annual fundraising drive. ~ Suppe~:i for: their continuing res, iiJ ~ ~rts on 
On Friday it will be the turn of the local E lks  this devestating brain disuse.: ~ i i :!:~  
and Order of the Royal:PUrple as they launch ~' iCaus~lby a chemical imbalance inthebrain~ 
Hearing and Speech Month,Money raised goes tO: scfi~phrenia strikes mainly young :~ple21n; 
the service clubs' national Purple Cross Fund and thei/" late teens robbing them of the ability to con- 
is used to further esearch work on the detection, centrate or think rationally, In B.C' alone:there i 
development and rehabilitation of hearing im- are 28,000 victims. 
! SUPERIOR LINEN SUPPLY I 
~P~ °fi ~the !1 r " l Time Cleaners Ltd. I 
eeKIng 'O 
earch efforts  i "  Commercial • Industrial Retail I 
'. : * Coverall sale & repair "* Uniforms 
, * Commercial aundry * Doormats & wipers : ~: 
.... ' • Cooks': whites 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
4404 Legion Ave., 
paired children. As yet, there is no cure for schizophrenia but Terrace, B.C. 635"2838 
Local lodges can also apply to the fund for donations will enable the work to continue to that 
h0--f-m°neyt°helpindividualswithintheirc°mmuni" e n d . b e a u t y  - -  fa i rpeop le  =  
In searc 
Now that everyone is getting Tumbler Ridge, Chetwynd and 
out and cleamng up their yards, Hudson Hope. Sunday, May 13 Mother's Day, Regular Races 
maybe you could spare a few We, the future host commit- Saturday, May 26 Regular Races 
hours to come out to the tee, got a lot of valuable infer- 
Beautification Society meeting marion from the gathering by Sunduy, May 27 Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
tomorrow (Thursday) night. It talking to those past chairmen Sunday, June 10 Regular Races 
takes place at 7 p.m. at the local about" the"games the3} hosted. Saturday, June 16 Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
chamber of commerce office. All were full of suggestions to Races 
Ideas and help to get this make Terrace's 1991 Games visitors at Ruth and Gordie celebrating another baby. Ter- Sunday, June 17 Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
group continue to beautify Ter- even bigger and better. 
race are welcome. The society Again, the success of the Hayward's the other weekend, race's second set of triplets -- Races 
has many projects in mind event will depend on getting While here they attended a Charles, Judy and Peter-- were Saturday, July 7 Regular Races 
already but needs the people to help from a lot of local surprise 72nd birthday cvelebra- born May 6, 1969. Dr. Boyd Sunday, July 6 Bump & Pass 
put them• together. See you residents. If you feel youwould tion in Kitwanga for West delivered assisted by Dr. Sunday, July 22 Regular Races 
there, like to assist in some way, Hayward. The party was put on Phillips. Happy birthday to you Tuelday, July 24 Hell Drivers, Sponsored by T.S.O.A. 
*****  phone Marg Skead at the by his daughter Bess Jones and all. 
There was a good out-of- " Games office (635-1991). ' her husband John. Birthday wishes also go out to Saturday, Aug. 4 Memorial Races 
town attendance at the recent **  * * * ;, Brenda Ruchotzke for yesterday Sunday, Aug; 5 Memorial Races and Bump & Pass 
Northern B.C. Winter Games * * * * * Betty Campbell stopped over and Jim Ljungh for April 28. Races 
annual general meeting held Stun and Mary Hayward in Victoria on her way back *****  Sunday, Aug. 19 Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
recently in Terrace, including , from Quesnel, son Andy and his from holidays to spend a couple Congratulations to Ron and Sunday, Sept. 9 Open Day Races and Demolition 
past host chairmen from girlfriend Carol Redden were of days with Dr. and Mrs. Lee. " Cindy Marleau on the birth of Derby 
She says they are both doing their baby girl and also to 'Big 
very well. A special hello to Dr. Bob' Park and wife Debbie on Saturday, Sept. 29 Year End and Awards 
Lee. the arrival of their son on April 
* * * * * 26. Mothers and babies are do- SEE YOU AT THE RACESI! 
It was nice to visit with Frank ing fine. 
Williams over the weekend. 
! _ _  __  . l~  l~m - -  I Many must remember Frank 1 
from his teaching days at 
SkeenaJr. Secondary. Heisstiil - ~ ~  MOUNT LAYTON m 
living in Campbell River. I ~ 
• *****  , HOTSPRINGS ,, On May 9 at 4.30 p.m. Laura :  RESORT LTD.  
Gold and Michelle Vangenne 
will be wed in the courthouse by 
Justice of the Peace Mrs. Har- 
ris. N- FUN,4~ ! camp at Salvus, Michelle pro- 
ceeded to woo Laura and the UN- FU 
pair fell in love. The wedding I s , ,~ . ,  ooo, I 
will be for immediate family on- 
ly and the couple will then drive [] every Monday, 
to Vancouver on their way to a II 2 for 1, 
two and a half week honey- l bring a friend. 
moon in Mexico. L ~1 
Best wishes to you * * * *saw Jacqueline i| The recent Northern, Hair- 
dressers association competition ~, 
held in Terrace O 
Belanger Of the Head Shed take 
first place in the visual haircut- 
ring category. Congratulations I I 
to her and model Kelly Yasin- CALL 7 9 8"2 21 4 
TYING THE KNOT next week are Laura Gold and Michelle chuk. 
Vangenne. Then it's off to Mexico for a two and a half week honey- *****  II After 4:30 p.m. all Pools I I  
Magnus rio are moon. The and slides are 2 for 1. 
The gift to give this Mother's Day 
from Lanc6me, Paris... 
A 
O LANCOME 
A flesh, light-hearted fragrance. 
A~un-filled surprise in which the discreet freshness of citrus and mandarine blend smoothly 
with a bouquet of woody, chypr6 notes and delicate aromatic overtones. 
0 DE LANC()ME. a vivacious fragrance that will capture her own natural, sensuous awareness. 
i 
.:?? •
"I1 ; 
, 4 
,! , /  : : j  
t ;•c":2~:; i .~!a;4":  
i ii:~•/!i)•i•~i!il,, • '• 
God knows 
you can make a difference., 
Enclosed please find $__ .  
I would like someone to call [] Phone No, 
If you~l like more information about us [] 
NAME: ' . 
ADDRESS: 
CITY:, 
PROV: POSTAL CODE: 
i THE NATIONAL RED SHIELD APPEAL 
Eau de Toilette 50 m1-$20.00 
: Eau de Toilette, Natural Spray, 75:m1~$28.00 
Moisturizing Body Lotion 150m/~$21.50 
~ SPECIAL 
/ BONUS GIFT 
• After the purchaseofany 
(5 DE LANCOME product, 
you will receive, 
• at no extra cost, 
a bonus gift containing: 
- ~ DE LANC(~ME, 
GEL DOUCHE. 30 mt 
• --~DELANC~ME, 
LAIT DE BEAUTI~, 30ml 
Offeravallable while quantities last. ::LANCOME_~ 
. . . . . . . .  " " - - ,  ..; PARIS 
~ ~, SHOPPERS DRUG E IART.  
Offer valid al the following store(s): 
•r .  
. . - r  . - - ,  
Block 
buster 
show 
ALL YOU DO is lie down on a 
bed of nails, have a concrete 
block placed on your chest and 
ask one of the kids to break the 
block with a sledgehammer. 
Neat job, eh? Well, maybe not, 
but Dou8 Be l lamy of 
Vancouver's Science World did 
just that as part of a series of 
demonstrations put on at local 
schools last week as part of 
Science Week. All were intend- 
ed to demonstrate basic scien- 
tific principles but ensure au- 
dience entertainment at the 
same time. A big hit was the 
sight of a banana frozen in li- 
quid nitrogen exploding when 
dropped on the floor. Who says 
Science can't be fun? 
A call can save you money 
Welcome to Around Thornhill. 
While driving to town one mor- 
ning last week, I noticed coming 
down to the access road a new 
sign had been erected by 
highways to show Copper River 
Motel across the highway, 
where you could buy gas and 
lodgings, had been destroyed by 
someone who decided to cross 
the median without using the 
access road. There were also 
other tracks crossing the median 
along the rest of the highway. 
This destruction is senseless 
and probably done by a four 
wheel drive vehicle and so- 
meone who is just out for kicks, 
at everyones' expense. As tax- 
payers we have to pay each and 
every time the highways crews 
have to come back to re-erect a
sign or replant grass on the me- 
dian. 
I am sure highways have bet- 
ter things to occupy their 
employees' time than re- 
Around P 
Thornhll! ~ / 
this vandalism happening, 
phone the RCMP and save 
yourself some money. 
Copper Mountain 
Elementary School News: 
Achievement Awards: These 
students were recognized at our 
assembly for classroom achieve- 
ment. 
Division 1 - -  Andrew David- 
son & Willow Vangenne. 
Division 2 - -  Levi Marshall & 
Amanda Beatty. 
Division 3 - -  Katherine 
Reynolds & Richard Koehl. 
Division 4 - -  Clayton 
Bellman & Caleb Rooms. 
Division 6 - -  Carrie Brunet & 
Liisa Duhan. 
Division 8 - -  James Purchase 
& Brandon McIntyre. 
Congratulations kids and 
keep up the excellent work. 
w ~r tk"k ~" 
Thomhi l l  residentsl ! 
Are you ready for another 
Spring Clean-up Campaign? 
The Regional District is once 
again sponsoring a community- 
wide clean-up and you are asked 
to take part either by cleaning 
up your own back yard, front 
yard, basement, attic, shoveU- 
ing out,your house, or b~ 
If you have old car bodies, 
washing machines, or any other 
heavy body you would like to 
get rid of, free of charge, you 
can phone, right now, 635-7251 
and ask for Charlie or 'led who 
will make arrangements to have 
these articles picked up. Or call 
Charlie at 638-1565 during the 
Animal Shelter hours of 
business. 
Urgent ly  needed are  
volunteers, neighbours and 
equipment so if you can help, 
please get involved - -  after all, 
if we don't do it, who will? 
Sam the Crusher (of vehicles) 
will be in town that week, so it's 
a great ime to get rid of that old 
car or truck free of charge. 
May 5 - 12 is the clean-up 
week with May 5, 6 and 12 as 
the dates for pick-up. Don't 
ForgetI! Thanks. What a great 
way to show we care. 
• k',k ~ "k W 
That's it for Around Thor- 
nhill this week. Hope yours was 
a good one, G.K. 
A PAINT SALE FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT 
MORE THAN JUST A LOWER PRICE! 
Sale ends May 31, 1990 
Latex Flat 
Wall Paint 
Goes on creamy smooth 
(with less roller spatter). 
Dries fast and withstands 
years of scrubbing. 
Latex Flat 
House Paint 
A durable house paint that 
goes on smoothly, easily, 
Keeps that "just painted look" 
despite sun and weather. 
Acrylic Latex 
Semi-Gloss 
House & Trim Paint 
A soft sheen finish that you 
can use on both siding and 
trim, Covers beautifully and 
braves the elements for years. 
J 
REG. pRICE =29.00 4 Litres REG. PRICE =32.00 4 Litres REG. PRICE s33.004 Litres 
NOW ~I~50 '  NOW $9700*  NOW $9t 40' 
ONLY .~nl~l~4Litres ONLY =r._g 4Litres ONLY , I,.,~l~4Litres 
• " .' :i ' *  White and ready-mixed colors only. Custom c01ots st!ghtly h igher ' . .  
Pittsburgh ® Paints--Only our best, Weguarantee it. 
Convoy Also Carries: : ~ ;~ : ; 
Rooflno. Sidlno and insulatlonl ~' ~:: ~  
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' ~  SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE), 
PUBLIC MEETING 
MAY 15, 1990 AT 7:30 P,M. 
School Board Office 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
The Board of School Trustees Is reviewing the matter of con- 
dora machines in the secondary schools and would like to 
give the public the opportunity to make presentations on the 
Issue. 
It would be appreciated If Individuals or groups Interested in 
making s presentation advise the Supedntendent's Office, 
635-4931,  by May 11: 1990. 
Those not wishing to make a public presentation should for- 
ward, written comments to the Superintendent's Office by 
May 15. 
Frank Hamilton 
Superintendent of Schools 
It comes loaded 
with a lot of stuff 
and room to stuff 
alot! 
The new Passat has loads of 
room and tons of features: 
• air conditioning 
• up to 2.000 litres of luggage 
space 
• height adjustable and power- 
assisted steering 
• power adjustable and heatable 
outside mirrors 
• AM/FM stereo cassette sound 
system 
• reclining rear seats 
(• )  Passat Wagon s21,150' 
• Based on manufa~luter's suggested retail price lot wagon w~th 5.speed manual transm=asz0n 
Optlocts. ~stK~tlOft charge and dealer DmDarahon eltra Dealer rna-~ seg lo¢ less 
® Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 ' 
a 110TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS 
If you haven't slept on a Sealy mattress in the 
past 110 years, try one now! 
o Sealy 39" =219 
Reg. $269 
NOW ONLY 
i 
o $ealy Quilt Oe luxeR~.  $s99 =499 
NOW ONLY 
• Sealy Posturepedic 
Reg. $1 800 . 1/o NOWONLY ,L Price 
• Sealy Posturepedic 
ov.to. K,n, s.e$.= 299 
Reg. $2,100 i 
NOW ONLY " 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
2 
Mart ,~! .  
:;; S3e:0ss6 
Terrace Furniture 
H 
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Startled by this burst of nnex- together with his ~ anyway. ~ ' " said fu~l'~icense expired," saidVin' 
pected enthusiasm, Horace 
stopped licking the side of his 
paw and looked at his master 
quizzically. After a short while, 
his feline attention span snap- 
ped and he slunk off in search 
of a mouse. 
Vinny stole across the kitchen 
floor, crept down the stairs with 
a catlike tread and gingerly 
threaded his way through an 
assortment of toys, tools and 
formerly indispensible ends and 
odds. 
Gently, easy does it, he 
thought. For he knew that the 
slightest misstep would in- 
veritably bring the most reso- 
nant piece of junk crashing to 
ten-foot drift rod with the Am- 
bassador 200(~ level wind bait- 
casting reel, and held them in 
his left hand while dexterously 
plucking his neoprene waders 
from the E-Z Hold wader 
hanger with his right. 
Slinging the waders over his 
shoulder, he reached own with 
his newly freed hand and picked 
up his Water Goblin Trout 
Power Sinker Kit - -  the one 
with "four Sizes 'of amazing 
Snap-Lee Dipsey sinkers and 
removable split shots plus Trout 
Power Sinker Tips, and slipped 
it in his pocket. 
That done, he grabbed his 
Super Magnum Ultra Pro 
Tackle Box (the 142-drawer 
model) 
camouflage floating fishing 
vest, and waddled carefully 
back through the maze and out 
the door to where his Pro- 
Steelheader jet boat with the 
302 Ford V8, walk-thru wind- 
shield, carpeted floors and 
Zolotone interior, and custom 
trailer, sat attached to the 1990 
four-wheel drive pickup. 
After sliding the rods into the 
rod holders, -Vinny opened the 
box to ensure he had the essen- 
tials: bait holder hooks with the 
triple blade cutting point, 
dinkies, lures, Slam-Ola garlic- 
scented bait powder, cured 
prawns in fluorescent orange 
and chartreuse aswell as natural 
"Sure is a nice boat, 
colours, Lead Master fishing the lad, ny handing over his o!d license 
pliers, monofdament line, div. ,'Oughta be," Vinny said as so that the sports store owner 
ing plugs, Spin'n'Glos in a wide the two of them walked to the ~ Could copythe information'on- 
variety of colours-!and sizes. " " ' . : : :  : .  
wrap-around f i sh : ' ! f ind in ,  ~3~),~en~insnt;r:ou;;ItseeC?; tOt~hnnCWo~nt,cker?,, 
"Of course;" said VmnY..: polarized s~Jas .~,  a wadpro :  was impressed. " .... 
fusion of wiggly plastic roe ira. It occurred to Vinny as he ',That comes to twenty-seven: ; 
Rations, and a miniatfire took another twenty dollar bill dol lars. ' ,  - 
baseball bat with f~Fish 
Bonker" written on its side:: 
Everything seemed to be in  
order. 
He lifted the box over the 
gunwale and took a quick in- 
ventory of his bulging vest 
before climbing aboard the new 
pickup. Vinny fired up the big 
VS. The needle in the fuel gauge 
was on E. l ' l l have to stop get 
from his pocket o pay for the "Twenty-seven dollars jus t  
ring of garlic sausage , large bet- for a fishing licensel" Vinny ex, 
tie of Cola, and two submarine claimed, "that's criminall" 
sandwiches tightly wrapped in The sports store owner look, 
plastic, that his license had ex- ed back apologetically. 
pired. "Bloody government's just 
"Do you carry fishing gettin' rich at the expense of the 
licences?" Vinny asked as the poor working man," said Vinny 
girl made change, emphatically. "Say, how much 
"Sorry sir," she replied, is that new Magnum Ultra 9000 
"you'll have to go to a sporting Custom level wind reel?" 
PORTS NE 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Shooting 
with best 
TERRACE -- Local all 
pistol shooter Ali Johnston 
shot olympic-qualfying 
scores to at the World Cup 
championships last month in 
Los Angeles. 
Johnston shot 370 out of 
400 to place 18th out of the 
field of 30 in the women's air 
pistol division. 
"That was more than I ex- 
pected to shoot," she said 
after the tournament. 
Johnston continues to 
hold a position on Canada's 
national team, and was one 
of three Canadians to turn in 
scores at an olympic- 
qualifying level at the cham- 
pionships. At provincial 
championships earlier this 
year she placed second. 
"It was a really good ex- 
perience for me to go and 
compete at that level with the 
world's best," she said. 
She competed against 
women from 14 other coun- 
tries, and is now preparing 
for another B.C. match next 
month in Quesnel before go- 
ing to the July 14-21 national 
championships in Edmon- 
ton. 
Rugby 
underway 
The North Coast rugby 
season is underway again, 
with the Terrace Northmen 
taking on Prince Rupert in 
the first league game this past 
Sunday. 
Local rugby players will 
spend the season getting 
toughened up for an interna- 
tional tournament in Hawaii 
this fall. Northmen 
spokesmen say numerous 
Terrace players will par- 
ticipate at the invitational 
tourney in Waikiki Oct. 4-14. 
Northmen are calling it their 
"Fun in the Sun tour 1990." 
Watch for coverage of the 
season opener in next week's 
paper. 
Hockey 
elections 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Association elected its new 
executive for the 1990-91 
season at its annual general 
meeting last month. 
Lew Larmour replaces 
Sandy Marshall as president. 
Doug Vanhull was named 
first vice president, and 
Yvonne Hill is second vice 
president. 
The new treasurer is Dick 
Kilborn and the secretary is
Claire Irwin. 
Organizers called the 
meeting's turnout dissap- 
pointing despite advance 
publicity. 
i 
Rule change 
good for soccer 
TERRACE --  A local soccer 
,organizer says a decision to 
eliminate select teams is the only 
way to keep the sport alive in 
Terrace. 
The Terrace men's ,soccer 
league decided this year to ban 
all-star teams and instead in- 
stitute a player-draft system to 
make the league fairer and more 
competitive. 
League spokesman Ricky 
Fagan said the select team 
system led to teams cancelling 
their games to go to money 
tournaments, and generally 
resulted in an unbalanced 
league that kept losing teams. 
B.C. Summer Games rules 
disallow select eams from j:om- 
peting if there's a regular league 
playing in the area. 
He agreed the new draft 
system probably means Terrace 
won't field a strong Summer 
Games team, but said the health 
of soccer has to come first. 
"It's the only way to go, or 
else the sport will die in this 
town," he said. Some local 
players are lobbying Games of. 
ficials to change the rules, he 
added. 
Fagan said the all-native 
teams didn't pull out of the 
league, they weren't let in this 
year. "The native teams never 
showed up," he said, noting 
many of the Nass Valley teams 
didn't get back the $250 perfor- 
mance bond they posted to en- 
sure they attend all games. 
"Some of them eventually owed 
the league more money." 
He said the league will be an 
in-house Terrace league, and 
organizers hope to have six or 
even eight teams entered. 
Besides four drafted teams, he 
said, there will be a Caledonia 
youth team and a Kermode 
Friendship Centre all-native 
team. 
Games will be played mid- 
week freeing players up for 
whatever they want to do on 
weekends. 
OLDTIMER SOCCER players warmed up for the coming 
season last week with an exhibition fun game last Sunday. 
The men's soccer league is still signing players, and should 
announce the season's schedule soon, 4 
SNAP, CRACKLE, P 
TERRACE -- As the spring sunshine dries out 
local fields and tennis courts, it also drives legions 
of newly active couch potatoes out of their winter 
warrens in search of fitness. 
But a local physiotherapist warns those of us 
who are perhaps till a little out of shape tO be 
careful in the early season. 
Margaret Dediluke says many of the spring 
sports injuries she sees happen when people who 
haven't been active in the winter go beyond their 
fitness level --  and get hurt. 
"Typically it's the non-competitive athlete that 
goes out and starts participating in some sport," 
she says. 
The feeling of joints popping and creaking, and 
muscles cramping can be avoided with a little 
preparation. "Don't try to get back in shape too 
quickly. The key is to start slowly and pace 
yourself, so you can gradually build up to the 
level you want to be at . "  
With thechange of seasons, Dediluke says she 
is seeing plenty of knee injuries and shoulder 
sprains and foot problems. 
"Skiing and hockey are over. But now it's soft- 
ball reason," she says. 
The most common softball maladies are throw- 
ins arm strains and sprains. Because softball 
generally involves tanding in one spot - -  in the 
field or In the batter's box --  for long stretches of 
SPORTS INJURIES keep.localphysiotherapist Margaret Dediluker 
busy each Spring,. as people try toget  active tooqu ckly . . . . . .  -, 
i 
plaints, she said, ] 
before the game, 
the game and str¢ 
Rugby is another sport ihat tends "tb keep 
physiotherapists employed, Dediluke said, but 
that s just the nature of thesport. There s no 
preventionpossible th re, apart from not playing 
the game." 
Running type injuries usually involve leg mus- 
cle problems, and even the popular alternative to 
pounding the streets --  cycling -- has its own pro= 
blems. 
Some cyclists develop lower leg muscle sprains 
and aches from doing too much, too fast. 
"I've seen some people who've just gotten ew 
bikes and just went too far in the beginning," she 
said. "Cycling's great, but the key is to start slow- 
ly. Assess where your physical level is right now 
and then build up slowly from there." 
Those that try to do more than they're capable 
often end up hurting, and then give up they're 
training program altogether. 
In cycling, she added, it's essential seats and 
handlebars be the right type and set a~ the right- 
height for the rider. . 
Incorrect heights are the biggest cause of lower 
back problems in cyclists, she said. "I f  you 
change the seat and 'handlebar heights you can 
avoid that." 
time, then sprinting to base or to catch a ball, Active people should vary sports to help avoid 
many start-and-stop leg muscle problems result, overusing a single part: of. the ~dyl  Dedlluke 
They range from sore joints, and sprains,~!o says. ~ Check that you're usmgthe proper techni.~ 
hamstri uIIs. ,- • . ue, and take lessons if necessary'.~ and alw~,,. "
~. Then'there's always the good 'ole getthzg "~ bean-, begin, wi th proper'and . . . . . .  completew~dps  .~ .~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~:, 
h the ball trick, "We aiwa ' The best thing is to do a ba ian~ re ram ed y ys  see  a few nasty  _ . . , , P  8 o f  " 
. . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  exerd.qe, so the I~ooy doesn't get W~a~ and . . . . . .  b~lseseechyearfrom that, Dedlluke sMd; -°:.' " ,, -  tear in  ~:. 
~~L'rhesolution, to the standard sore mmcle corn ..... just one direction, . . . .  : ~:i:.: ,. ~: ,:.:./ 
k 
~L ~ 
• ' i •  • ,~/~ ~, 
~ • i/~) 
? .  
~/i•! I , 
~ ,~i~ , ~iii ~', . ~' - :~ ~ ,! 
: d 
! 
/ 
i 
MILK RUN '90 
: STUDENTS across town competed Can, walked, 
jogged or cycled three kilometres during last 
week's annual Milk Run. At Caledonia, David 
Sheppard and David and Chad Edmonds (above) 
crossed the finish line together in first place. The 
first female runner was Callie Swan. Caledonia 
students raised about $550, while Skeena Jr. 
Secondary students raised close to $200. 
=c i ; :~'~/'  ~, 
: i 
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Kitimat rink 
wins bonspie, I 
TERRACE - -  A Kitimat rink took the top honours in both 
'A' event and the Grand Challenge in this year's Loggers , i , ,  ,. 
Bonspiel . . . .  : '.~i:, 
Gary Habinger's Kitimat foursome were the only unbeaten i",
rink, knocking off the Donny Palmer rink of  Smithers fo r  
first place in the 'A' event f'mal. Palmer faced Habinger againi 
in the Grand Challenge final, and again settled for second. :;~ 
The Terrace Curling Club's Easter weekend classic featured :
64 finks from as far away as Vancouver and Calgary, :~  ~, 
'B' event saw Terrace's Ron Murphy Skip to second place, 
ending up behind Gerry Meek of Kitwanga. 
Terrace's John Evans marked the strongest local entrYwith: 
a victory in the 'C' event final. The Evans rink relegated L 
Smithers' Tom O' Neill to second spot. 
Sandy Middleton, also of Terrace, was the victor in 'D' 
event, over Prince Rupert's Rob Brown rink. 
The 'E' final saw Stewart's Larry Rowe rink defeat Mark 
Flaherty of Terrace. 
..... At. ,the 
races  
Contributed 
Racing fans can look for- 
ward to the start of another 
octJ6~.paeked year of stock car 
radncat the Terrace speedway 
in just a couple of weeks. 
The first race day of the 
season is set for Mother's Day, 
May 13th. it will feature street 
stock, hobby stock and super 
stock racing. On the track will 
be some new cars this year, as 
well as some old favourites. 
Time trials start at 1 p.m., 
and racing gets underway at 2 
p.m. 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Association got things moving 
last month with the season 
startup dance, which also 
featured the crowning of Miss 
T.S.C.A. in the first annual 
female Impersonators pageant. 
In the plans for this year 
:and in addition to our usual 
three classes of racing will be a 
bump.and.pass taking place on 
• July 8th. 
The ever-popular "Open 
Wheelers" wW be here June 
16th and 17lb. The association 
will also be hosting a show by 
Calgary's Hell Drivers on 
Tuesday evening, July 24. 
Our own demolition derby 
wW take place Sept. 9, and the 
year-end awards and dance are 
slated for Sept. 29. 
Overall it appears that this 
will be another great racing 
season. We are always looking 
for new members - -  even if 
you don't race, but enjoy the 
:~ aport. Anyone interested in a 
i; rule book or further informa- 
t ion can contact Guy Lynch at 
63~061M or Marg Cooper at 
638-0609. 
See you at the races. 
- @ 
Golf time 
• 'Z  ~ 5 , " 
.- . "I'BRRACE - -  It's the first of .  
;•ii.Ticlal tee-off for 'women's golf 
"f,.:.~,5n'~.-~'i.;'~;"~"V~'~N~~'~a,~'r~,.~i~ '~->i~;('~, ;~:~F  ] ~: ,  - ~" '~  . . . . . .  . , ,  I= ~ . . . .  . , -  . 
Who ................. . . . ....   'says   ..... " ..... doct( rs deserve 
binding "arbitration? 
"I reject totally the:idea that physicians must 
acc~t what any given province may decide 
unildterally to pay. ~nen negotiations fail and an 
impasse occurs, the issues in dispute must be sent 
~to binding arbitration." 
: ~.Tfle Honourable £mmet~M. Hall, ~atherofCanadian medicare 
"Government is clearly trying to drive the doctors 
over the cliff." ~m Pert4, NDe heaIth C~'tic 
"...doctors are entitled to feel frustrated at a 
government refusing to bargain fees." 
Vancouver Province 
11 ! ,;  Doctors dispute needs arbitration 
; £ditofialheadline, Vancouver Sun 
"I know of no affiliate of the Fed that would 
tolerate this kind of delay" 
.... , ~ Ken C, eorge~ 15esident, B.C Federation of L~bour 
"The requirement for reasonable compensation 
shall be complied with where the province... 
has entered into an agreement with the medical 
~ ractitioners... that provides a) for negotiation... ) for the settlement of disputes.., at the option of 
(the doctors by) conciliation or binding arbitration." 
Secttbn I2(2) Canada Health Act 
   oody. With one r exception. 
"There isn't any arbitration mechanism over practitioner payments in the Canada Health Act as I read it." 
The Honourable John Jansen, B.C. Minister of HealN 
The doctors of British Columbia have asked for binding arbitration to settle their year-long negotiations 
: withthe provincial government. 
:':: > TheCanada Health Act says yes. Emmett Hall, the Father of Canadian medicare, says yes. The B.C. 
i :)l:ederation of Labour says yes. The public says yes. 
~i )~ :~ In fact, even]one s~ys yes. Everyone, that is, except he B.C. government, which stubbornly refuses 
• ~'i~  to Submit o.arbitration. ' - 
,wa, 
only ones who think so. , ~ ~  
' . ' "  . . 
I~O Medtcid A=~c~t~on 
Committee for Jae Doctors of B.C. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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DECK 
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS I 
• VAN • SCHEDULEO SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N, 
• FLAT DECK • DAILYSCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT I 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER I 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT : I 
Mmlmr of TERRACE 
KITIMAT United V.u.e , , , ,  O / 
632"2544 ooo'- -u ~UNI'TED or 635-7102 / 
272-3rd  Street -)'v/,ZN/TED 3111 Blackburn 
Kitimat Terrace 
CARPORT 
MBR ~ OR 
12-6 X 11-6 9-OX11- -6  
3810 X 3505 27¢3X 3506 
~,J/" o I cm I::I::11 L 
.'•,.. 
WroTH: S3tO",, ~e~S~mrn 
OE TH: mm I I 
. FLOOR AREA' .  1022g l195 ,0M~ . . . .  . I I 
Two bedrooms with the potential of 2 or 3 
more downstairs prove that this design has 
much to offer. 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, BC.  
635-6273 
,HOME SWEET HOME AND AFFOROABlUTY TOCl 
Lovely 4 bedramn full basement home, Bright 
spacious living room newly renovated. I.atge rec 
rcorn or 4th bedroom. Bedroom and full bath 
downstaJrs. This home is well cared for and It 
shows. En~y the sund~k, 113 acre of land- 
scaped yard and great garden areas with fruit 
txJShes and greanhosse. Priced to sell at 
$69,500 (90056) MLS 
NO MORTGAGE PAYMENTSI? 
, 
ii, 
ON FORESTED SITE 
Latthte3bedrom'nsuitepayyourmorlgaOepay- Attractive ThornhU bungalow Ideal for fix.up 
mont. Laxge 0 bedroom home m solId concrete i ' " ~ . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  Great family area. Fencing, carpetng, patio. 
cons.._oue, .uou~ pavoc onve. age a?cne~ Family home located in very quiet area on dead 
garage ureat ram,y area on quint oo-mrocgn .~,,.~'~.~,.. . , . ,~.;*he.;o,.--  ~ . . . . .  ,,a erlds~set,$49,goo(gooo22)Gordonl'tamtllon 
"".:" . . . .  ~ "'"'.".'?. "~'.'~',',"'..':"L'. 635-9537 MLS. Lakelse Realty 638.0266. arm areas, pot m~ oelallS Call 4acKI~ ML;) 
100035) 
shops, $82,500 (900051) Ron Redden 
638.19r 5. MLS 
ECONOMICAL SMALLER HOME 
Special touches linked with sociable charm. 
Bungalow, gas heat, main-level laundry, 
workshop, fencing, 'gntedzed, 3 B,~/1.4 ~e 
bath, PLUS "Near schos~. Priced So Righn Prk:. 
OP at $58,500 (900054) Brenda E~kson 
638.1721, Lakeise Really 638.0268. MLS 
COZY AND COMFY 
Discover lhe comfort of thls Smart Keith Estates 
home. Quiet afloat. Great family area, woedbar. 
nino stove, fencing, side drive, 3 bedrmns, 1 
full bath. See Tndayf Pried al $59,900 90080) 
Call Joyce Findtay EXCLUSIVE 635.2697. 
Lz, keise ReaRy 638.0268. 
• ,,., ,.~. ~ , ~ • ' ..@, 
. . . .  
~ ~ '  • .:. :. : :.~,~.I~,L ..:~ \.... 
MOUNTAIN JEWEL I REVENUE PLUS PACKED WITH VALUES 
Country home lxovidlng space aplenty on 2 2 [ kflrachve, •ell kept 3 bedtxoorn home in the Lovingly kept Horseshoe home, mountain 
acres MountaJn views Sou hem exposu~ I Horseshoe. Good carpeting, fireplace insert with views, 4 beclrocrns, 4 piece, 3 piece, 2 
workshop deck,. This home has one of tl~ I certificate, 2 suite~ in basement, both rented, pceens, baths, finished basement, Garden, fiuil 
most spectacular views in the urea, $73,500. I ~ ~ ~'  f~it. , I~  .a~I ga~len !rues, Be_ac.ti~l la~_aca~_l..~  ~thls ~ city 
19000523 GocJon Hamilton 635.9537. Lakuise I arm. Picket fence, payee onve. call Hen for lot. ~su,boo (suuuHJ verne rerGuson 
ReaUy 638.0268. I detalla. MLS (000066) 635.3389 MLS 
I 
. 1 ~ . ~ ':/'~ .:.:~::' .~,S 
MINUTES FROM TOWN • I W I  
Log hor~e on 10 acres Includes vaulted ceilings, 
rive; rock fireplace, greenhouse windows, 6 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and horse facilities, 
EXCLUSIVE with Joyce Flndlay 635.2097 Brenda Erickson Ron Redden Jackie Collier 
(arlor) 638-1721 638-1915 635-2677 
I I I
Enjoy the 
~Jr~arow 
area, tier 
ALSO 'C~ose Io everything 
Jng "lOOm. $48,500 (990159)Call Vorne 
Fergu~o~ 635.3389. MLS. 
TAKE OVER AT 12,25% 
On this 1,192 sq, ft. home on .91 
acre. V~ bsmt., 4 bdrms. H.G. Ex- 
isting mortgage of $47,000 at 
12,25% Pymts. of $560.00. Call 
Gordle at office or 635.4781. MLS 
VACANT HOME 
1,200 sq• ft. home already to move 
into. 3 Ixlrms, full bsmt., N,G. Top 
resale area In Thornhill, Call Gordie 
Sheridan for a quick showing. 
$85,000 MLS. 
ecutive home overl'~kln9 Terrace 
from this prime view lot. Many fan. 
tastic features such as hardwood 
floors, skylights, solarium, hot tub, 
large master bdrm and 4 poe. en- 
suite, Call Dick Evans NOWI 
635-6142, MLSo 
JUST LIS.~ ~,, 
2,250 sq, ft otll[nisfl I !l~ing area 
backing oilPllL~Iie .PI I [~  *~/~ year 
o~d ~l~l lL I t~hl l l lE~ ures you've 
bee~Or ,  ,To view this 
custOl~R~uilt home, call Dick Evans. 
Asking $147,900, 
ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE 
10.5% 
Make an appt. to view this 4 bdrm 
full bsmt home in the Horseshoe. 
Recent renovation to the interior. An 
attractive home with an attractive 
mortgage. Asking $84,900. Call 
Dick Evans for details. MLS. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
MANY FEATURES 
make this home a super deal. Kit. 
chen eating area, built-in 
dishwasher, fireplace, hot tub, 4 
pce. ensuite, central vacuum 
system, 5 bdrms, plus a large fatal. 
ly room. Walking distance to town. 
Only $92,900. Call John Evans MLS 
COMPACT HOME 
in the Horseshoe with many large 
home features such as fireplace, 
carport, separate dining area, 
Natural Gas heat : and close to 
schools, $58,500• Call John Evans, 
EXCLUSIVE, 
ECONOMICAL LIVING 
3 bdrm condo, over 1,000 s¢  ft. of 
riving area plus bsmt, Conveniently 
located close to town. Ideal for 
owner/occupier or as 'a ieetai in. 
vestment. Only $27,9001 Call.John 
Evans MLS. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
~.~ 
~., ~,. . .~. ;~" . 
~ ~ i 
i MOUNTA 
Fast developi 
LAKESHORE HOME beautiful vle~ 
Located on a beautiful landscaped bdrm homo v 
waterfront lot at Lakelse Lake. This pletely finish~ 
1,400 sq, ft. home features 4 to move righ 
bdrms, vaulted ceilings in the liv. walk-in close 
ingroom, fireplace and Is completely of all the lea' 
furnished. Separate 16x24 garage, 
boat dock, 2 metal sheds, For more ^uz'enz;n I, 
UulCk posse info call Dave $104 OOO MLS. . . 
.... ~ . . . . . .  " ' "  "' . . . . . . . . .  germ nome w 
JUST USTEU kitchen cabi 
in the Horseshoe, Large family overlooks tht 
home. 7 bdnns,, family room, 2 Reasoeabloa 
fireplaces. Over 2,300 sq. It. plus a Call Erika. MI 
bsmt area, Paved drive, db le  un . . . .  
Garage, Only 7 years old. For more • ,  .~f l~l :~ 
I ,OUU :~q 11 - info call Dave $139,500 MLS. ~ 
~ garage. 100 
3511 DOGWO0 home featurt 
Completely renovated 3 bdnn home. i eating nook 
Hot tub & weight room:elf master I lower level 
berm. 2 bathrooms, n.g. heat. Ask- I ready to day 
ing $66,900 EXCLUSIVE, I needs. Call E 
IS TRANSFERRED 
~o session is available. 3 
ne ith 3 pce. ensuite, oak 
nets. Large sundeck 
e designated parkland. 
asking price of $94,500 
LS. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
sq, ft, home with attached 
. x122 lot. This large 
es a dieing room and 
) in the kitchen. The 
/el Is partially finished, 
evelop to your personal 
dka. MLS, 
• ": ! ~. I ~*'TT'-~ :" -. : 
I 
PRICE SLASHED S96,500 ~I  
Quality throughout• Hardwood & " l l l ~ ~  - "w ' .  ~ 
ceramic tile floors have durability : ' i "  . .... ;~i~ 
and beauty Two impressive brick 1 • 4X70 MOBILE HOME 
fireplaces add warmth to the com. wtth a- o~,)n .aa;,~ . . . . . . .  _ ~ --.. -n u^£u auu~.Ull OU| Up m an 
fortable v ngroom e, huge roc racv . . . . .  a" ' e park close to schools. In- 
room An executive Rome al a • . clodes N/G fireplace, fridge, steve 
bargain price ,Joy • • ,, and dishwasher. Asking $23,900 
HORSESHOE AREA Call Mike MLS, 
This 4 level split is 1,890 sq, It, of 
great family home. Newly finished ACREAGE AT LAKELSE LK, 
bsmt. has undedloor heating e,. Ideal for a homesite or recreat onal 
sound proof walls. A lamily room elf property. Hydro and te ephone ser- 
kitchen & A den, add that extra liv- vices available, 5 42 acres 
ing space. Close to high schools. Ol. $19,000. 5.13 acres $19,000. And 
fers $112,500 Joy, ' 4.9 acres at $21,000. For more In. 
lo call Mike MLS ! CHILDREN NEED A BIG . " ".____._..___.____ 
HOUSE G - . . . . . . .  h-s a REAT STARTER HOME Like new, 2,070 sq, 11 nousu ~ . .  _ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  unt-, m zno uopperside subdivision A 
. . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  o,. . . . .  nicely renovated 24x56 mobile $lylO KltCflon q I~rl l lb. ull uvo upper 
- " - ~- - ",,.- Rome w th a concrete hsmt new level and 1 guesl room ouw.. ,,~, .. 
• . . . . . .  ,- ~ . . .  root and sdngin 1986 n o heat. 
quality musz 0e uuu. ~u ,,~ o~.- Askln $61 900 ' oreciated; $119.000 Call Joy. g , • Call Mike MLS. 
4650 LAKELSEAVE, 635.6142 
! i! I l l  I . • ,..i: i:i, iiiiiill i:i:i: i i !ii!:iiii• • ]/i 
• . /.'. , : .ii L~> ' UO-107O 
Erlka Pelletler 
I31.477~_.~ 
Mike Richardson 
035.§609 
, ? I  ¸¸ / . . . .  
• • / 
ii i'iii!!i  ii ii ¸  i i 
, >b • 
: ~/i,i ¸¸ , ! ,~ 
S 
by 
Nicely landscaped yard with double carport and paved ddveway 
Kitchen with nook and lots of cupboards 
If you are looking for a good solidly built fami- 
ly home inthe Horseshoe 
area, this may be the 
one. 
Attractive 1000 sq. f t .  
4 bedroom home located 
on 85'x132' lot. Features 
open beam construction, 
central  f i replace, large ,: 
fami ly  room and natura l  
gas heat and hot water. , I  
Call Gordie Olson for : 
your appointment to , 
view and make the :~ 
dream of a new home F 
come true. 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 2, 1990 - ~ge'B7. 
i 
OPEN HOUSE 
11 to 3 p.m. 
4110 Anderson Street 
Saturday, May ;, 1990 
MEMBER Rusty L.jungh in attendance, 
~ TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
~.GE- 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
_Associate Broker Network 638-0371 
MEMBER 
ROYAL 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
i 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
Associate Broker Network 6 3 8-0:3 71 
INDEPENDENTLY  OWNED AND OPERATED 
MOVE IN AND ENJOYI 
1,110 sq. ft. and fully finished 
up.stairs and down. Very well 
maintained home with many at. 
tractive features: Brick 
fireplace, oak floor in dining 
room, 4 bdrms., good basement 
development and Nat. Gas Heat. 
The property is nicely land. 
scapod and fenced in the back. 
Good assumable mortgage. 
Asking $91,500 MLS. 
CHARMING CHARACTER HOME 
Relaxed atmosphere and easy 
living are portrayed In: the 
sunken livingroom and 
generous kitchen with oak 
cabinets and built.in appliances. ' 
3 bdrooms, non-basement home 
has front and back decks, fenc. 
ed yard, gazebo and detached 
garage. $72,900 EXCLUSIVE. 
STEP NITO UNE.. 
to view this cathedral entrance 
home, Centrally located in the 
Horseshoe area, this home is 
listed in a price range where 
there is limited supply. 1,172 
sq. ft., 6 bedrooms, full base- 
ment with suite, two 
washrooms, garage all on a 
76'x132' lot. Asking $82,500 
MLS. 
SOUTH.SlOE BUILDING LOT 
.Located~on the South side of 
Graham Ave,, city services 
available, paved street, bus ser- 
vice, within walking distance of 
Primary & French Immersion 
Schools. Priced at $18,000 
MLS. 
3717 KRUMM ROAD 
Home needs upgrading and 
some repairs• Nice large proper- 
ty with solid built home. Electric 
heat, 5 bedrooms, 2 
washrooms, full basement with 
suite. Asking $79,500 MLS. 
CONVENIENT LOCATION 
Good starter or rental home 
priced at a low $49,900. 
Horseshoe location, close to 
schools and downtown. Recent 
upgrading to this 3 bedroom, I 
non-basement home. 
I 
ANTIQUE INVESTMENT 
Are you an innovative person 
looking to invest your ideas? 
Older, full basement home it 
good condition located on on~ 
acre of land in downtown Tar 
race. Zoned P1 for PubJic Ad. 
minstration and Assemi]ly use. 
$149,500 MLS. 
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOME 
Spacious and comfortable 
1,400 sq. ft. home in ideal fami- 
ly location. 5 bedrooms, 2V~ 
baths, family room off kitchen 
plus rec room in full finished 
basement. Recently re- 
decorated and carpeted so just 
move and and enjoy. $99,500 
" MLS. 
COMPLETE SET-UP 
1979 - ,  14x70 Northern 
Package Bendix Leader mobile 
home. Very clean and re- 
carpeted. 3 large bedooms, nat. 
gas heat, insulated and wired 
addition. 
CONDO ON STRAUME 
Good starter 3 bedroom, 1Vz 
baths, full basement plus an 
assumable mortgage approx. 
$23,000. 12% interest. Asking 
Price $28,500 MLS. 
Horst Gndllnski Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffin Bert Ljungh , Joe Barbooa 
838-8397 838-8784 1 638.0404 ~ 635,8754 638.8804 
Ralph Gedliqski Christel Gedgnski 
638-4960 638-6387 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
High open ceilings done in cedar 
F 
! 
J~ 
' THAT'S 
' HOW MANY 
CANADIANS 
I ,~  ~ ARE ;SQUASH 
PLAYERS 
,~ii!~"i ~: ~" i '  ,'~,i', : , ~- 
~, ~ . ~ .  
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday tO 
: Saturday 
a,m. - - .  
e 8.30  p.m. 
Sundays  
8 a. rn , -  
:! 8p.m.  
. iv~'z m wm.~a~,  
I 
i 
4702 I .~ lee  Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VBG 1R0 
1604) 638.6303 
'~L ' ~ : /~ 
, . • • • 
~, '~: '~ , , '~  -~P~ BUILDING LOTS 
' ~'~: Have you given any thought to 
, .... f( ,~, building a new home? If so, here's a 
~f~;~; ' I~ / ' -~ '  ~  '~%~- small sample of our in.town residen. 
,:,- . ~ '~. -~ lE~k~, .~z]  tial building lots: 
:~ ' ~ ~ i  LOT SIZE PRICED AT 
66xl 22(2) $14,900 MLS 
FOR THE GARDENING .8 acre $17,900 MLS 
ENTHUSIST 55xl 22 $19,000 MLS 
135x175 $24,900 
-1,440 sq. ft. -Full basement 85x144 $25,000 MLS 
--3 bedrooms -2  baths -Fireplace " For more info. please give us a call. 
Asking $63,500 NEAT AS A PIN 
You will be impressed with the Im. 
maculate condition that this new 
listing is in. This home is only 1% 
THINKING OF BUILDING years old, 1,700 plus sq. It. on 
three levels plus Vz basement. Cleared 75'x118' lot in a new sub. 
division. All amenities available: Some of its many other fine features 
water, cable and natural gas. Priced include 3 bedrooms, family room 
at only $17,000. Call Shaunce for with fireplace, natural gas heat, 
central vacuum system, double at. more Inlo. MLS. tach~ d (arage with electric door 
open zrs ;tnd tdple paved driveway. 
For ~ ~orE details or.your personal 
appt. to view, please call Hans. 
Asking $135,000. ML S. 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY $7,500 - 
A residential lot in a quiet location 50'S BUNGALOW 
with access to hydro, water, natural -1,534 sq. ft. -4  ' bedrooms 
gas and cablevision. Only minutes -75'x225' lot -1 fireplace 
Iron town. Check it out today. Call "1 wood stove, 
Shaunce for more info. MLS. Asking $59,000 MLS. 
L . . . .  
rg " ,  y 
,STAN PARKER, JIM DUFFY ~LAURII 
lae.4os~ eBB.oBoe 
JRIE FORBES 
136-6302 
D .  
TRUCKERS DREAM 
This 2 bay shop features 14'x16' imont in the basement. Detached 
doors, 18' ceiling, 3 phase wiring, tgarage' Make your appointment to 
office or parts room at the back, view. Asking $59,900, Call Jim. 
finished floor and lean.to on the 
side. One acre provides ample park- 
ing. $75,000. Cell Shaunce for 
more info. MLS. 
MOBILE HOME 
Renovated 12x68 mobile home set 
TIME FOR YOUR FAMILY; :: ~ :':~,~" 
to enjoy all the comforts of this i~z~i~.. ~ lk~. . . .~ l~ 
1,152 sq. it. full basement home 
located on fenced, landscaped lot. 
This home is in top.notch condition 
1 and offers 3 bedrooms, 1 h baths, 
kitchen with breakfast area and 
LOADS OF CHARM loads of room for further develop- 
O t o l -3  bedroom -Basement 
i ,~ -N/G heat ' -61 x176' lot 
' Priced at $58,900 MLS. 
I 
• FAMILY HOME PLUS 
A completely finished home in. 
. HORSESHOE LOCATION eluding 3 bedrooms up & 1 down, 
-1,300 sq. ft. -N/G Heat fireplace, jacuzzi tub in main bath, 
-4  bedrooms -Double carport Jen.AIr range, wall oven, triple sink 
3 -Y~basement-Paved driveway with garburator, solid birch 
Asking $104,000. MLS.  cabinets, ensuite and many more 
features. Separate pool house has 
up in town. Two bedrooms, Natural : 16'x32' plastic lined heated pool 
gas heat. Four appliances. Priced to ;. with slide, diving board and hot tub, 
sell at $11,000. finlsh~ oH in cedar, Heated and 
• , THORNHILL DUPLEX wired storage shod has 2 bays for 
ROOM FOR THE KIDS i Hero is your change to own your wood. Landscaped and fenced yard, 
own home and have someone else paved ddveway. Located in Kit. 
can be yours if you purchase this help pay the mortgage for you, or wanga. $175,000. For more info. 
1,344 sq, it. bungalow :on a perhaps you are just interested in an call Shaunce, MLS. 
75'x200' lot. 3 bedrooms, a great investment. Each side rents for 
playroom for the kids, spacious kit- $5501month. Located in Phase 1 of RURAL LOCATION 
chert and dining area. Woodstove in Thomheights ubdivision. Call Hans -1o076 sq. ft. -Vinyl siding 
livingroom, A great startei, home for. more Information or your per. -3  bedrooms -2.07 acres 
pflced at Just $57,900 MLS, CALL sonal appointment to view. -Elec/Wd heat Double carport 
JIM TODAY, $84,900, •MLS. Asking $84,900 MLS. .. 
~ . : 
GORDON OLSON HANS STACH SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
638.1946 636-6730 636.6302. , 
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• ACTION AD S - 
L 63e-SAVE: v" BUY  SELL v"RENT v"TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holldly fall== on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline le Thursday et 
S p.m. for all dlspley end clesslfled ade. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VBG 158 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastorcard. When phoning In ads plesse have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 wolds (first Insertion) $3.45 plus 5' for addltlo~ll words. *(Additional Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, for addltioeal words. *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commomlal) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18, Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
!27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
LO. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Business Services 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
8ts~ Trams 
The Terrace St~ re~m~es the right to classify ads" 
under app~priate headings and to set fates thersto(e ~ to 
dCerm~ PaOe location. 
The Tmace S~u~aU for, eves the rioht to revisl, edit, 
c~.s;fy or vejont Iny advertisment and to retain any answers 
dlroched to the News Box Reply Service, and to repay the 
customer the stall paid for the ndverUsment a~i box rental, 
6ox replies on "Hold" Inst~ucU~s not picked up wLthto 10 
d~z ol expfcy of ~ advedisement wIH be deofmyed un~ 
i~tn~eor~ are received. Those a~wer~ Box 
Numbers pve reqmstnd not to send orioInals of documents to 
aveld I~ss. 
A~ cbdms of e~ors in ndveCdse411ento must be recelvnd by 
the pd~sher within 30 days after the first puN~t~on, 
n to aOmad by the advertiser equesUng spsce that the 
I~lf ly of the Terrone Standard in the event of ~luto to 
puU'~lsh on advernsement orIn the event of an error appeadnO 
in the adver t~t  as publL,shnd shah he IlmUed to the 
: ~ l~d by the ndvedJser for only one Inc~e~t InserU~ 
for the i~rU~ of the adve~slng space occupied by the Incur. ' 
runt or omitted Item on;y, and that there shah be no Uabtlny in' ; 
any event greater than the arnmJnt paid for such advertL~ng. 
- I I  
1. Real Estate 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME. Quality workman- 
ship, with many extras. Situated on large 
landscaped lot. Must be seen. Call 
635-7556 6p49 
LOT FOR SALE. 62 x 135 on DaJong Crescent 
(Lot 3) Close to schools and town. Quiet Ioca- 
tim. Price $26,000. Phone 638-1544 6p49 
=/4 ACRE VIEW LOTIn exclusive subdivision. 
Call 635-2384 6p49 
FOR SALE - LOG HOUSE. 20 acres, building, 
corrals, creek, 160 acres partially cleared. 
Some timber year round. 842.5461 or 567- 
2519 6p49 
5 PARCELS OF CHOICE RESIDENTIAL real 
estate in Terrace. Approx. 60 acres in total. 
For more info call 635-5320. 6p50 
PARCEL OF LAKE AND RIVER FRONTAGE at 
Lakelse Lake. Phone 635-5320. 6p50 
IDEAL THREE BEDROOM HOME. Ouiet 
neighbourhood. Close to hospital and schools. 
Gas heat, garage, new carpet, renovated 
bathroom. $54,900. Call 635.6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL! Need a house in 
Horseshoe area. Will consider up to $80,000. 
Thinking of selling soon? 635-5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. N/G heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths. $96,500. Call 
1.637.5443 6p51 
MOBILE HOME PARK. Good location in out- 
skirts of Terrace. For more information call 
1.637.5443, $160,000 6p51 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Full basement, in the 
benuh area. $82,500. Also 4.6 acres on 
5200 Block Halllwell. $52,000. Call 
635-3728 6p51 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE. New siding 
utility shed, easy walking distance to town. 
Asking $46,000, Call 638-1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
COMMERCIAL LOTS FOR "SALE in Terrace. 
4930 • 4942 Greig Avenue. Call 635-4050. 
6p52 
FOUR BEDROOM 1V~ bathroom, single house. 
Many extras, $55,0Q0 firm. Interested parties 
only. Phone 635.4083 6pl 
$88,900, 2 YR, OLD HOME FOR SALE By 
owner. Thomhelghts phase 3. 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, oak kitchen cabinets, built-in 
dishwasher. Large sundeck off dining area, 
natural gas heat and hot water, Lot backing 
onto parkland, Good assumable mortgage with 
2 years remaining. Must sell. PAce reduced. 
Open house Saturday & Sunday, May 12, 4 
p3n., 2120 Cypress Street, 635.2929. 2p2 
1. Real Estate 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Immaculate 2 storey 
home on the bench, 1630 sq. ft. plus full 
basement. Features include: 4 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms plus an ensuite, roomy kitchen 
with large eating area, oak cabinets, 
dishwasher, and 9arburator. iving room with 
fireplace and a formal dining room. Large 
family room with wood stove, sundeck, car- 
port. Beautifully laedscapsd lot (70x120 It) 
with pdvate backyard abutting onto Terrace 
Mountain, Possession date July 15, 1990. 
Phone 638-8466 for viewing and appoint- 
ment. 4p51 
REVENUE HOME DUPLEX. One three bedroom 
with 2 baths and shop/storage area. One two 
bedroom with full bath. $65,000. 635-4200 
anytime, 6pl 
HOUSE FOR SALE on a large lot. Plenty of 
privacy in a clean, quiet neighbourhood. 3 
plus bedrooms, 1V= baths. 1955 sq. ft. living 
space. Beautiful rock fireplace, garage, 
storage shed and lovely garden area. Nat. gas 
heat. Located in Copper Estates area, Marten 
Dr. Very unique and extremely cozy. Private 
sale. 635-9497 4pl 
62.6 x 132 LOT ON CITY WATER on Cromer 
Street. Paved, dead-sod road. Ouiet location. 
• Must sell at reduced price. 635-7456 6pl 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW. 1040 sq. ft. Double 
attached garage, finished basement. 1V~ 
baths. New carpet and paint. $92,500. 4725 
Tuck Avenue. 636.1461 6pl 
IF YOU WANT PRIVACY THIS IS ITI Located 
within 4 km of town. 18.78 acres of forest 
park, 1388 sq. ft,, 5 bdrms, 2Vz baths, 20' x 
36' storage/garage, southern exposure patio, 
electAc/wood heat, drilled well. $119,000. 
1-692-3758 Bums Lake 4pl 
LOG HOME IN FALKLAND, B.C. 3 bedroom, full 
basement, 1120 sq. ft., 4 years old. Ideal for 
home business. $25,e00 down, will finance 
remaining at I0 per cent. 379-2360 4pl 
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE in Thomheights 
Phase 3 Subdivision. $17,950 or best offer, 
phone 635-2148, get yours before the GST. 
6pl 
1 a/4 ACRE VIEW LOT located on Spdng Creek 
Drive. Lot no.lO. For inquiries call 638-1414 
2pl 
90' WATER FRONTAGE. Lakelse. 2 storey 
frame house. 25 x 42', Large shop 32 x 20' 
635.2470 2p2 
141 ACRES - LAKE. ~A FENCED. Some cross 
fencings. Approx. 80 acres In hay and 
pasture. $30,000 Call 996.8379 4p2 
IN HORSESHOE, 4 BEDROOMS, vaulted Iiv- 
ingroom and dining room. Eating area in kit. 
chen, electric heat and wood heater. Finished 
up and down. Assumable mortgage at 11¾%. 
$87,000. Call 635.9446 between 4-6 p.m, or 
after 9 p,m. 3p2 
PRIVATE SALE BY OWNER. 5 bedroom home 
on 75 x 117 In Thomhelghts Phase IlL Large 
kitchen with lots of solid oak cupboards, built 
in dishwasher, patio off dining room, oarport, 
N/G heat and water. For more Info. call 
635.7152 $88,900 3p2 
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEORCOM HOUSE for sale. 2.3 
acres on bench, approx. 2300 sq, ft., 2 
bathrooms, five applainces, foyer entrance, 
sunruom, gas firapalce, approx. 800 sq. ft. of 
sundeck and patio decks with hot tub. Asking 
$112,500, 638-1331 after 7 p.m. 4p2 
OPEN HOUSE, Saturday, May 5, 1990 
lO-Noon, 3506 Thomas Street. Held by Joy 
Dover of NRS Pruden & Currie (1976) Ltd. 
lpl  
HOUSE 
WANTED 
3 bedrooms on at least 
1/2 acre. 
635-9121 
'88 FORD 4X4 
1/2 ton, XL package 
=13,995 
6354941 
'89 FORD PROBE GL '86 HISSAH 200 SX 
, 1. Real Estate 
LOT 10 ON KERBY:'STRE~ In' Tbomhll, 
$7i300. Call  ParnldnterS:, radiophone 
H49.5042 on JK orJL,¢hannel, i i 2p2 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION Is available for this 
1272 sq. ft. fully finished basement homel 3 
bddrms., 3 baths; 2 fplces;~ Cilrpod pa~,'ed 
dave, 18x31 ft. shop, on a ia~Jscapod lot. 
contact Rusty Ljongh," 638.0371 LOr 
635"5754, Terrace Realty Ltd. lc l  
OUALITY BUILT And completely finished 
home In newest subdivision in the Iforseshoa, 
3+1 bedrooms, 2 masonry fplcs.,3 baths, 
covered sundeck, carpertand much more. 
Contact Rusty Ljungh 638.0371 or 
635.5754, Terrace Realty Ltd. 1 cl 
i 
'89 DODGE SHADOW 
4 door, auto, A/C, bal of 7 year warranty 
and muchmore. 
=11,995 
2. Mobile Homes 
12 X 68 TRAILER. Ridge, stove, washer 
/dryerand ishwasher. Phono635-3428 6p51 
1974 ELMONTE MOBILE HOME. Sundeck 8'x 
20' addition, natural gas heat, 5 appliances, 
storage shed. In town, close to schools 
$14,500, 635-7971 6p51 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE:I 975 three bedroom 
trailer. Unfurnished, $13,000. Fully furnished 
$14,000. Curtains, N/G heat and water. No. 
77-3616 Larch. 635-2679 6p51 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME. Two bedroom, natural 
gas heat, woodstove, judy shack, washer, 
dryer, fAdge, stove. $13,500. 635-6464. 
6p52 
FOR SALE MOBILE HOME 12' wide, 3 
bedrooms, natural gas, 4 appliances. Located 
In Park Avenue Trailer Court $13,900. 
635.6794 2pl 
'83 4X4 
3/4 ton, diesel 
=6,995 
f. Mc w< B 
635-4941 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 311In 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakefse. Good for 
office space or storage. Call 635-7939 or Ter- 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371. 6p50 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Braun's Island. Available April 1/90. Phone 
635-4054 or 635-3583. 6p49 
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT to responsible 
person in town. Call 635.7176 2pl 
FOR RENT TWO BEDROOM house in.town. 
Fndge, stove, carpeted, no pets. 635-5464. 
6pl 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNITS 
Utilities and cable 
included. $350 per 
month. Prefer working 
singles. Reference. 
635-5350 '~ 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COIINER OF KALUM & SC01"r 
CLO8E TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. Reforonces re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If avelleble 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED HOUSE to rent at Lakelse Lake for 
the summer months. Call 635-7613. 6pl 
'84 CREWCAB 
diesel engine, automatic 
=9,995 
McEwan t -B  
• 695-4941 
'88 HONDA CIVIC 
4. Wanted to Rent . . . . . .  6 ,  For Sale Misc. 9. Trucks for Sale 
WANTEO 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for responsible 1 TERRACE TO VANCOUVER return airline 1987 DAKOTA AUTOMATIO with box liner, 
family. Excellent references from prosent ~cket for a female passenger, .open date, canopy like new condition. 31,000 km still 
landlord.Phone635.3624 ' i i 6p52' $200: Nso 1978 Dodge Colt auto, in GRC, under warranty, $9,600 finn, Phone 
WANTED TO RENT 3.4 BEDROOM HOUSE by $5 O0, 1 Westinghouse self clean oven $100. 635.2669 : : .  6p52 
responsible family of four. Terrace arsa, ASAP Call 632.2B33 after 5 p,m. ' 3p2 1981 WESTERN STAR DUMP "TRUCK with 
$750 mth. range. 635-4875 after 4:30 p.m - 
i , I -~rl GET FIT, I 88 BERETTA II RND OUT HOW AT ,1]:§951 ' Mlsly River Books 
4606 Lakelse Ave., Terrace I 
McEwan 
635-4941 
'89 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 
V/6, NC, balot 7 year warranty 
and much more. 
=15,995 
'86 FORD ESCORT 
' 4 door, automatic 
=6 995 
t ,<N 
635-4941 
5. For Sale Misc, 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2.door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat • 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2B00. New Kuboda Ute plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Alien 8o)( 161 
Granlsle, Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
PIANO FOR SALE. Beethoven $1,600. Call 
638-8621 6p49 
MOVING? NEED BOXES?? We have lots of 
themt Ten boxes for only $2.50. Terrace Stan- 
dard, 4647 Lazelle, tin51 
18 HP ARIENS GARDEN TRACTOR. 
Hydrostatic dave, mower deck, dozer blade, 2 
wheel cart, tire chains and spare tire. $3,295 
OBO. 635-3258 6p52 
DODGE PARTS FOR SALE. 440 engine with 
Holley 600 cfm 4 banel cad)., and edelbroek 
torker performance intake manifold, $500. 
Small block four barrel torker edelbroek per- 
formance intake manifold with Carter 625 cfrn 
carb. $175. 727 automatic trans. $1001904 
automatic trans. $75. 318 engine with 2 bar- 
rel cad). $100. 8V4 limited slip differential 
complete ~$60. View at 27 Margetts Street, 
. Ki8mat. 12 noon ~.6 p.m. daily. @52 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way VHF 
radios. $80 each. 637-5702 6p52 
1978 310A JOHN OEERE backhoe, low hours, 
good operating condition, $14,000. D.6 clear- 
ing blade, like new. 24' madne aluminum jet 
boat, 454 G.M. 10" Berkely jet/like new, 
tandem trailer, $16,000. Phone 845-7725 
after 7 p.m. 4p52 
SET PIONEER CAR/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, 
100w per channel. Brand new. $200. Call 
Janet 638-7238 days. 52tin 
1 OAK DINING ROOM TABLE and six chairs. 
Excegent condition. $1,000. Also 1 York 
weight machine $200. Call 635.9211 2pl 
4 x 8 UTILITY TRAILER $600. Job boxes c/w 
ladder ack for pick.up $400. To view 4931 
Lazelle. Call 638-1726 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
COMPUTER 386SX.16Mhz, 40 meg HD dual 
ddvos, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft- 
ware (approx. $1,000 value) on hard drive. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin colour GSX140 pdnter; 
$600. Phone 635-2230. 6pl 
FO00 CATERING BOX. All stainless teel, cof- 
fee dispenser, warming compartment. Will fit 
V4 or 1 ton. Very good condition. $1,200 
Phone 1-567-2823 4p2 
• ROLL-UP•OVERHEAD GARAGE DOORS. 10 ft. 
• high by 12' wide. All hardwaro included $400 
each. Hanging as furnace $250, metal bolt 
bin 150, like new FMC 601 brake lathe 
$2,600, Sun exhaust gas analyzer $1,800 
635.5407 3p2 
3 ALL STEEL STORAGE BUILDINGS. New, 
never erected, 40 x 30 was $9,000, sell for 
$5,600. 40 x 60 worth $15,000 now 
$8,600, 40x120 worth $25,000 now 
$15,000. Heavy snow loads, Canadian pros. 
303.757.3107 @2 
19~7 FORD ¾ ton truck and 8Vz ft. camper. 
Also trailer, utility, fully enclosed with locking 
door, 2 15" tires, 3 Jade saws, 1 glass 
counter, 7 ft and (1) 6 It, 1 wooden counter 8
It. long, coffee maker (2 burners), 1 electdc 
cash register, 638.2085. 2p2 
MAY 12,1990 - The annual plant sale of the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Assn. will take place 
on Sat. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the parking 
lot next to the Petroean service station on 
Lakelse Ave. 
FOR QUICK SALE - Muskrat Jacket, Squirrel 
Jacket, Rabbit Jacket, Hudson Seal with mink 
collar, F.L, Black Persian Lamb, white Racoon 
Coat, $200 each, size 10.12,638.8589 6p2 
CHESTERFIELD AND 6 CHAIRS. Asking $400. 
Phone 638.1335, 9 a.m.. 6 p,m or 635.7047 
after 6 p.m. 6p2 
PASTEL MINK STOLE, $350. O.B,O., red fox 
jacket, size 6, $590, O.B.O., lavender white 
mink Jacket, size 10.12, $595. 0,6.0,, demi 
buff mink, size 12, full length, $850, O.B.e. 
638-8589. 4p2 
1 GOLD RING (14k gold) set with 27 garnets, 
$700 firm, (14k gold) wedding ring set, brand 
now, paid $1495.00 Asking $1050. 03.0, 
838.6569, 4p2 
i '87 NISSAN STANZA I 
4 door, A/C, 5 soNPdl.~and much more 
=10,995 
hook up for pup $301000 Phone 1.567-4192 
• 4pl 
1987 HIGH TOP VANAMARA FORD. • 0nly 
40,000 km, with extended warranty to 
105,000 k.m, Fu y loaded with all extras. 
Must be seen to be appieclated. $25°0OO. 
Will take smaller car (1985 & up)in trade. 
1-692.7526 days i-698.7450 eves 4p2 
1981 JEEP WAGONEER LTD, 4 x 4, fully Ioad- 
'ed. Trailer towing package Norust. 65,000 
miles. 847-2301 4p2 
1978 FORD 150 4 x 4, good shape 
mechanically, some rust, good tires. 300 4 
speed, $1,9601-698.7389 4p2 
1988 CHEV. EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, 1/2 ton 
and 8 ft. Skipper camper, clw fddge, stove 
and furnace, sleeps 4, $18,900, 842-5554. 
6p2 
'06 GMC RALLY VAN 
*9,9,95 
i" McEwan 
635,4941 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED TO TRADE. Tlred of playing the 
same old games? Trade them in. Video games 
play power, Box 120, RR2, Site 14, Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 2P2 6p51 
WANTED ANTLERS OF ANY KIND, in good 
condiBon. Will pay by the pound. 849-5260 
6p2 
WANTED METAL STOCK RACKS FOR GMC 
long box, f-698.7627 4p2 
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 StiBARU. FRONT WHEEL DAve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cfeanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
Ings. tin 
1981 RELIANT. Front wheel dave. Very good 
running condition, no rust, 50,000 kin. 
638-8874 or view 4810 01son Ave. 6p50 
78 TOYOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. 
transmission. In excellent condition, with 
winter tires. $1,800 0BO 638-0501~ 6p5O 
1981 BUICK SKYLARK, 4 doer, auto, new 
paint, 61,OO0 km, reliable transportation. 
$3,300. Call 635.9353 6p51 
1981 0AMARO. Good condition, low mileage, 
P/S, P/B, two spare tiros with alms, asking 
$2,500. Phone 638.0190 6p52 
1977 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT $350. New 
tires, needs ome work. 635.73e8 2pl 
SICK OF GAS PRICES? You can double your 
gas mileage for under $50. For more informa. 
lion, call 1-694.3522 between 9a.m.: 7 p.m. 
4pl 
1984 NISSAN MAXIMA 4 dr., 6 cyl., auto, 
exc. condition. Toe many options to list. 
$9,500, 1977 Porsche 924 $12,000. 
635-3557 6pl 
1985 DAYTONA, red, low mileage, Excellont 
condition. Extras. Asking $8,700. Call 
636.3565 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
'77 PLYMOUTH ARR"OW 
2.6 L. 4 cyl., auto. 
ONLY 
=1,495 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT_ Travel in 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, mon- 
thly. 638.1468 12p50 
1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME. 
$17,500. Call 635.3673 .. 6p51 
9Vz FT. VANGUAI~D CAMPER. Hydraulic 
jacks, has overything, sleeps 6, excellent 
condition. $5,500 firm. Call 635.7859 6p52 
1978 VANGUARD 22 It. Excellent condition 
$9,000. Call e35.2789 2pl 
MOTORHOM-E"1986 CLASS A PACE ARROW. 
27 ft., fully loaded, top coedIDon, 60,000 km, 
454 chev. engine. $43,000 635-2697 6pl 
1986 TRAVELAIRE 5th WHEEL. 28 ft long. 
Used only once. Asking $22,000 Call 
635.5717 or after 6 p.m. 635-7017. Used on- 
ly once. 6p2 
1986 161t BONAIR TRAVEL TRAILER. Very 
easy towing. Like now coeditioni' Comes with 
hitch. $8,000 OBO. 1-698-7327 4p2 
1975 GMC VANGUARD, 21 It. class C 
motorhome, 47,000 miles, well maintained, 
asking $10,500,638-1331 alter7p.m. 6p2 
1979 20fit. fully self contained T trailer. Kit 
Companion, 12' awning sleeps six. $6,000, 
B35-3318. 2p3 
1973 21 ft. TRAVEL TRAILER, New bol water 
tank, lO01b propane tank plus 2 201bo tanks. 
Good condition, $4,500. Call 635.6790. 6p2 
WANTED A 12' to 14' travel trailer. Phone 
632-3797. 6p2 
1987 4 DOOR PONTIAC 6,000. excellent con. 
dillon. Great family car, $8,900, O.B.e. 
635-9193 anytime. 6pl 
1980 TOYOTA TERCEL SR5, standard, 2doer 
hatchback. Needs work. $500 or offers. 
Phone 638-7222 after 6 p.m. 6pl 
1986 CHEVY SCOOTER, in good running order. 
New paint. Asking $4,500 OBO 635-2789 
lp2 
1979 DODGE VAN V8. PS, PB. Captain and 
bucket seats, panelled, carpeted. 44,500 
odglnal ady driven kilometers. E.C. $4,900 
after 4 p,m. 638-8406 6p2 
1976 TR6, 2 doer hardtop, new tires, Alpine 
stereo, CD's. Good condition, $9,000, 
638.8849. 6p2 
1986 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 40 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Exc. condition, 
$7,700,635.7842. 2p3 
REPO'S 
FOR SALE 
'"1'066 CHEVY CAPRICE 
2 door, hard top. Restored. 
Mint condition. Turquoise 
color. 
1980 CHEVY 4X4 
PICK UP 
Good condition. New tires. 
Please rail 636-2826 
between 6 e,m, & 6 p,m, for 
further Information I 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Full sized, good 
condition, two tone colour. Call 638.1159 
eveoings 6p49 
'67 CHEV CELEBRRY 
]M° N 
6354941 
14. Boats & Marine 
79 23-50 BAYLINER NISOUALLY 305cu, 280 
Volvo leg, VHF & C8, anchor winch, 7,500 Ib 
easy load trailer, nice shape, $18,000. 1978 
Ford 150 4x4 good shape mechanically, some 
rust, good tries, 300, 4 speed, $1,950,1-698 
• 7389 4p2 
'87 CHEV SPRINT 
automatic 
=5,995 
[ McEwan 
635-494t 
lS. Machineryl 
MASSEY FERGUSON 70 hp tractor with • 
MF236 frost end loader, rdl bar & canopy. 
Auxiliary hydraulics, 840 hrs, like new condi. 
lion, MF model 41 dynabalance, slokfe bar 
mower on hydraulics,, new knife, excellent 
condigon MF no,: 12 baler g~d.coeditlon 
~venlngs, 638.1052, -~ ' 4p51 
1989 FORD F250 4 X 4 XLT LARIAT. All OP. MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL with p aner. 
Buns. Brahma canopy, wooden box liner, 2 Cuts accurate lumber wth vo4kswngen 
Auto. Only i'8,000 km. Like new. Loaded. 4 doer, 5 speed, silver, 47,000 km. sets tire chains, 13,0OO km. $21,500 powered one man sawmill, $7,000 060 
; i )U ' - -  8 9 5  - '  I I 1.633-2642evenlnos : 651 1.695.6620 Bums Lake/ ~ :~ 4p52 REDUCED TO REDUCED TO REDUCED TO 'O ......... " -  P 513 995 10 995 o , o , o , , . . .  , ,  - - ..ow  S I . . . . . . .  1 74 LANDROVER SERIES 3 with 60000 STERN STAR4OO BC, 15 • 4 wneel onv , station wagon [ ]  n ith overdrive 2 51 as e Ins 48,000 Ibs. Eaton dlfferend s Certif 
i $'11 '7  I =9.500 1.892.3292 a, 
• • B • _~ ~ ~ I and running condition, New Yokohama super MASSEY FERGUSON 70 ~ ~ . . . .  
i B i l l  ~ ~ ~i~ ~ I dlooer tiros. Sedous thquiries only, ~,'1 not MF236 fret en~ N~,,,; ~'~.*u~.,[°r wnn 
' ' " .~  ~vg i  lUll I.'¢1/ ~IKI ~nopy  
[ ]  I • ~ • phone Saturdays. Call 649.5811 4p51 Aux il~m hvdmu b ,  Adn h . . . . . . . . .  ' 
[ ]  I I~A,,-~t~,, ,,.,,.A I L l - r I  i ~ - ~ . . ,  . . . . . .  o-~,,,--,,!~ermwcondl. 
[ ]  I IV I~, ; z - "W ~(~,! I I L~ I 1992 DATSUN 4 x 4 plckup, King Cab 5 6us, M re.ode! 41; dys~oee,  sloke bar 
[ ]  i , ' ~"=' ~ | speed, caJ~py, sunro¢ilowner, allseason mow e! on ._nymul.l~.lmw knife excelent 
i "  _ 6364941 - -  I * ,,,=, M ,o.. ,,,ng MF ne, ,z t~er, Oood condition 
. . . . . . .  ! $4 900,635,947i i, r i ~! ~ :: 6pS2~ ~;~,venings 638,1052 ~i~ ~ ~. ~! .:. 4pSi' 
6"" M ~ REGISTERED BLUE TICK HOUNDS. Excellent 
1 a©hine ' for tree ng bear and lynx. 6 me, oM. Ready to 
H706 INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR. Goad ~ hunt. 1;694.3695 4pl 
rubber, 'Excellent allied Front end loader, SPANIEL PUPS, tails docked, dew class 
Good shape: Asl~lng $6 000. call 567.4035 removed. Great dogs for those whe love the 
or567;4127 : :  " r " • " : ~4pl " °utd°ere"$75;flrm' Ready •June 15, 
635.3804. 6pl 
ATTENTION: LOGGERS & CONTRACTORS. EAR 15 HAND BAY ARABI 
Complete machine ,Shop, Lathe, 16' swing, GENTLE N!NE.Y . .. AN 
no. 3 Le 6tend hodzontal mill Drill presses 1 ue~omg; exee,cm mever.oressage prospecl; 
large, 1 small Grinders (31 Hydraulic ureas'as needs expedenced rider; trained by J. O'Neill, 
10i}+ (1), 6+(1),  cut'tln(] ~, weldingtorch Call 847.~02 or 561.0029 @2 
power hacksaw, 195 amp. weMer, eleclrlc WANTEO! GUY, SELL/TRADE. Livestock cat. 
hoist, Track bume[,ebeve machines are com. tie/horses. Licensed and, bonded livestock 
plate with tootl~ and can be Seen in opera- dealer. W pick Up, Ken Rose, 1.694.3376 
tlon. $15,000 complete 1.692:3276 eves. ~ .... . . . . 4p2 
A'n'ENTION: PERSON WHO INSPECTED AND Pennchar Farms II1 Vanderhoef. Phone 
RIO $35,000 On D7F Catln Terrace please call 567-9323 anytime. 4p2 
• 23. Work Wanted : 
MOI9 WILL DO BABYSITTING In my home. 
' Close to hospital and park. Full and part-time 
days, Phone 635-3804. 6p50 
WILLING TO BABYSIT IN MY HOME In hospital 
area, Ages 4 yrsand up. Men thin Friday. Call 
635.4355. 6p50 
~HTEN.  YOUR HOME. m wel'~"xex- 
pefleneed In total house cleaning. Won't you 
give me a call 635.6537; 6p50 
NEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am experienc- 
ed in all trades, reasonable rates, call 
635.6537 "will cost you nothing to chat," 
6p50 
GRAPPLE YARDER, HOOK TENDER, Ex- 
patience at night logging, plus end backhoe 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME, Age under 4 
years, call 638.8619 6pl 
CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? rll do It for yeu. 
Painting, plumbing, carpentry, cencrete, brick- 
laying & General maintenance, Kev]n Turner. 
849-5888 Serving Terrace & Thornhgl 6pl 
'78 AMC CONCOIID 
2 door, 6 cyl.. auto. 
=1,495 
Terrace  IM~ 
;4912Hvvy:16: .  : ;~ 
OrS. 
63,5:655 
r . .  ' '  
1.697.2474 : , 4p2 . • and backspars Also possess safety fuse and [ ]  
I' ALL  BREED ,, electrical blasting ticke(and eperate tank : [ ]  
~S '71977360 Cumm!ns, :frans, COLUMBIAHenddcksenTRAI--'~.suspe n" I DOG GROnMI  un  Ii d,,s and air tracks. Call 637.5702 ei leave [ ]  
alert, Front end;trailer suspension'. All recent, I v ~ I message.for Bob at 637-2249. 2 - -  r 1 " 
~Mi , -~. , i , ,~~'o  ¢-~-.¢ ~ ¢ ¢ ~ ¢ ~ ~ ~ ~'~"e~'~o '~o i asking $15,000, 1-694.3655 ~ '  4p2 , Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Ex.dence , IERS"  
V376 ENGINES F°r Parts' New 'bel pumps' I JANE 'T'U'RNER 638"8018 | CARR 
starters, everything inside and eut, salvage | " M~'n lng io r  Evenings I i . 
pdces, 847.2299; 846.5980, Netl. 4_p2 ! ; " . J 
r # '83 PONTIAC 2DOg 21. Help Wanted . . Needed ! ; 
' 2 doer, hatchback WANTED: LIVE;IN HOUSEKEEPER. For more 
• V V V start immediately. Established clientele. 
I ' - : - - - ~ ~  1.692.7687days 1.692-336Doves. 4p52 
/McEwan ~ ~ I ~:  ~.~,.,;.:~.;., pt ........ i 225 -- Heppel, Braun, I . . . . . . .  "T.;;,¢; ~ ferent exercises on machine. 1.692-7687 
- - I  AMAJORCANONDEALERofofficeequlpmant ~ . ~ ) l ~ ~ l ~ ]  331 - Crescent, Pedersen, 
in the Bulkley Valley area requires additional 
service, persbnnel. Successful candidates ~ : . i ~ ~ l l ~ f  Rdle Range 
must have copier service experience, a strong 
electro.mechanlcal background, and be neatly 
groomed• Salary negotiable. We provide 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. $2 per bale. Good quality. No 
Sat. calls, 849.5395 6p52 
17. Garage Sales 
GARAGE SALE 
4832 Soucie 
SAT., MAY 5 
9 a .m.  to I p.m. 
Including baby terns, cock 
: and bicycle P~I .  1 1 
• . in "  "" 
19. Lost & Found 
FOUND AT CONTRACT TIRE, 1 white female 
husky dog with bluish white eyes, black mark- 
ings on back face and ears. (Approx. 1 yr. 
old) If yours, call 635.4295 2pl 
LOST .-~_MEN'S GOLD SEIKO quartz watch bet- 
ween'Caledonia High School and Copperside 
II. Apdl 18. Reward olfered, 635-7936 
2pl 
FOUND LADLES BRACELET at Agar Park. Call 
638,8217 to identify. 2p2 
'89 CHRYSLER NEW 
YORKER 
• A/C, cruise, tilt, p/w, p/I, balef 7 year 
warranty. 
2 to choose from, 
=22,995 
20. Pets & Livestock 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER Puppies. 
1st shot, dewormod, ears cropped, tails & 
dewclaws done. $,100, Also, registered west 
Highland, Wh!te Terrier pup= $450, 632-5294• 
6p49 
ATTENTION HORSE PEOPLE. Summer 1990 
(June, July, .August) this summer Flemming 
Lake wilderness .adventures i offering pack 
horse trips Into Ihe back country of the 
Bulkley Valley far fishing, photography etc.' 
You bring your own horse and we supply the 
rest, Limited te teq people per trip. Se inquire 
nowl For more Into call Jodi 846.9128. 8c49 
200 ACRES PRIME GRAZING pasture land fer 
lease. Year round water and fenced. 
Vanderhoof. 1.631.7515 4p51 
TWO MALE BLACK LAB PUPPIES. 7' wks. 
$200 each. One registered chocolate male 
Lab; $350. No Saturday calls. 849-5395 
6p52 
factory.autherized product training, and ex. 
cellent benefits package. Please submit 
covering lelter and resume to: Manager, See. 
Moore Printing & Stationery, P.O. Box 460, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. 4p52 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS fer 
employment every Wednesday. Per an ap. 
plicatlen and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. tfnl 
WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Oickie Dee Icecream. The icecream bicycle 
people. 635-3102 6pl 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking far 
mature career minded individuals who want te 
be a part efa growing team that takes great 
pride in their work. Experience ispreferred but 
will train the dght individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of. 
tar competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica. 
tions for the following positions: 
waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
waiter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks,. 
chambermaids, desk clerks. No telephone in. 
qulries pleasel 14c1 
LOOKING FOR A FULL-TIME BABYSITTER, 
Tues• to Fd. Must.h~ve ()wn vehicle to pick up 
kids at Uplan d School preferably my home. 
635-7683' 2p2 
WANTED DENTAL" ASSISTANT (part time or 
full time). Are yeu an enthusiastic, experienc. 
ed dental assistant with a caring manner? Are 
you dependable and organized? If so, please 
send resume to Box 350, clo Terrace Stan. 
dard, 4647 Lazene Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S8. 3c2 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a good income, 
Interested please phone 635-3484, lc2 
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY - Dairy Oueen 
requires a manager fer its Prince Rupert Ioca. 
tlen. Expedence helpful but net necessary fer 
person willing to train and learn. International 
Dairy Queen course mandatory with on.site 
training in Surrey offered• Starting salary 
$30,000 per annum, Potential to ewn may be 
a possibility for right person, Medical and den. 
tal plan offered. Operations are open seven 
days a week with day and night shilts essen- 
tial. Store management will include assistant 
managers. Ifyou are energetic and wish to ac. 
cept a challenge please mail your resume te 
Hewatt Enterprises Ltd., 13345-25 Avenue, 
Surrey, B.C, V4A 9G6. Please outline your ex. 
perience and your goals with your resume.4c2 
TWO FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSERS re. 
quired. Doris Coiffures, 4-5 yrs. experience, 
638-1704. Needed immediately, 6p3 
22, Careers 
ACCOUNTING CLERK -- Independent logging 
company requires an acceunting clerk te work 
with existing staff in accounts payable, ac. 
counts receivable and payroll. Other duties 
will include bank and account reconciliations. 
Cemputer experience an asset. Preference 
will be given to a persen with logging industry 
experience and also enrelfed in the C.M.A. or 
C•G.A. program, Please forward your resume, 
including cover letter, salary requirements, 
• experience and reterences to Tay.M Forest 
Products Ltd. Suite 201 - 4548 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. VaG 1P8, Attn. J.S. 
Manhas, CMA Please make all cur. 
respondance pdvate and confidential. No 
phone calls please. 2cl 
23. Work Wanted 
NEED WORK DONE? For renovations, vinyl 
siding, any size jab. Contact Norm, 638.1950. 
6p49 
WILL DO SEWING. Grad gowns, bridal wear, 
costumes, etc. Call 635-5426, 6p49 
i  :i TERRACE STANDARD 
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638-7283 
-..oi 
CAREER . 
FOR ADVERTISING CALL 638.SAVE 
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building in Kitimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. 
Please send resumes by February 14, 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3B8 
PROGRAM A S I~qTANT 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
NURSE 
for a office-scheduling and 
FIELD SUPERVISORY POSITION 
with agency that delivers serwces to seniors, handicapped and 
recuperating people in their homes. 
Hours range from 20 to 401week to start, Some flexibility with job. 
Starting date: June 1,1990. 
For more information, contact: 
Betty Stewart 
Program Director 
Home Support Services 
• 635.5135 
A K ISP IOX BAND 
Alll. COUNCIL 
"~ j~ _ IMBIK  BOX 25, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
~ ~ , ~ ~  Phone 842-5248 or 842-5249 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
The Klsplox Band Council is accepting applications 
from qualified individuals (degree In Social Services) for 
a full-time position as: 
HEALTH AND SOCIAL 
SERVICES DIRECTOR 
Must have abilities as facilitator, organizer, teacher, 
lobbyist and fundrslser. 
Be able to co.ordinate the various activities of the 
Health and Social Services department. 
Qltksen language preferred (understanding at least) 
Salary: $30,000 plus, depending on experience. 
Complete]ob dsscdption is available upon request. 
Send resume tot 
KIsplox Band Council 
Box 25, R.R. No. 1 
~,~..i,~.;i, ' Kllplox, B.C. 
11~'~ ' I : " VOJ 1YO • • 
' l~ i i  .: i'~ii~ii~i ;i'~ /•'- Phone: 842"82418:1:i 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 2, 1990 -PaOe eg. 
JOURNEYMAN 
MECHANIC 
Northern B.C.'s largest import dealer is 
looking for a fully qualified Journeyman 
Mechanic,• must be responsible an d 
reliable. We offer a full benefits package i 
and excellent wages; 
Apply in person with resume to: 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
Hwy 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
AVCO FINANCIAL SERVICES Is looking for an outgoing, 
career minded person to fill the position of ACCOUNTS 
REPRESENTATIVE and enroll in our 2 year training program 
leading to Branch Management. • 
If you are the person we choose, we will demand quality and 
excellence in everything you do. 
Applicants should have Grade 12 minimum, 5 years work ex- 
perience - -  preferably sales and finance related and must be 
transferable. 
If you enjoy working in a challenging, results oriented at- 
mosphere, Avco may have the opportunity you've been 
waiting for. 
For further Information, or to apply please contact our 
office st 636-2828, between 10 s.m. and 5 p.m. 
.dgAVCO "="-',,,,.,.c. 
F INANCIAL  SERVICES 635-2826 
Our  peop le  make  the  d i f fe rence  
CHOICES PROGRAM 
SERVICES TO THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
GROUP HOME SUPERVISOR 
The Choices Program is seeking an energetic, dynamic person to fill 
the position of group home supervisor. This person shall manage all 
aspects of operating a group home for mentally handicapped children. 
Duties Include: Plan and implement residential programs. Orientating, 
scheduling and supervising of staff. Maintain close contact with the 
consumer, parents and others concerned to ensure needs are being 
met. Work as a team member with group home staff and other Choices 
employees. 
Desired Qualifications: High school graduate with post-secondary train- 
ing in social services field i.e. (CSW.or HSW diploma) or equivalent ex- 
perience. This person should be a team player, have excellent interper- 
sonal skills and be able to work with mentally handicapped children• 
He/She must also undergo criminal record search, possess a class 4 
driver's license and first aid certificate. 
Salary: $1,995/month as per Collective Agreement with BCGEU. 
Closing Date: May 9, 1990 
For further information contact Marilyn Taron at 635-7863. 
Resumes can be sent to or dropped at: 
Madlyn Taron 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
No. 2- 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 2X6 
Regional Distdct of 
Bulk ley  Nechako  
ASSISTANT TREASURER 
The Regional District of Bulkley.Nechako is seeking applica- 
tions for highly motivated Individuals with a sound background 
in accounting to join our management team. 
The successful candidate will have the following minimum 
qualifications: 
--preferably three years completion towards a recognized 
Accounting designation or university equivalent; 
--experience In Municipal Finance and/or Fund Accounting 
would be an asset; 
- -good working knowledge of computers, Including 
ACCPAC and Word Perfect Program and their application 
in the workplace; 
- -  good communication, supervisory and interpersonal skills, 
and ability to use independent Judgement. 
The successful applicant will: 
- -  assist the Administrator in fulfilling the statutory duties of 
Treasurer as required by the Municipal Act; 
- -  establish or Improve upon the accounting procedures, and 
ensure the monitoring end control thereof; 
- -  supervise staff In the Rnance Department; 
- -  assist the Administrator in new functions. 
The salary will be commensurate with the qualifications and 
experience. An excellent fringe benefit package Is available, 
plus relocation assistance. 
Please submit resumes to the Undersigned prior to MONDAY, 
MAY 1Oth, 1990. 
Q. Molntyra 
ld,,,i,,letratOr 
Reglcmal District 
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32. Legal 
Notice 
~ Pr~n¢e of T~U~ 
~Dah Cofum~ and H~hwws 
tn accordance with the Idtekdq of Tmqmtsttea aml 
HMImqs A4t, SesOon 49(1), seak~l thndars ore invited 
for the thOowlng: 
Phi/Act k F.5260 
I ,~  Oueen Chadelto telands. 
k=edMtee: ProvHe Traffic Con~'ol Seokes In the 
Skeena I'ltghways 0tenet for the 0uoen Charlotte 
Islands. 
S~Jed tenders, completed in accordance with the 
Cocditlons ol Tender on the Ionns provided, will be 
received by the Ministry of Transportatl~ and 10ghweys 
at No. 300.4646 Park Avenue, Te~ace, B.C, V86 1V4 
~nttl 2;00 p,m, (Iocld Ome) on May 16, 1990, when 
Iooders wig be eponnd in putthc. 
A ~ depeslUstrro~ bid bond will not be re~tred 
(In accordarce with the cord,ions of the tender). 
A pre.tenber meetl~ will not be ll~d, 
Tender documents cemp,~te with enve~pe, ~ns, 
specth¢,ltio~s and conditions of tender are avaJlabte 
fl'om the MidsW of TranspottsUon and Highways, No. 
300. 4546 Park Avenue, Tenace, 9,c, vo0 lV4 bet. 
wean the hours el 0:30 a,m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays, 
Where required, payment for cent, eel documentation 
shah be made by carried cheque or money odor. made 
payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Rofa. 
~ms. Ai p~rchases are norl.retundaofe, 
For further Inf~nation contact J,FL Newhoose, 
District Manager at (004) 638.0360, ~' Fax 
(604} 638.3316, 
The lowest or any tender will not necessariF/be OC. 
espied, 
i TERRACE__~ 
CITY OF TERRACE 
CALL FOR 
PROPOSALS 
The City of Terrace invites pro- 
posals from qualified companies to 
supply and install an air conditioning 
system at the Terrace Arena for an 
area of approximately 370 sq. m. 
(4,000 sq. ft.). Proposals must In- 
clude all electrical, carpentry and 
other related work to complete the 
project. Expected completion date 
i3 required. 
Interested bidders are required to in- 
spect the site prior to submission. 
Contact the undersigned to arrange 
a site visit. 
Proposals must be submitted no 
later than 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 
8, 1990 to: 
Mr. S. Scott 
Superintendent of Parks and 
Recreation 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2X8 
City of Terrace reserves the right to 
refuse any or all proposals. 
Brl~qh Cofumida ~ Forests and Lard= ~- 
N011CE 0F BIB110N T0(]I0~YI.N ~ A H IPOI~ 0F '; 
In ~ Re¢0ndin0 Bstrk:t el Pdnce Rupert and 
s~tuated near Terrace ~ , 
TLke no~ce that Exchndve Fly FIshl~O Lid. el Terrlce 
6.0,, totems to apply for a gown Grant el the thliowlng 
described lands: 
a) An ensui~eyed per,Ira of OIs5tct Let 1433, P,4mOe 
s, coast ~t~t M~o between ~ N.W, Bout~ary of 
Plan 5814 and the SkNM River ¢ontainth 0 plus 6 ha. 
The p~ for which ~ dtspaniUon is required is 
limited cccupancy ii~l~g lodge. ":, 
Comments concemng this ak¢lcaUon may be made 
to the ~nior Land Officer, M4nlstvy of Crswn Land, Oag 
5000, Smltbere, B,C, VOJ 2HO. Tethphone: 847-7034. 
File: L 6404222 
Dated April 21 , 1990. 
Exclusive Fly Flshthg Lid. 
Pr0vfoce of Trm=xteum 
Bdt~h Cdumbea and liGhways 
In acco~ with the Mlek~lf ef T , t~ l~ ll~ 
IillmallS A¢!. Sect.an 49(I ). sealed ten~ arl In,rid 
for tf~ to~o~ng: 
He: 1:.5262 
Lmt i~ Pricce Rm~t area. 
0uaIM~¢ Prov~ Tr~c Con,rot Sarvk:~ In the 
Skeena Highway~ DthblCt fm the Pdoce Ruperl/Lron, 
Seslud te~,  cornptetsd In accordance with 
Conditions of Tender on the forms provided, wtl be 
recolvnd by the MlnLshy M Tmtspmalten ond Highw'~s 
at No. 300.4546 Pad( Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VOG 1V4 
urdi 2:30 p.m, (IocaJ time) on May 16, 1990, when 
tenders wal be opened in pobH¢. 
A socudty depor, Jt/sursty ~ baxl wiO ret be reqceod 
(in accordaoce with t~ conditfons of the tender). 
A pre.tender elect'sO wlfl not be hold. 
Tender documents complete with en~l~pe, plans, 
sbedflcations and ~ of tender are av,,,able 
from the Mtoisby of Transp~6on and H~hweys. He. 
300. 4546 Park Aven~m, Tenace, B,C. VSG lV4 bet. 
wean the hou~ pf 6:~0 a,m, to 12:00 p.m,, aM 1:00 
p,m, to 4:30 p~re. Monday to Frfday, except hofidays, 
Where requ~, payment for contract dccumontaHm 
sh~lhe made ~ cerUGed cbeq~ or mousy on~r, rna~ 
payabte to the Mlntster of Rna~¢e and Ccq~-ate Rots-. 
Cons. Ag purchases me non.mfund~. 
Foe further thfesmaOon cmt~of J,IL Newhouse, 
District Manngor at (604) 630.3360. or Fax 
(604) 638.3316, 
The lowest or any tender will not noces,sadly he a¢. 
cepted. 
~ Province of Trsesp(xtatfon 
British Cof~bla and Highways 
In aoco~lance with the Oidof~y of T ~  led 
Hloliways Act, Soctloc 49(1), sealed tenders are invited 
for the following: 
PmJeof He: F.6261 
L I~ Terrace. KItimat, and ~ V~Jidy. 
Oemll[l~: Provide Traffic Cocbof Services In 
Skeefla Highways Disbtct for the Terraue Area. 
Seated tenders, completed In acconlence with the 
Conditte~S of Tender on the toms I~OVided, will he 
roce{ved by the MiNsby of T~Om and Highways 
at No. 300.4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG 1V4 
until 3:00 p.m, (local ~'ne) on May 16, 1990, when 
tenders wig be op~med in pof~ic, 
A security dep0slt/smly lY4 bond wig not be required 
(in accordance with the conOltio~s 0f the thnder). 
A pre.tender mee0ng will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envek~pe, plans, 
specift¢aUons and condlOons of ~nder an= avaite~ 
finn the Mln~s~ of T r '~t lu~ and 100hways, No. 
300. 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, D.C. VBG 1V4 bet. 
wean the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12;00 p.m,, a~d 1:00 
p.m. to 4:60 p.m, Morx~ly to Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, paymem for cocbact dccumentaSon 
shaO he made by cerUfled cheque or me~ey order, made 
payabte to the Minister of Rnance and Corporate Rata. 
tiorls, All pgrcha$os are no~l.rofunDa~o, 
For further Informa~ contact J.P,. Newhoose, 
OIshict Manager at.(604).638.3360, or Fax 
(604) 636.3310. 
The lowest or any tender WIll not necessarUy he ac. 
cepted. 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is requesting 
proposals to provide project estimating within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project estimating will be within the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300  - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, V8G 
1V4 no later than 10:00  a.m., May 16, 1990.  
For more Information please contact the fo l lowing:  
DWAIN HORNLANO 
OISTRIC.T TECHNICIAN 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
__~--'=~=. _: : :  
. 
m v 
= =__----m~-- 
Province of 
British Columbia 
MinlsW of Transportation 
and Highways 
HONOURABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting 
proposals to provide project supervision within the Sl~eena 
Highways District. 
The project supervision will be within the Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kitlmat and the Nass Valley area. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
pedence and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C: VSG, 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
• For more Information please contact the followin: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 638-3380 FAX: 638-3316 
ProVince of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation ,
and Highways 
HONOuRABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
' :i i . . . .  : 
BELL POLE CO: LTD. TERRACE;IIB.C. ii: 
; i!  i! ijB!iseekln 9 qualified . . . .  '- , 
To carry out  our: 1990 Brush and  Weed!no Pro- 
gram on our forest Iicence in the Kispiox T,S,A.  
Bell Pole Co.  Ltd, has  approximately 217 '0  hec :  
tares that requ!re either manual and/or chemical 
t reatment ,  cGntractors should possess  the l = 
necessary certification to carry out our program. 
"~i ~ r ~  Province of , ~ Ministry of ~ ~ 
,. ~ BrltlehColumbla. Envlronment , i :} i  i 
Administration, ii . . . .  , 
: NOTICE OF TENDER: 
A contract will be let to Pr0vide, when and if requested by the 
Conservation Officer S~rvlce In Termce~ ndequate staff to 
live trap and remove as directed , nuisance :bern from the 
Municipalities of Kitlmat Terrace and surroun, dlng areas, ~', 
Sealed. ten'dere, on the forms and In the envelope Provided, 
as defined In the instructions to Bidders, will be received by 
the Ministry of Environment, Administration, 3726 Alfred 
' :Ave., Bag 5000, Smlthera,B.C. VOJ 2NO, no later than May 
I .  . . . . . . . .  . .  ' 14, 1990 at 1 :DO p m Tenders will be opened in publlcat 
nmresmo contractors'  are asKea to register no :, ~ 'that time. 
later th~May 41 1990 to the address below: ~ i  { I  i Tender forms, includlngspeciflcations, can be obtained from 
, i '~:~ !Be l l  Pole Co Ltd. " i i  I ;:;the MInlstry of Environment, 3726 Alfred Ave, Bag5000, 
~ ~: '~  il p / . .  _ 2"0 ' I I~iSmithers. B.CI VOJ 2NO, or Ministry of Environment, B.C 
9 ~ U. JBOX u ~ ;! : '~i t~  Access Centre, 104- 3220 Eby Street Terrace,B.C. V8G I Terrace, B.C. I 6K6 ' ,  
I yea  4A6 !!i I '  infoimallon or clar fication of the Tender sPeclflcationa can be 
n Su, ,erv lsor  "1  1 ~i obtained by calling the Conservation Off cer Service In Ten 
I ~ ~'i~i!i~ ':~i .' ~ " " '  ~' i i ~ !l I race at638-3279, . . . .  
I / ~;;' I i ,- ' Regional Administration Manager 
• I Ministry of Environment 
Skeene Region 
@ 
MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
COURT SERVICES BRANCH 
Proposals are invited for the provision of services which 
encompass the performance of va~ous civil court orders 
(i.e. Writ of Seizure and Sale, Warrant of Execution, Writ 
of Possession, etc.) for the following area: i 
Area 10- Ske.ena 
Area 11 - Prince George :~ 
Area 12- Peace River 
Area 13 - Cariboo 
A detailed Request for Proposal is available from: 
Mr. Larry McMillan 
Purchasing Commission 
200-4000 Seymour Place 
Victoria, B.C., V8X 4Y3 
Telephone: 389-3368 
Bidder Conference: May 24,1990, Prince George 
Deadline for Proposals: June 15,1990, 2 PM 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways le requesting 
proposals to provide project estimating within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project estimating will be within "the Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kitlmat and the Nass Valley area. 
Proposals submitted should Include qualifications, ex- 
perlence and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
TERRACE, B.C. : 
PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3318 i 
.~--,~--=.: =: ¥:-~ 
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Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HONOURABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is requesting 
proposals for highway design services within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The design services will be within the Prince Rupert, TetTaCe, 
Kitimat, the Nass Valley area and Queen Charlotte Islands 
area, 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 • 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VSG 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
Province of 
FREE - . B, tish C==bia 
~I ,~- -~~;L ' .~  Ministry of Transportation 
- - -  and Highways 
M O F E  HONOURABLE RlTA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Hlgh~T~ys i requesting 
proposals to provide project supervision within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project supervision will be within the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perlence and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
~m~m m~ 
mmm M m 
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Province of 
Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HONOURABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is accepting 
proposals to provide surveying within the Skeana Highways 
District on an "as and when required" basis. 
The surveying will be within the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Proposals submitted shall include equipment available, per- 
sonai qualifications and experience. 
Data reduction and drafting work may be required. All equip- 
ment and supplies necessary to complete the works within 
the allocated time frame, will be provided by the applicant. 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, Skeena Highways Dis,riot Office, No. 300 
-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B,C., VSG 1V4 no later than 
10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND .HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA DISTRICT " 
No. 300 - 4546 PARK AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
YGG 1V4 
PHONE: 636-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
FREE£=OM 
MOVE 
• Province of 
Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Translxxtation 
and Highways 
• "HONOuRABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
-HIGHWAYS, 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is accepting 
proposals to provide surveying within the Skeana Highways 
District on an "as and when required" baals. 
The surveying will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitlmnt and the Nasa Valley areas. 
Proposals submitted shall Include equipment available, per- 
sonal qualifications and experience. 
Data reduction and drafting work may be required. All equip- 
ment and supplies necessary to complete the works wlthln 
the allocated time frame, will be provided by the applicant. 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, Skeena Highways District Office, No. 300 
-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G1 V4 no later than 
10:00 a m.i May 16, 1990. 
Formers Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA DISTRICT . . . .  ~'~ ::
No. 300 - 4846PARK AVENUE 
TERRACE, D.C. 
• V8G 1V4 
• " ~-,- PHONE: 636-3360 FAX:'O38-3316 '-/L,~' 'i"i'- 
FA i~E~L~F=~ ' Ddtish Cdumlda ' .  : 
0 M,nl.O.dO, 
M O V E  IloNGURADLE I~ITA~UONN81"~ ~ 
• MINISTER OF.TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS .. 
• 11 
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ACA;L~(~*"~i3LI~ you ro lose lU-Z~ ms, m~W~D~ti~~td:ey~aiiW~pay " I ~ ~ TERRACE .~PERTS ~-- IN A oGLANCE ' ' '  
•Wlndow painting for any aday, 1,250-9451, 6p2 ' ' .~ : :  
oocaslon. 
• Illustrator 
• Grephlca 
• PoRter; Card & Invitation 
I : Designs : 
,I • Reasonable rates 
I For more,Information please 
l -~', .: ' contaot: ! 
I K. Hicks 038-1782 
24. NoNces 
PRO.LIFE EDtJCATION available to general 
public; videos,' pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion .and :euthanasia,: Studenl enquires 
welcome, Call 635.5427 or 638-0382, 51fnc 
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright can 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 
nlty and baby clothes. Many other services- 
all free and confidential. Call 635.3907 
anytime, 12p51 
MODERN METAPHYS CS Progressive 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pre- 
register. Phene Laurel 635.7776. 6pl 
I 
VOLUNTEER 
BLITZ! 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre will be having a 2 day sign 
up and information booth in the 
Skeena Mall, Friday (May 4) 4 pm 
to 9 pm and Saturday (May 5) 
9:30 am to 6 pro. 
Come ~ and see what the 
Women's Centre has to offer youl 
25. Business 
:Opportunities 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N. 8 
miles S of Kinaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake. With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom - kit- 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres. 
Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or write Gen, DOL Iskut, B.C. VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Mobile food con- 
cession customized interior. Self-contained; 
for information package contact: Cactus Can. 
teena, P.O. Box 655, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0 
or phone 845-2075 4p51 
MAJOR RUSTPROOFING FRANCHISE available 
in Terrace, Wail.establtshed and a good add- 
on to an existing automotive business. Call 
635-4954 evenings. 3c52 
'65 CHEV SPECTRUM 
4 door, brown 
*4,995 
636-4941 
J 
My unity Is My handiwork; I have I 
wrought It for thee; clothe thyself 
therewith, that thou mayest be to all 
eternity the revelation of My 
eveflaotlng being. 
Selected from the Behe'l Holy 
Writings, ' 
• We invite you to  explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
835-3219 or 638-B012 
"STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
* Safe * Effective 
• Painless 
DIET .......................... $126 
prP.,kx~s S bWme~ts) 
STOP SMOKING ...... S47.60 
,. (Foeow.up~ $20 each) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
ST'E. N0.15- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(euove ~ ' )  
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office 
28. Cards of Thanks 
I would like to thank Dr. Phillips, Or. Hodge, 
the Nurses (especially those on emergency & 
ICU), and all the staff at Mills Memorial 
Hospital for the wondedul care I received 
while I was a patient there. Also, because 
they are too numerous to menUon, I would like 
to thank everyone who prayed, sent cards, 
gilts, flowers, telephoned and visited me dur- 
ing a very traumatic time. It is a great feeling 
to know that so many people were thinking of 
me and my family. 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 7 toning tables, 1 
upright tanning capsule, office equipment, 
counter, cash register and much more, Stay in 
present location or move. 847-5101 4p52, 
UPR GHT TANN NG CAPSULE. L ke new. 
$6,500 ~valued a t  $10,~6i~'~847-5~1~ ~'+' :~:  '" 
~,=,, ,~ :.:,~... ~~, .... ~W ( t ;  4p52' 
I love you all, 
Rose Made Fleming 
29, In Memodam ..... 
I~ LOVING MEMORY of our dear wife and 
mother NANCY GENEREAUX who left us one 
year ago, Apfll 29,1989. 
Closer than words can say, 
Our loved one's Just a thought away, 
As long .as heads remember, 
As long as hearts still care. 
We never part with those we love, 
They are with us everywhere. 
So many precious memories, 
Of the one we hold so dear, 
Bring peace and comfort o us now, 
And keep our loved one near. 
Greatly missed and forever in our hearts. 
Husband, Leonard; children Nicole, Caroline, 
Michelle and Francis. lp2 
THERE IS NO DEATH 
In one sense there is no death. The fifo of a 
soul on eadh lasts beyond it's depadure. You 
will always feel that life touching yours, that 
voice speaking to you, that spldt looking out 
of different eyes, talking to you in the familiar 
things he touched, worked with, loved as 
familiar fdeeds. He lives on in our lives and in 
the lives of all others that knew him. Sadly 
missed and always rememnbered, 
Holly, Brad and Edn. lp2 
33. Business 
Services 
tt~t 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Eam up to $600 weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self addressed stamped envelope to: 
Hughes Entarpdsas, Dept. A.11, Box 964, 
Peterborough, Ontario, K9J 7A5. 4p52 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stun envelopes at 
home, Eam up 1o $600 weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self.addressed stamped envelope to: H 
& H Enterpdson, DOpt, AA-11,171 Rink St. A 
Suite 263, Peterborough, Ontario, KgJ 2J6 
2pl 
FOR SALE BEAUTY SALON. Downtown Ter- 
race. $28,000. For mere inlo call 635.7961 
or 638-8870 2pl 
NEW SPACE AGE RADIANT BARRIER. Slashes 
heating costs. Can eliminate need for air con- 
ditioning. Work pad.time or build your own 
sales team. Potential = ambition 
1-747-2635 4pl 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Process mall at 
home, Eam big dollars. Free supplies. Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope to: G&E 
Enterprises, 197 Hunter •Street W. Compad. 
ment 20, Peterborough, Ontario, K9H 211.2p2 
26.  Personals, 
WANTED: 85 overweight people, We pay you 
for losing 10- 29 Ibs per month. 100 per cent 
guaranteed, Call 1.978-3016 toll free 24 hrs. 
4p51 
MODERN METAPHYSICS Readings available. 
For appointment phone Laurel at 635.7776. 
632 - 4333 
Open 7~ a we& ~eM - OAM 
AnsWedug macNne 9AM - 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEE( 
1N~ AO 1o paid ~ wm bnds ndm ~ 
~p~ ~ Cd~ Supp~ S~m 
32. Legal Notices 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
•Applisnce Repair 
Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
]-----CALL-----~ 
1638-7299] 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
Is accepting 
TENDERS, 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields 
Specialisls ,,- Glass Medic Repairs 
~, I.C.B.C. claims 
for the research and design of a recognized leadership train- 
log course forthe non-profit sector. Background matedal end 
terms of reference are available from: 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
No. 1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 2XS 
Attention: Detlef Beck 636-3178 
Bid closing Is May 25. 1990. .. ,, -¢~,;~, 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
i;i: ;iiiii'~: 
I IL! i ~ . . . . . . .  ~ i i ~ , NE 
3 ~ 
U L E 
• Director Alla' ch, r i( er ':' 
 ernorial markers i'-' ..... i ) t  ",, L LJL • 
Grave covers " ".r'~{ " J~'*~'-., ~', I-uneralr" ~ []ll ! ! 
• I I  Cremation v. "-.-...~,, Association • - -  i ;i. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 1OFT. SHEAR 
I " " ~ 2.00 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
(604) 635- 3478 I 
4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3Y8 I 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
BronZe ptsqueS a,.~":*" 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, KItimaf, Smitbers 
Pd~e Red 635"2444 
A 
Funera l  Serv ice  
A.~sociation 
i i~ i
~!!:i 
!: 
i: 
: SPRING CLEANING " 
SPECIALS 
s39.95a , 
We'll clean two rooms & Cell me for upholstery 
.;,~.: ?'ANY,SIZE'~" ~ .... ~: speclalal : 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 
I 
let's talk 
i ~anr !~:peatere  
~,,~,,o • Satellite Sales & Service 
AnO.$ e~ I DIL.AN I :~  duler- 
North land  , soo2P~,v.~. 
, Communications 638-0261 . 
I 
j~ 
i 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
* Concrete Blocks * Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
* Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16' per linear foot 
3751 01d Lakelse Lake Ddve 638.8477 
,,I t 
dr ~J . J rea~s}ar  , \ I /  t' tt~sic , *  
• V ,y. ~ dr ~F .1¢ "k 4z 
• Cassettes $10.95 
• Albums $10.75 ,F,J: 
• Discs $19.95 
CALL NOW 635-6210 j 
end leave a meougo 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpent ry  - Renovat ions  
"No Job too Srnalr" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace; B.C. Malcolm Slmons 
: V8G 4Z3 Ph. 636-7124 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuffing 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Llmltad Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lake4se kve~Je 
Twrace MHZan 
CREDIT 
COl  Po l~ iy  IoN L IM IT IO  
"Earning Your Respect" 
let & 2nd Mortgages Home Pumhasea 
Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
..... FLEXIBLE TERMS & COMPETITIVE RATES 
: "USE YOUR EQUITY" 
l : ;:, . ,, Darren M. Smith I 
I i!:~:e.~=s Park Ave.. Terrace 635-6310 I 
I I I I 
BANDS1RA _ , .  
TRANSPOR TA TION 
=--SYSTEMS LTD. ~_ 
Daily freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (6~04) 635.2728 
I FAX: (604) 635. 71.97 MEM~R ~ 4 ~  
4~ 
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BLIND & VISUALLY IM. 
What's Up a white cane club in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
The Terrace Standard coffee with us. We would be 
offers What's Up as a happy to welcome you. 
public service to its Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs. 
readers and those com- day~ 1:30 p.m. Info contact 
munity organizations in Phyllis 638.0412 or Felix 
Ihe area. 638-12e5. 
Items for this section * **  **  
are for  non-pro f i t  CCB/TERRACP. AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
organizations and fo r  CLUB needs volunteers to 
those events In which assist he blind and visually ira. 
there is no cost to gain paired with crafts and recrea. 
admission, tions (bowling etc.) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
To meet our produc- and around town. We would 
lion deadlines, we ask really appreciate it. Please con. 
that all items be submit- tact Felix 639.1285 or Phyllis 
ted by noon on the 638-0412. 
**** 'k  
FRIDAY preceding the SKEENA VALLEY  FALL  
following week's issue. FAIR ASSN. still collecting 
We also ask that Items be recipes for 20th anniversary 
typewritten or  be  printed cookbook. Please leave at the 
neatly. Library in the next few weeks 
so the book can be available in 
MAY9,1990--Terrace Public time for the Fall Fair. April 
Library presents "Tales for 30/90 is the deadline. For more 
Twos" Wed. at 10:30 a.m,, info. phone 635-7582 or 
beginning May 9. Two year 635-2607. 
olds, accompanied by an adult, , , , . ,  
areinvited to enjoy a half hour THE TERRACE AND 
of stories, puppets and DISTRICT ARTS COUNCIL 
fingerplays. Please register in is accepting applications for 
advance as space is limited, their annual scholarship. For 
638-8177. No charge, further info. please contact: 
• A. * * * * P.O. Box 35, Terrace, B.C., 
MAY 10, 1990 --  Continuing V8G 4A2 or 635-2529. 
Care Assistant Education and Deadline for applications is 
Employment Information May 13, 1990. 
evening will be held at Room , , ,  , ,  
208 at Northwest Community VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
College from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. "Child Health Clinics" (Ira- 
* • * * * munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
MAY 10, 1990 -- Terrace 9:30 a.m. - noon and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Public Library presents Weighing and measuring 
preschool storytime, Thurs. at children, no lifting necessary. 
1:30 p.m. and Fri. at 10:30 For more info. phone the 
a.m. Children aged 3 - 5 are in- Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
vited to attend for 45 minutes * * * * * 
of picture books, puppets and KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
fingerplays. TheThurs. session DRUG Program offers 
begins May I0 and Fri. session Wednesday nite videos, 
May 18. Please register in ad- 7:30-8:30 pm at Kermode 
vance. No charge. 638-8177. Friendship Centre 
• ****  (downstairs). Opened to 
MAY 11, 12, 1990 -- For the anyone. Drop in for a coffee 
second year, administrators, and a movie. 
teachers and paraprofessionals , , , , ,  
from Douglas CoIlese, New TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
Westminster, B.C. will be 635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
gathering to increase their p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
awareness & understanding of Haughland. Sun, Women's 
teaching head-injured students 8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
in the public school system. For Monday Rite 8:30 p,m. Blue 
further info contact Robyn Lit- Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
tleford at (604) 734-1313, local day Rite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
259 or (604) 734-3756. United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
• * * * * Avenue. Tuesday Rite 8:30 
MAY II, 1990 --  The Nisga'a p.m. Catholic Church. 4830 
Valley Health Board and the Straume Avenue. Wed. nite 
Kermode Friendship Centre Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
will be hostin a "Careers Day" Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. 
Friday at the Terrace Inn, in Thurs. nite 8:30 p,m. Hospital 
their "Dolly Yarden" room Psych Unit. Friday Rite 8:30 
startingat 9a.m. thru to4 p.m. p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
For further information, please Kalum Street. 
contact: Eric Barton 635-6511 , , , ,  
or Francis Smith 635-4906. ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
• ****  JOINING A SUPPORT 
MAY 16,1990-- Kitsumkalum GROUP for step and blended 
Ski Club will hold it's annual families, call Lee at 635-9055 
general meeting on Wed. The , , , , ,  
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. LOSSES. EITHER 
in Rm. 208 at Northwest Com- THROUGH separation, 
munity College, Terrace Cam- divorce, or death can be a time 
pus, you may need additional sup- 
* • * * * port. If you wish to be in a sup 
AUGUST 24 - 26, 1990 -- portive group, please join us 
Caribou College celebrates 20 the let and 3rd Wednesday of 
years of service with a each month, hi5 - 3 p.m. in 
Homecoming Weekend. If the conference room at the 
you're a former student or staff Mental Health Centre. Call 
member, plan to visit the 639-3325 formore info. 
Kamloops Campus and join the , , , , ,  
fun. Activities will include a SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department meeting every Friday evening at 
sponsored events, music and Women's Resource Centre. 
entertainment. I 's a family af- 4542 Park Ave at7:30 p.m. 
fairl For more info or to let us Come out and join us. It's fun 
know you're coming, Call and coffee's onlFormoreinfo. 
Arlee at 1-S00-662-2955. call Ruth at 635-9551. 
"A" * * 'k "  * 'k * * "A" * 
THE TERRACE & DISTRICT BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
ARTS COUNCIL is accepting SISTERS are now underway. 
applications for their annual The first A.G.M. proved to be 
scholarships for summer fine a success with enough people 
arts programs. For further info present to fill all executive, and 
please contact Box 35, Terrace, directors chairs. The next few 
B.C. VSG 4A2 or 635-2529. months will be busy trying to 
Deadline for applications is get totally functional bysprmg. 
t May 31, 1990, But, we still can t do it without 
• * * * * you. Anyone interested in 
THE RED CROSS IN TER- becoming a Big Brother or 
RACE needs volunteers to help Sister, or if you are willing just 
with their Sickroom Equipment to help please feel free to join 
Loan Service. Time required: 2 us in this worthwhile project. 
hours weekly. If you would l i ke  Meetings are held every third 
to have more information Tuesday of the month 
about this volunteer communi- , , , , ,  
ty service, please contact Carol AGORAPHOBIA & PANIC 
Glen at 635-2122. DISORDER support group. 
• * * * * Do you experience high anxie- 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF ty? or avoid crowded places? 
Terrace hold their meetings on We meet every 2nd and 4th 
the second and fourth Wed. of Sunday of the month at the 
the month. Anyone interested Terrace Women's Resource 
in more information about he Centre at 7 p.m. for men and 
Kinettes or meetings please call women who share this pro- 
Gall at 635-9253. blare. For more info. call 
• * * * * 63e-3325. 
& petdl mtatl 
I ~t ,~ ' ! .~"  Can your child hear? Will your child speak? 
i~p~ir~e.l. .~ohr respoesilhlil. • q 
i Contact mole who ahem thls responslbllity ... The rnedlcal cornmun~, 
j the audiologist, the apeech language Pamo/oglat, 
~ '~ ~ the teacher o the hearing Impaled: 
- -  I I 
¢ancer can be beaten. 
! . ; :  : , : Please give generously. 
:,:; i ~ c~.~ I ~v~ 
i BUNDLESI  
H I I .411  _ 
~[1~i~4,¢  4 d | l~f~( [ l . . .  THE ELKS PURPLe CROSS 
DEAF DeTeCTION and DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
~ THE ELKS AND ROYAL PURPLE OF CANADA . . . . .  ~ 
E kit Pu C ' ' " :~""  ~.~ ~.~ Halp lng  Ch i ld ren  Through the  rple ~ F U ~  , : ~ ' . ' 1 , ' . , .  " 
Mmde poaMIble th rouoh your  k nd  flnlm01ad 4k~IptDort, for fur ther  Inforn l l t lon oad Tol  Free 'D~, .8107 
• : FAX i'dl0e) H IM laao  " . . . . . . . . .  
[] 
OF [ 
JOY 
Bate & lime of Birth: April 1 I, 1990 at 2:58 pm 
Welghl: 6 Ibs. 16 oz. Sex: Male 
• Parents: Bonnie and Brad Rochotzke 
Baby's Name: Kery Manuel Botelho 
Date & Time of Bldh: April 11, 1990 at 11:10 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs, 8 oz, Sex: Male 
, Parents: Max and Maria Botelho 
• :: . . . . :  Baby's Name: Nigel Nell Hepburn 
Bate & Time of Blrlh: April 17, 1990 at 12:55 am 
' ~ Weight: 9 Ibs. 11 oz, Sex: Male 
* Parents: Hugh and eella Hepburn 
, , Baby's Name: Angela Charlene 
: Bate & Time of Bidh: Apdl 3, 1990 at 4:43 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 3% oz. Sex: Female 
. Parents: Tammy and Chuck 
Baby's Name: Jessica Roberta Rebecca Rush 
~, Bate & Time of Birth: April 6, 1990 at 1:31 am 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Gladys and Jacob Rush 
Selected Spring ~~ 
Toys and Partyware 
May 2 to 8, 1990 ( 
GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
ikeena Mall 635-5236 
I" 
CANCUN THURSDAY DEPARTURES FROM VANCOUVER -- 
$849 per person. Hotel 13 nights at the Club Las Perlas. 
**** -  
JULY 11 TO 14 - VISIT KIMBERLY, B.C. 
the "Bavarian city of the Canadian Rockies for the 
01d Time Accordlan Championships or try July Fe l t "  19- 22. 
• , * ***  :i ! ~ 
SWING INTO SPRING WITH SILVERWING'S OISNEYLAND PACKAGE 
FROM $439.00 per penon 7 nights in the'Anaheim Parkside. 
Travel April 15 to June 15: :i 
HONEYMOON PACKAGE... To enhance that very special event in your 
life, Magna has prepared an exciting honeymoon package just for you 
- Bottle of Rum on arrival; Champagne breakfast In bed; Night out at a 
local cabaret, including transportation, show and drinksl With 0ur Best 
Wlshesl $779.00 for 21 nights - exit Toronto. 
** 'k*  
TRAVEL BA AND YO2! CAN STILL GET A HOTEL IN LONDON 
FOR ONLY $36.00 Canadian per personl per nighU 
, , , k ,  
$KEENA MALL MERCHANTS GRAND PRIZE WINNERS of a trip for two 
on Princess Cruiseshave returned from the Mexican Riviera Welcome 
back Mr. & Mrs. David Vivieros - Glad you had a fantastic timel 
** 'k*  
US CARRIERS HAVE EXTENDED ,THE SMOKINGBAN to flights less 
than six hours. American, Delta, and Eastern hav~ banned smoking on 
any flights entering Canada, :: 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
~,~__ / '~  635-6181 
Skeena Mall 
I This Ford Taurus LSedan costs $48 more than this H0nda LX 
s18,475" '18,523" 
* } M.S.R.I. for vehicles as shown, based on published industry sources. Includes Freight. 
Also includes air excise tax on Taurus. Taurus dealers may sell for less. 
gives you: 
j~ 
Driver's S de Air 
A Cup and Coin Holder 
Light Grou p 
Front Center Armrest 
Power Locks 
T lh i~!  P,  rvxtncn- l~["~rlYw,.Q 
JO t  
[ t i l t  
and the comfort and handling of Tauru 
longer wheelbase and wider stance... 
Features that . ,M id  on the Honda 
Z' '  
Ford Qualil Vahe... rd Taurus! 
The Northwest [li m Dealers 
, Smithers Price Ru~rt 
Hosklns FordSales Ltd. Kaien Ford Sales Ltd, 
....... . Kitlmat .... ~ , : .  . ,  
Snow Valley Ford saies, Ltd,...~:: .~ ~ ;.::, _~ ~ 
" ' " -','i: 'i . . . . .  
• . . , 
~rrafe 
n FordSalesLtd, :: . . . . . .  ~ ' 
,~ ':.~,,, ~,NoMseF,~d/Mercury ~es" 
I I I . . . . . . . .  
